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Abstract
Consider a two-dimensional domain shaped like a wire, not necessarily of
uniform cross section. Let V denote an electric potential driven by a voltage
drop between the conducting surfaces of the wire. We consider the operator
Ah = −h2∆ + iV in the semi-classical limit h → 0. We obtain both the
asymptotic behaviour of the left margin of the spectrum, as well as resolvent
estimates on the left side of this margin. We extend here previous results
obtained for potentials for which the set where the current (or ∇V ) is normal
to the boundary is discrete, in contrast with the present case where V is
constant along the conducting surfaces.
1 Introduction
1.1 Main assumptions
We consider the operator
Ah = −h2∆+ i V , (1.1a)
defined on
D(Ah) = { u ∈ H2(Ω,C) | u|∂ΩD = 0 ; ∂u/∂ν|∂ΩN = 0 } . (1.1b)
In the above, Ω ⊂ R2 denotes a bounded, simply connected domain which has the
same characteristics as in [8, 5]. In particular its boundary ∂Ω contains two disjoint
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open subsets ∂ΩD and ∂ΩN such that
∂ΩD ∪ ∂ΩN = ∂Ω ,
where ∂ΩD is a union of two disjoint smooth interfaces on which we prescribe a
Dirichlet boundary condition, and ∂ΩN is a union of two disjoint smooth interfaces
on which we prescribe a Neumann boundary condition. Hence ∂ΩD ∩ ∂ΩN consists
of four points which will be called corners. The analysis can be extended to domains,
where ∂ΩD (and ∂ΩN ) consists of a greater number of disjoint components. In the
interest of simplicity we shall confine ourselves to the simplest possible case.
In the context of superconductivity we may say that ∂ΩD and ∂ΩN , are re-
spectively adjacent either to a normal metal or to an insulator. We denote each
connected component of ∂Ω# (# ∈ {D,N}) by a superscript i ∈ {1, 2}, i.e.,
∂Ω# = ∂Ω
1
# ∪ ∂Ω2# , # ∈ {D,N} , i ∈ {1, 2} .
We say that ∂Ω is of class Cn,+ for some n ∈ N, if there exists βˇ > 0 such that ∂Ω
is of class Cn,βˇ. As in [3, 8, 5] we make the following assumptions on ∂Ω
(R1)
{
(a) ∂Ω# is of class C
n,+ for # ∈ {D,N} ;
(b) near each corner, ∂ΩD and ∂ΩN meet with an angle of
π
2
.
(1.2)
We define n for each result separately (but always have n ≥ 2). We occasionally use
the notation (R1(n)) to specify n in the assumption.
Near the corners, we assume in addition that there exists a smooth tranformation,
mapping the vicinity of the corner onto a vicinity of rectangular corner. More
precisely
(R2)

For each corner c , there exist R > 0 and an invertible holomorphic function
Φ in B(c, R) ∩ Ω, which is in addition in Cn,+(Ω¯ ∩B(c, R)),
such that Φ(c) = 0 , Φ(B(c, R) ∩ Ω) ⊂ Q := R+ × R+ ,
and Φ(∂Ω ∩B(c, R)) ⊂ (R+ × {0}) ∪ ({0} × R+) ∪ {0} .
(1.3)
Again we use (R2(n)) to specify n in the assumption.
We consider potentials V ∈ H2(Ω) satisfying
∆V = 0 in Ω ,
V = Ci on ∂Ω
i
D for i = 1, 2 ,
∂V
∂ν
= 0 on ∂ΩN ,
(1.4)
describing a potential drop along a wire.
Assumptions (R1(n)) and (R2(n)) imply that V ∈ Cn,+(Ω¯). Away from the corners,
we may rely on Schauder estimates to establish the desired regularity. In the neigh-
borhood of a corner, we may use the conformal map given by Assumption (R2(n))
to obtain a problem for V in a right-angled sector. Then we can use a reflection
argument to establish the announced regularity of V (cf. [3, 8] for instance).
We assume further, as in [6], that V satisfies
|∇V (x)| 6= 0 , ∀x ∈ Ω . (1.5)
2
Jin
∂Ω2D
∂Ω2N
∂Ω1N
Jout
∂Ω1D
Figure 1: A typical wire-like domain. The arrows denote the direction of the poten-
tial gradient (or the current flow: Jin for the inlet, and Jout for the outlet).
This implies that
C1 6= C2 .
We can indeed follow one component of ∂ΩN between two corners and observes that
the tangential derivative of V never vanishes (cf. [3]).
The mathematical analysis of Equation (1.4) has a very long record in the liter-
ature. We refer to [20], where explicitly known solutions, for many simple domains
including the square, are listed. Figure 1 presents a typical sample with properties
(R1) and (R2), where the current flows into the sample from one connected com-
ponent of ∂ΩD , and exits from another part, disconnected from the first one. Most
wires would fall into the above class of domains.
Note that, V being constant on each connected component of ∂ΩD, we have
|∇V | = |∂V/∂ν| on ∂ΩD .
We distinguish in the sequel between two types of potentials satisfying (1.4).
V1 Potentials for which all points where infx∈∂ΩD |∂V/∂ν| is attained, lie in ∂ΩD .
V2 Potentials for which all points where infx∈∂ΩD |∂V/∂ν| is attained are corners.
In appendix A we present examples corresponding to both cases. While other cases
could be treated by the same techniques, we limit ourselves to these two cases in
the interest of simplicity.
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The spectral analysis of a Schro¨dinger operator with a purely imaginary po-
tential has several applications in mathematical physics, among them are the Orr-
Sommerfeld equations in fluid dynamics [21], the Ginzburg-Landau equation in the
presence of electric current (when magnetic field effects are neglected) [3, 19], the null
controllability of Kolmogorov type equations [11], and the diffusion nuclear magnetic
resonance [23, 24, 13]. In the present contribution we focus on the Ginzburg-Landau
model, in the absence of magnetic field, and choose an electric potential satisfying
(1.4). Such a potential was considered in [3] where the asymptotics of a lower bound
of inf Re σ(Ah) have been obtained as h→ 0. Assuming a smooth domain, a similar
result has been established in [18], using a more constructive technique, which is em-
ployed in the present contribution as well, providing resolvent estimates in addition
to the above lower bound.
In [6], improving previous results from [9], we obtained in collaboration with
D. Grebenkov, the asymptotic behaviour of an upper bound for inf Re σ(−h2∆+iV )
on smooth bounded domains in Rd. To characterize the potentials addressed in [6]
we first define (for d = 2, which is the case considered in this work)
∂Ω⊥ = {x ∈ ∂Ω | det (∇V (x), ~ν(x)) = 0} ,
where ~ν(x) denotes the outward normal at x. Then it is required in [6] that
inf
x∈∂Ω⊥
∣∣det D2V∂(x)∣∣ > 0 ,
where V∂ denotes the restriction of V to ∂Ω, and D
2V∂ denotes its Hessian matrix.
Note that ∂Ω⊥ must be a discrete set in that case. Clearly, such potentials do not
belong to the class of potentials considered in this contribution, as is evident from
(1.4). It will become clear in Sections 3 and 4 that the techniques employed in [6]
are not applicable for potentials satisfying (1.4). The reason is that the ensuing
approximate operators near the boundaries are not separable. Thus, while elec-
tric potentials satisfying (1.4) appear very naturally in applications, their spectral
analysis poses a significant challenge beyond the potentials addressed in [6].
1.2 Main results
We seek an approximation for inf Re σ(Ah) in the limit h→ 0 . Let
Jm = min
x∈∂ΩD
|∇V (x)| . (1.6)
Denote by S the set
S = {x ∈ ∂ΩD : |∇V (x)| = Jm} . (1.7)
1.2.1 Type V1 potentials
In this case, any x ∈ S is a minimum point of |∂V/∂ν| on ∂ΩD. Thus,
∂‖∂νV (x) = 0 , ∀x ∈ S , (1.8)
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where ∂‖ represents the derivative with respect to the arclength along the boundary
in the positive trigonometric direction. We next introduce
α(x) = ∂2‖∂νV (x) , ∀x ∈ S . (1.9)
Let
αm = min
x∈S
|α(x)| . (1.10)
We then define a new set
S
m = {x ∈ S | |α(x)| = αm } , (1.11)
We assume in the following that
αm > 0 . (1.12)
Consequently any x ∈ S is a non-degenerate minimum point of |∂V/∂ν| . Further-
more we may conclude from (1.12) that S is discrete.
Our main result in this case is the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. Let Ah be given by (1.1), in which ∂Ω satisfies (1.2) and (1.3) for
n = 4, and let V, the solution of (1.4), be of type V1 and satisfy (1.5). Suppose
further that (1.12) is satisfied. Then
lim
h→0
1
h2/3
inf
{
Re σ(Ah)
}
= J2/3m
|ν1|
2
, (1.13)
where ν1 < 0 is the rightmost zero of Airy’s function.
Remark 1.2. As will become evident in the sequel, some of the conditions set above
are unnecessary in order to obtain the lower bound on the left hand side of (1.13).
1.2.2 Type V2 potentials
In this case we similarly define
αˆ(x) = ∂‖∂νV (x) , (1.14)
where
αˆm = min
x∈S
|αˆ(x)| . (1.15)
We then define in S a new subset
Sˆ
m = {x ∈ S | |αˆ(x)| = αˆm } . (1.16)
Theorem 1.3. Let Ah be given by (1.1), in which ∂Ω satisfies (1.2) and (1.3) for
n = 4 , let V , the solution of (1.4), be of type V2 and satisfy (1.5). Suppose further
that αˆm > 0 . Then
lim
h→0
1
h2/3
inf
{
Re σ(Ah)
}
= J2/3m
|ν1|
2
. (1.17)
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The rest of the contribution is arranged as follows. In the next section we obtain
the leading order asymptotic behaviour of a lower bound of inf Re σ(Ah) in the
limit h → 0. In Sections 3 and 4 we obtain a quasimode for Ah for potentials
of type V 1 and V 2 respectively. In Section 5 we obtain some auxiliary resolvent
estimates in one dimension, that are employed in Section 6. In Section 6 we obtain
resolvent estimates for the approximate operator appearing in Section 3 for type V 1
potentials. A similar task is carried in Section 7 for type V 2 potentials. In the last
section we complete the proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.3. Finally, in the appendix we
bring examples of potentials of both types.
2 Lower bound
2.1 Main statement
We now state and prove
Proposition 2.1. Let Ω satisfy (1.2) and (1.3) with n = 3 and V satisfy (1.5).
Then, we have
lim inf
h→0
1
h2/3
inf
{
Re σ(Ah)
} ≥ J2/3m |ν1|2 . (2.1)
The proof differs from the proof of the lower bound in [6] only by the need to
estimate the resolvent in the vicinity of the Dirichlet-Neumann corners. We thus
begin by recalling various lemmas from [6], and then continue by treating the corner
case.
Note that (2.1) has already been proved in [3]. Nevertheless, the proof brought in
this section, is more constructive and provides resolvent estimates for Ah in addition
for the lower bound on the spectrum.
2.2 Preliminary lemmas
The following lemmas all involve an affine approximation of V .
2.2.1 Complex Airy operator in R2
Lemma 2.2. Let
A0 = −∆+ ix1 ,
be defined on
D(A0) = {u ∈ H2(R2) | x1u ∈ L2(R2)} .
Then, for any ω > 0 , there exists Cω such that
sup
Re z≤ω
‖(A0 − z)−1‖ ≤ Cω .
Remark 2.3. By dilation, we obtain the same result for −∆ + i j x1 for any j ∈
R\{0}. Hence, we can obtain a uniform bound, with respect to j, of supRe z≤ω ‖(−∆+
i j x1 − z)−1‖ on any compact interval excluding 0.
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2.2.2 Complex Airy operator in R2+
The next lemma considers the Neumann problem in R2+ = R×R+ which arises while
localizing Ah near ∂ΩN . It follows immediately from [6, Proposition 4.9].
Lemma 2.4. Let
AN = −∆+ ix1 ,
be defined on
D(AN) = {u ∈ H2(R2+) | x1u ∈ L2(R2+) , ∂u/∂x2|∂R2+ = 0} .
Then, for any ω > 0, there exists Cω such that
sup
Re z≤ω
‖(AN − z)−1‖ ≤ Cω.
Remark 2.5. By the same argument of Remark 2.3 the resolvent of the Neumann
realization of −∆ + i j x1 is uniformly bounded with respect to j on any compact
interval excluding 0.
We also restate another conclusion of [6, Proposition 4.9] and [6, Proposition
4.5], which is related to the localization of Ah near ∂ΩD.
Lemma 2.6. Let, for j 6= 0,
AD = −∆+ i j x2 ,
be defined on
D(AD) = {u ∈ H2(R2+) | x2u ∈ L2(R2+) , u|∂R2+ = 0} .
Then, there exists C > 0 such that, for all 0 < ǫ ≤ 1,
sup
Re z≤|j|
2
3 |ν1|/2−ǫ
‖(AD − z)−1‖+ ‖∇(AD − z)−1‖+ ‖∆(AD − z)−1‖ ≤ C
ǫ
.
Moreover, C may be chosen independently of j if we confine j to a closed bounded
interval excluding 0.
We continue with the following estimate (cf. [6, Lemma 4.12]) which will become
useful in Section 8.
Lemma 2.7. With the notation of Lemma 2.6, for any compact interval I = [µ1, µ2],
there exists a positive C(I) such that, for any z = µ + iν with |ν| > µ2 + 4 and
µ ∈ I,
‖(AD − z)−1‖ ≤ C(I) . (2.2)
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2.2.3 Complex Airy operator R+ × R+
We now present a new result which is useful while using blow-up analysis to obtain
the contribution of the corners to the resolvent of Ah:
Lemma 2.8. Let Ac denote the operator
Ac = −∆+ i j x1 (2.3a)
defined on
D(Ac) = {u ∈ H2(Q) | u∂Q‖ = 0 ; ∂νu∂Q⊥ = 0 ; x1 u ∈ L2(Q)} , (2.3b)
where j 6= 0 and
Q = R+ × R+ ; ∂Q⊥ = R+ × ∂R+ ; ∂Q‖ = ∂R+ × R+ .
Then, there exists C > 0 such that, for any ǫ > 0,
sup
Reλ≤|j|
2
3 |ν1|/2−ǫ
‖(Ac − λ)−1‖ ≤ C
ǫ
. (2.4)
Moreover, C may be chosen independently of j if we confine its value to a closed
bounded interval excluding 0.
Proof. It can be easily verified that Ac : D(Ac) → L2(Q) is surjective, injective,
and maximally accretive. This can be done either by the separation of variable
technique as in [6] or by using generalized Lax-Milgram lemma from [7]. Note that
by the arguments presented in [8, Proposition A.3] there exists C > 0 such that for
every u ∈ D(Ac) and 0 < r1 < r2 ,
‖u‖H2(Dr1 ) ≤ C
(‖∆u‖L2(Dr2 ) + ‖u‖L2(Dr2 )) ,
where Dr = B(0, r)∩Q. Hence, the presence of a corner does not pose a significant
obstacle on the way to obtain global regularity estimates.
To prove (2.4) we write
Ac = L+ − ∂2x2 ,
where L+ is the Dirichlet realization in R+ of
L+ = − d
2
dx21
+ i j x1 ,
and −∂2x2 denotes by abuse of notation the Neumann realization of − d
2
dx22
in R+.
Since L+ and −∂2x2 commute, we have
e−tAc = et∂
2
x2 ⊗ e−tL+ ,
and hence
‖e−tAc‖ ≤ ‖e−tL+‖ . (2.5)
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From [6, Proposition 2.4] we learn that
‖e−tL+‖ ≤ C e−t |j|
2
3 |ν1|/2 ,
and hence by (2.5) we have
‖e−tAc‖ ≤ C e−t |j|
2
3 |ν1|/2 .
Hence, whenever Reλ < |j| 23 |ν1|/2 we have
‖(Ac − λ)−1‖ ≤
∫ ∞
0
‖e−t(Ac−Reλ)‖ dt ≤ C|j| 23 |ν1|/2− Reλ
.
Finally, we shall need, in the last section, the following lemma, which is analogous
to Lemma 2.7,
Lemma 2.9. For any compact interval I = [µ1, µ2], there exists a positive C(I)
such that, for any z = µ+ iν with |ν| > µ2 + 4 and µ ∈ I,
‖(Ac − z)−1‖ ≤ C(I) . (2.6)
Proof. To obtain a resolvent estimate, we use an even extension in s, i.e., we define
the operator Aec which is associated with the same differential operator as Ac but
whose domain is defined by
D(Aec) = {u ∈ H2(R2+) | u∂R2+ = 0 ; Ru = u ; x1u ∈ L2(R2+)} ,
where R denotes the reflection x2 → −x2. The lemma then follows immediately
from Lemma 2.7.
2.3 Proof of Proposition 2.1
The proof is similar to the derivation of the lower bound in [6, Section 6] or [18,
Section 4]. We thus, recall the main steps only, focusing primarly on the resolvent
estimates near the corners (that are absent from [6, 18]).
2.3.1 Partition of unity
For some 1/3 < ̺ < 2/3, h0 > 0, and for every h ∈ (0, h0], we choose two sets of
indices Ji(h) , J∂(h) , and a set of points{
aj(h) ∈ Ω : j ∈ Ji(h)
} ∪ {bk(h) ∈ ∂Ω : k ∈ J∂(h)} , (2.7a)
such that B(aj(h), h
̺) ⊂ Ω ,
Ω ⊂
⋃
j∈Ji(h)
B(aj(h), h
̺) ∪
⋃
k∈J∂(h)
B(bk(h), h
̺) , (2.7b)
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and such that the closed balls B¯(aj(h), h
̺/2) , B¯(bk(h), h
̺/2) are all disjoint.
We further split J∂(h) into three disjoint subsets
J∂(h) = J D∂ ∪ J N∂ ∪ J c∂ , (2.8)
such that bk(h) ∈ ∂ΩD whenever k ∈ J D∂ , bk(h) ∈ ∂ΩN whenever k ∈ J N∂ , and for
every k ∈ J c∂ bk denotes a corner.
We note that ∂ΩD ∩ ∂ΩN is a finite set consisting of the four corners, and that by
the above construction ⋃
k∈J c∂
{bk} = ∂ΩD ∩ ∂ΩN . (2.9)
We now construct in R2 two families of C∞ functions
(χj,h)j∈Ji(h) and (ζk,h)k∈J∂(h) , (2.10a)
such that, for every x ∈ Ω ,∑
j∈Ji(h)
χj,h(x)
2 +
∑
k∈J∂(h)
ζk,h(x)
2 = 1 , (2.10b)
and such that suppχj,h ⊂ B(aj(h), h̺) for j ∈ Ji(h), supp ζk,h ⊂ B(bk(h), h̺) for
k ∈ J∂(h) , and χj,h ≡ 1 (respectively ζk,h ≡ 1) on B¯(aj(h), h̺/2) (respectively
B¯(bk(h), h
̺/2)) .
In addition, we also assume that, for all α ∈ N2 , there exist positive h0 and Cα,
such that, ∀h ∈ (0, h0], ∀x ∈ Ω,∑
j
|∂αχj,h(x)|2 ≤ Cα h−2|α|̺ and
∑
k
|∂αζk,h(x)|2 ≤ Cα h−2|α|̺ . (2.10c)
To satisfy the Neumann boundary condition on ∂ΩN , and for later reference, we
introduce an additional condition
∂ξˇh
∂ν
∣∣
∂Ω
= 0 . (2.11)
We further set ηk,h = 1Ω ζk,h .
2.3.2 Definition of the approximate resolvent
Following [6, 18] we construct, for any ǫ > 0, an approximate resolvent, which should
be close in operator norm to (Ah − λ)−1 as h→ 0 for
Reλ ≤
(
|Jm|2/3 |ν1|
2
− ǫ
)
h
2
3 . (2.12)
The construction is based on localized resolvents defined on the disks B(aj(h), h
̺)
or B(bk(h), h
̺).
For j ∈ Ji we set{
Aj,h = −h2∆+ i
(
V (aj(h)) +∇V (aj(h)) · (x− aj(h))
)
,
D(Aj,h) = H2(R2) ∩ L2(R2; |∇V (aj(h)) · x|2dx) .
(2.13)
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By Remark 2.3 (see also [18, Lemma 2.1])
sup
Reλ≤ω h2/3
‖(Aj,h − λ)−1‖ ≤ Cω
h2/3
. (2.14)
Define in a vicinity of bk a curvilinear coordinate system (s, ρ) such that ρ = d(x, ∂Ω)
and s(x) denotes the signed arclength along ∂Ω connecting bk and the projection
of x on ∂Ω. The boundary transformation is denoted by Fbk and its associated
operator by TFbk .
For k ∈ J N∂ we have bk ∈ ∂ΩN . Hence, we may use the approximate operator{
A˜k,h := −h2∆s,ρ + i
(
V (bk)± jks
)
D(A˜k,h) = {u ∈ H2(R2+) | ∂νu∂R2+ = 0 ; s u ∈ L2(R2+)} ,
(2.15)
where
jk = |∇V (bk)| = |∂νV (bk)| (2.16a)
and the ± sign is determined by the condition
± ∂νV (bk) < 0 . (2.16b)
Since ∇V is parallel to the boundary, it follows from Remark 2.5 that
sup
Reλ≤ω h2/3
‖(A˜k,h − λ)−1‖ ≤ Cω
h2/3
. (2.17)
For k ∈ J D∂ , we use the approximate operator{
A˜k,h = −h2∆s,ρ + i
(
V (bk)± jkρ
)
D(A˜kh) = {u ∈ H2(R2+) ∩H10 (R2+) | ρu ∈ L2(R2+)} .
(2.18)
By Lemma 2.6 we have, for any ǫ > 0, the existence of Cǫ and hǫ > 0 such that
sup
Reλ≤(j
2
3
k |ν1|/2−ǫ) h
2/3
‖(Ak,h − λ)−1‖ ≤ Cǫ
h2/3
, ∀h ∈ (0, hǫ] . (2.19)
Hence, by (2.17) and (2.14) all localized resolvents satisfy (2.19).
As in [6] we construct the following approximate resolvent
R(h, λ) =
∑
j∈Ji(h)
χj,h(Aj,h − λ)−1χj,h +
∑
k∈J∂(h)
ηk,hRk,h(λ)ηk,h , (2.20)
where
Rk,h(λ) = T
−1
Fbk
(A˜k,h − λ)−1TFbk . (2.21)
Hence it remains to define Fbk and A˜k,h when bk is a corner and to establish the
corresponding localized resolvent estimates. This is the object of the next few para-
graphs.
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2.3.3 Conjugate harmonic maps
Let U denote the conjugate harmonic map of V in Ω, which exists under the as-
sumption that Ω is simply connected. Using the Cauchy-Riemann equation, we
immediately get that U ∈ H2(Ω) and has the same regularity of V . As a matter of
fact, U is a solution of
∆U = 0 , U = Dℓ on ∂Ω
ℓ
N for ℓ = 1, 2 and ∂νU = 0 on ∂ΩD ,
where D1 and D2 are constants.
Due to Assumption (1.3), U and V are also in Cn,+ at the corners.
2.3.4 Curvilinear coordinates in the neighborhood of a corner
Let c be a corner (after a translation we can set c = (0, 0)) and since ∇V (c) 6= 0
and |∇U | = |∇V | in Ω, we define a new local coordinate system (s, ρ) by
(s, ρ) = Gc(x) =
(
± U −Dℓ(c)|∇V (c)| ,±
V − Ci(c)
|∇V (c)|
)
, (2.22a)
where Dℓ(c) = U(c), Ci(c) = V (c), and the signs are chosen so that both s and ρ are
positive. The Jacobian gc of Gc(x) equals 1 at c and Gc admits locally an inverse Fc
of class Cn,+. Hence we may write
x = Fc(s, ρ) . (2.22b)
Note that (s, ρ) is an orthogonal coordinate system, and it can be easily verified
that
∆ = gc∆s,ρ , (2.23a)
where
gc(x) =
|∇V (x)|2
|∇V (c)|2 = g˜c(s, ρ) . (2.23b)
A simple computation yields
∂g˜c
∂s
= ± 1
gc|∇V (c)|
[
− ∂gc
∂x1
∂V
∂x2
+
∂gc
∂x2
∂V
∂x1
]
, (2.24a)
and
∂g˜c
∂ρ
= ± 1
gc|∇V (c)|
[
− ∂gc
∂x1
∂V
∂x1
− ∂gc
∂x2
∂V
∂x2
]
. (2.24b)
For n ≥ 3, we may write
g˜c(s, ρ) = 1 + α˜cs+ β˜cρ+O(s2 + ρ2) . (2.25)
One can obtain α˜c and β˜c by setting (s, ρ) = (0, 0) in (2.24).
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2.3.5 Estimates of the localized resolvent near the corners
Let
T xF : L
2(Ω ∩ B(x, δ)) −→ L2(U) s.t. T xF(u) = u ◦ Fx .
Let bk denote a corner point and η˜k,h = TFbk (ηk,h). We also introduce
Âk,h = TFbkAhT−1Fbk . (2.26)
Let further, with the notation of (2.3),{
A˜k,h = −h2∆s,ρ + i
(
V (bk)± jkρ
)
,
D(A˜k,h) = {u ∈ H2(Q) | u|∂Q‖ = 0 ; ∂u/∂ν|∂Q⊥ = 0 ; ρ u ∈ L2(Q)} .
(2.27)
Let ε > 0 and λ ∈ C satisfy Reλ ≤ (|ν1‖jk| 23/2 − ε)h2/3. By (2.23) and (2.25) we
have
‖η˜k,h(Âk,h − A˜k,h)(A˜k,h − λ)−1‖ ≤ h2‖η˜k,h(gˆbk − 1)∆(s,ρ)(A˜k,h − λ)−1‖
≤ C h2+̺ ‖∆(s,ρ)(A˜k,h − λ)−1‖ . (2.28)
By (2.4) there exists Cε > 0 such that
‖(A˜k,h − λ)−1‖ ≤ Cε
h2/3
. (2.29)
Furthermore, an integration by parts readily yields
‖∇(s,ρ)(A˜k,h − λ)−1‖2 ≤ 1
h2
‖(A˜k,h − λ)−1‖+ Reλ
h2
‖(A˜k,h − λ)−1‖2 ,
from which, with the aid of (2.29), it follows that
‖∇(s,ρ)(A˜k,h − λ)−1‖ ≤ Cε
h4/3
. (2.30)
Finally, as in [18, Eq. (4.26)] we obtain
‖∆(s,ρ)(A˜k,h − λ)−1‖2 ≤ C
h2
‖∇(s,ρ)(A˜k,h − λ)−1‖‖(A˜k,h − λ)−1‖ ,
which, with the aid of (2.30) and (2.29), yields
‖∆(s,ρ)(A˜k,h − λ)−1‖ ≤ C
h2
.
Substituting the above together with (2.29) and (2.30) into (2.28) yields
‖η˜k,h(Âk,h − A˜k,h)(A˜k,h − λ)−1‖ ≤ C h̺ . (2.31)
We also need the estimate
‖1Ω[Ah, ηk,h]Rk,h(λ)‖ ≤ C(h2−̺‖∇(s,ρ)(A˜k,h − λ)−1‖+ h2−2̺‖(A˜k,h − λ)−1‖) ,
which follows from (2.10c) and the fact that
[Ah, ηk,h] = −h2(∆ηk,h)− 2h2∇ηk,h · ∇ . (2.32)
By (2.29) and (2.30) we then have
‖1Ω[Ah, ηk,h]Rk,h(λ)‖ ≤ Ch2/3−̺ .
Combining the above with (2.31) yields
‖η˜k,h(Âk,h − A˜k,h)(A˜k,h − λ)−1 + 1Ω[Ah, ηk,h]Rk,h(λ)‖ ≤ C (h̺ + h2/3−̺) . (2.33)
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2.3.6 Global error estimate
We may now continue as in [6, Section 6]. We recall that
(Ah − λ)R(h, λ) = I + E(h, λ) , (2.34)
where
E(h, λ) =
∑
j∈Ji(h)
Bj(h, λ)χj,h +
∑
k∈J∂(h)
Bk(h, λ) ηk,h . (2.35)
In the above, for j ∈ Ji(h) ,
Bj := Bj(h, λ) = χj,h(Ah−Aj,h)(Aj,h−λ)−1χ̂j,h+[Ah, χj,h](Aj,h−λ)−1χ̂j,h , (2.36a)
and, for k ∈ J∂(h),
Bk := Bk(h, λ) = ηk,hT−1Fbk (Âk,h − A˜k,h)(A˜k,h − λ)
−1TFbk η̂k,h + 1Ω[Ah, ηk,h]Rk,h η̂k,h ,
(2.36b)
where χ̂j,h and η̂k,h are such that
• Supp χ̂j,h ⊂ B(aj(h), 2h̺) for j ∈ Ji(h) ,
• Supp η̂k,h ⊂ B(bk(h), 2h̺) for k ∈ J∂ ,
• χ̂j,hχj,h = χj,h and η̂k,hηk,h = ηk,h ,
and
Âk,h = TFbkAhT−1Fbk .
By (2.14), (2.17), (2.19), and (2.29), it follows, as in [6], that R(h, λ) is well
defined, for λ satisfying (2.12). Furthermore, we have
‖R(h, λ)‖ ≤ Cǫh− 23 , ∀h ∈ (0, hǫ] . (2.37)
We now estimate the remainder E(h, λ). It has been established in [6, Section
6] that there exists h0 and C > 0 such that, for h ∈ (0, h0], j ∈ Ji(h), k ∈
J D∂ (h) ∪ J N∂ (h) and λ satisfying (2.12),
‖Bj(h, λ)‖+ ‖Bk(h, λ)‖ ≤ C hmin (̺, 23−̺) . (2.38)
By (2.31) we have also, for k ∈ J c∂ ,
‖Bk(h, λ) ‖ ≤ C hmin (̺, 23−̺) .
We now observe, using the finite covering property of the partition, (2.10b) and
(2.36), that
‖E(h, λ)f‖22 ≤ C0
(∑
j∈Ji(h)
‖Bj(h, λ)‖2‖χj,hf‖22 +
∑
k∈J∂(h)
‖Bk(h, λ)‖2‖ηk,hf‖22
)
≤ Ch2min (̺, 23−̺) ‖f‖2 .
(2.39)
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Consequently,
sup
{Re λ≤(|Jm|
2
3 |ν1|/2−ǫ) h2/3}
‖E(h, λ)‖ −−→
h→0
0 , (2.40)
and hence, for sufficiently small h, I + E(h, λ) is invertible. With the aid of (2.37),
we then obtain that for each λ satisfying (2.12) we must have λ ∈ ρ(Ah), and by
(2.34) and (2.37)
‖(Ah − λ)−1‖ ≤ ‖R(h, λ)‖ ‖(I + E(h, λ))−1‖ ≤ Cǫh− 23 .
We may now conclude that for each ǫ > 0, there exists h0(ǫ) such that whenever
0 < h ≤ h0(ǫ) and
{λ ∈ C |Reλ ≤ (|Jm| 23 |ν1|/2− ǫ) h2/3} ⊂ ρ(Ah) .
Proposition 2.1 is proved.
3 Quasimode construction - Type V1
In this section we construct a three terms expansion of a quasimode. Had Ah
been self-adjoint, we could have used from here the spectral theorem to obtain the
existence of an eigenvalue. Alternatively, we can use in the self-adjoint case the
Min-max Theorem to obtain an upper bound for the left margin of the spectrum.
This is, of course, not possible in the non selfadjoint case which is considered in this
work.
3.1 Local coordinates and approximate operator
Let x0 ∈ Sm. Recall that for type V1 potentials, x0 lies in the interior of ∂ΩD . In
the curvilinear coordinate system (s, ρ) centered at x0 we have
∆ =
(1
g
∂
∂s
)2
+
1
g
∂
∂ρ
(
g
∂
∂ρ
)
=
1
g˜2
∂2
∂s2
+
∂2
∂ρ2
− ρκ
′(s)
g˜3
∂
∂s
− κ(s)
g˜
∂
∂ρ
, (3.1)
where
g(x) := g˜(s, ρ) = 1− ρ κ(s) , (3.2)
and κ(s) is the curvature at s on ∂Ω .
Note for later reference that (3.2) implies
|g˜(s, ρ)− 1| ≤ C ρ for (s, ρ) ∈ (−s0, s0)× [0, ρ0) . (3.3)
We next expand V in the curvilinear coordinates (s, ρ),
V (x)− V (x0) = V˜ (s, ρ)− V (x0) = c ρ+ 1
2
βˆρ2 +
1
2
αs2ρ + δV˜ (s, ρ) , (3.4)
where
c = V˜ρ(0) , α = V˜ssρ(0) , βˆ = V˜ρρ(0) , (3.5)
and
|δV˜ (s, ρ)| ≤ C (|s|ρ2 + |ρ|3) , for (s, ρ) ∈ (−s0, s0)× [0, ρ0) . (3.6)
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Remark 3.1. Using the notation of the introduction, we observe that
|c| = |∇V (x0)| = Jm
and note that the sign of c is determined by the values of C1 and C2 in (1.4). Thus,
for x0 ∈ Ω1D and C2 > C1 or x0 ∈ Ω2D and C2 < C1, we have c > 0 whereas for
x0 ∈ Ω2D and C2 > C1 or x0 ∈ Ω1D and C2 < C1, we have c < 0 .
Note that we may deduce from (1.5), (1.11) and (1.12) that:
αc > 0 . (3.7)
In the rest of this section we assume c > 0, without any loss of generality, since
otherwise we consider A¯h instead of Ah and use the relation
σ(A¯h) = σ(Ah) .
Blowup
Applying the transformation
τ =
(Jm
h2
)1/3
ρ , σ =
( α3m
8Jmh4
)1/12
s , (3.8)
to (3.1) with
u(x) = u˜(s, ρ) = uˇ(σ, τ) ,
yields the identity
h2∆u = (hJm)
2/3
(
uˇττ + e(h) uˇσσ − e(h)κˇ(σ)[2Jm/αm]1/2 uˇτ + δ u
)
, (3.9)
where
e(h) =
α
1/2
m h2/3
2
1
2J
5/6
m
. (3.10)
Here κˇ(σ) = κ(s(σ)) and δ is the operator u 7→ δu given by
δu = e(h)
( 1
g˜2
− 1
)
uˇσσ + e(h)
5/2 2Jm
αm
τκ′(s(σ))
g˜3
uˇσ
− e(h)κˇ(σ)[2Jm/αm]1/2
(1
g˜
− 1
)
uˇτ . (3.11)
It can be easily verified, using (3.3), that, there exists C, h0 > 0 and ρ0 > 0 such
that, for h ∈ (0, h0] and u s.t. supp u˜ ⊂ (−s0, s0)× [0, ρ0),
‖δu‖2 ≤ Ce(h)2‖uˇ‖B3(R2+) , (3.12)
where for ℓ ∈ N,
Bℓ(R2+) = {uˇ ∈ L2(R2+) , σpτ q∂mσ ∂nτ uˇ ∈ L2 , ∀ p, q,m, n ≥ 0 s.t. p+ q +m+ n ≤ ℓ} .
Converting (3.4) to the coordinates (σ, τ) via (3.8) yields
Vˇ (σ, τ)− V (x0) = (hJm)2/3
(
τ + e(h)
[
σ2τ +
βˆ
21/2[αmJm]1/2
τ 2
]
+ δVˇ
)
.
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Using (3.6), we may conclude that there exists C, h0 > 0 and ρ0 > 0 such that, for
h ∈ (0, h0] and u s.t. supp u˜ ⊂ (−s0, s0)× [0, ρ0),
‖δV u‖ ≤ C e(h) 32 ‖uˇ‖B3(R2+) . (3.13)
We thus obtain the approximate problem (for c > 0){
−uˇττ + iτ uˇ+ e(−uˇσσ + iσ2τ uˇ + iβτ 2uˇ+ 2ωuˇτ) +O(e3/2) = λuˇ in R2+
uˇ(0, σ) = 0 for σ ∈ R , (3.14)
where the O(e 32 ) = O(h) term is bounded by the right hand side of (3.13), for
supp u˜ ⊂ (−s0, s0)× [0, ρ0), and
ω = κ(0)
[ Jm
2αm
]1/2
; β =
βˆ
[2αmJm]1/2
. (3.15)
We recall that for c < 0 we obtain (3.14) once again by taking the complex conjugate
of the approximate equation, together with the change of parameters (β, ω) →
(−β,−ω).
Remark 3.2. Although not needed in this section for the formal construction of the
quasimode, it will become necessary in Section 8, to define the curvilinear coordi-
nates (s, ρ) and their corresponding blowup (3.8) centered at a point y in S (instead
previously at the point x0). All the quantities appearing above κ, c, α, βˆ, β, e are then
computed at the point y chosen as the origin (for clarity we denote them in Section 8
by κ(y), c(y), α(y), . . . , e(h, y)).
3.2 The formal construction
We look, in the (σ, τ) variables, for an approximate spectral pair in the form (modulo
a multiplication by a cut-off function)
u = u0 + eu1 , λ = λ0 + eλ1 ,
with u0, u1 in S(R2+).
The leading order balance reads
(L+ − λ0)u0 = 0 , (3.16)
where
L+ = − ∂
2
∂τ 2
+ iτ , (3.17a)
As an unbounded operator on L2(R+) its domain is
D(L+) = {u ∈ H2(R+) ∩H10 (R+) | τu ∈ L2(R+)} , (3.17b)
We use the same notation for its natural extension to L2(R2+) by a tensor product.
For u0 in the form
u0(σ, τ) = v(τ)w0(σ) , (3.18)
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(3.16) leads to
(L+ − λ0) v = 0 (3.19)
in L2(R+) and hence
v(τ) = v1(τ), λ0 = −e−i2π/3ν1 .
Here νk denotes, for k ≥ 1 the kth zero of Airy’s function, and
vk(τ) = Ck Ai(e
iπ/6τ + νk) , (3.20a)
where
Ck =
[ ∫ ∞
0
|Ai(τ + νk)|2 dτ
]−1/2
, (3.20b)
which follows from the normalization
〈v¯k, vk〉 = 1 .
We thus conclude that u0 must have the form
u0(σ, τ) = v1(τ)w0(σ) , (3.21)
where w0 ∈ S(R). It follows that u0 ∈ S(R2+) and satisfies the Dirichlet boundary
condition at τ = 0. We will determine w0 from the next order balance.
The next order balance assumes the form
(L+−λ0)u1 = −
(
− ∂
2
∂σ2
+2ω
∂
∂τ
+ i(σ2τ + βτ 2)−λ1
)
u0 ; u1(0, σ) = 0 . (3.22)
Taking the inner product of (3.22) with v¯0 in L
2(R+,C) we obtain that the pair
(λ1, w0) should satisfy
(P − λ1)w0 = 0 ,
where P is defined on
D(P) = {u ∈ H2(R) | σ2u ∈ L2(R)}
by
P := − ∂
2
∂σ2
+ eiπ/6τmσ
2 + βτm,2 , (3.23)
with
τm = e
iπ/3〈v¯1, τv1〉 , τm,2 = i〈v¯1, τ 2v1〉 . (3.24)
Note that by Cauchy’s Theorem and deformation of contour, we obtain that τm and
τm,2 are real and satisfy
τm =
∫
R+
τAi 2(τ + ν1) dτ > 0 and τm,2 =
∫
R+
τ 2Ai 2(τ + ν1) dτ > 0 . (3.25)
We now choose λ1 as the eigenvalue with smallest real part of P which is a complex
harmonic operator and take w0 as the corresponding eigenfunction
w0(σ) = C0 exp
{
−
[τm
2
]1/2
ei
π
12σ2
}
, λ1 =
√
2τme
iτm
π
12 + βτm,2 , (3.26)
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where C0 is chosen so that ∫
R
w0(σ)
2 dσ = 1 .
With this choice of λ1, the function u1 ∈ S(R2+) must satisfy
(L+ − λ0)u1 = −i[σ2(τ − e−iπ/3τm) + β(τ 2 − iτm,2) + 2iω∂τ ]u0 ; u1(0, σ) = 0 .
(3.27)
Let Πk denote the spectral projection of L
2(R+,C) on span vk, defined by:
Πku = 〈u, v¯k〉τ vk , (3.28)
where 〈·, ·〉τ denotes the inner product in L2(R+,C) with respect to the τ vari-
able. We use the same notation (instead of Id ⊗̂Πk) for its natural extension to
L2(R)⊗̂L2(R+) = L2(R2+).
Consequently we may write
u1(σ, τ) = w1(σ)v1(τ) + uˆ1(σ, τ) ,
where uˆ1 ∈ (I−Π1)L2(R2+) and w1 ∈ S(R) is left arbitrary (and should be obtained
from higher order balances). We set w1 = 0 in the sequel, as a two-term expansion
satisfies our needs in the next sections.
With Fredholm alternative in mind, we look for u1(σ, τ) in the form
u1(σ, τ) = −iσ2w0(σ)u11(τ) + w0(σ)
(
βu12(τ) + ωu13(τ)
)
,
where u11(τ) is the unique solution in Im (I −Π1) of
(L+ − λ0)u11(τ) = (τ − e−iπ/3τm)v1(τ) , u11(0) = 0 ,
u12(τ) is the unique solution in Im (I −Π1) of
(L+ − λ0)u12(τ) = (τ 2 − iτm,2)v1(τ) , u12(0) = 0 .
and u13(τ) is the unique solution in Im (I − Π1) of
(L+ − λ0)u13(τ) = v′1(τ) , u13(0) = 0 .
The above equations are uniquely solvable, since their right hand sides are all or-
thogonal to v¯1, (and hence both lie in Im(I − Π1)), and since (L+ − λ0)/Im (I−Π1) is
invertible. It is not difficult to show that u1,j belongs to S(R+) for j = 1, 2, 3 .
We have thus determined λ1 and u1 ∈ S(R2+), providing sufficient accuracy for the
derivation of the upper bound in the last section.
Remark 3.3. The above expansion is similar to the one given in [14]. Following
the same steps detailed there, one can formally construct an approximate solution,
of arbitrary algebraic accuracy (i.e. of O(ep) for any p > 0).
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3.3 Quasimode and remainder
We can now set the approximate eigenpair (U1,Λ1) to be given by
Λ1(e) = λ0 + eλ1 ; Uˇ
1(σ, τ) = ηe(σ, τ) (uˇ0(σ, τ) + e uˇ1(σ, τ)) , (3.29)
where the accent ·ˇ is used to denote functions of (σ, τ), and ηe ∈ C∞(R2, [0, 1]) is a
cut-off function supported in a neighborhood of x0
ηe(σ, τ) =
{
1 for |σ2 + τ 2| ≤ e−1/4
0 for |σ2 + τ 2| > 2e−1/4 .
For latter reference we define
Λ1γ(e) = λ0 + γ eλ1 , (3.30)
for some 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1.
We finally state
Proposition 3.4. Let x0 ∈ Sm and (Uˇ1,Λ1) be given by (3.29). Let for c(x0) > 0
U1h(x) = U˜
1
h(s, ρ) = Uˇ
1
([ α3m
8Jmh4
]1/12
s,
[Jm
h2
]1/3
ρ
)
.
and
Λˆ1(h, x0) = iV (x0) + (Jmh)
2
3Λ1(e(h)) , e(h) =
α
1/2
m
21/2[Jm]5/6
h2/3 . (3.31)
For c(x0) < 0 set U
1
h = U˜
1
h and
Λˆ1(h, x0) = iV (x0) + (Jmh)
2
3Λ1(e(h)) .
Then, there exist C > 0 and h0 > 0 such that, for all h ∈ (0, h0),
‖(Ah − Λˆ1(h, x0))U1h‖2 ≤ C h5/3‖U1h‖2 . (3.32)
The proof follows from the preceding asymptotic expansion, the fact that supp U˜1h
belongs to (−s0, s0) × [0, ρ0), and the exponential decay of u0 and u1 in R2+ which
implies that ‖(1− ηe)uj‖B3(R2+) = O(e+∞) = O(h+∞) .
4 Quasimode construction - Type V2
In this section we present a similar construction to the previous section for type V2
potentials.
Let x0 ∈ Sˆm which for type V2 potentials is a corner point. We use the curvilinear
system of coordinates (s, ρ) given by (2.22). The corner is set to be the origin, and
(s, ρ) varies in a neighborhood of (0, 0) in Q = [0,+∞)× [0,+∞). We then use the
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diffeomorphism Fx0(h) given by (2.22b). The potential V is given in the vicinity of
x0 by
V (x) = V˜ (s, ρ) = V (x0) + c ρ , (4.1)
where c = ±|∇V (x0)|.
As in the previous section we assume, without any loss of the generality of the
proof, that c > 0, otherwise we move to consider, as before, A¯h instead of Ah.
The Laplacian operator is given according to (2.23) by
∆ = g˜c (∂
2
ρ + ∂
2
s ) ,
where
gc(x) = |∇V |2/c2 = g˜c(s, ρ) .
By the smoothness of V , g˜ admits, in the vicinity of (0, 0) the expansion
g˜c(s, ρ) = 1 + α˜x0s+ β˜x0ρ+O(s2 + ρ2) , (4.2)
where α˜x0 > 0 since x0 is a minimum of |∂V/∂ν| on ∂ΩD. Note that by (2.24), at
every corner we have
α˜x0 = 2αˆ(x0)/c > 0 , (4.3)
where αˆ is given by (1.14). Since |c| = Jm on S it follows
α˜ := α˜x0 = 2αˆm/Jm , for x0 ∈ Sˆm . (4.4)
We now apply the transformation
τ =
[Jm
h2
]1/3
ρ ; σ =
[23αˆ3m
Jmh4
]1/9
s , (4.5)
to obtain from (2.23) that
h4/3J−2/3m ∆ = (1 + εσ +O(ε
3
2 ))
( ∂2
∂τ 2
+ ε
∂2
∂σ2
)
.
In the above,
ε(h) =
[
26αˆ6mJ
−8
m
]1/9
h
4
9 . (4.6)
Consequently, we may write
(hJm)
−2/3Ahu = −(1 + εσ)∂
2uˇ
∂τ 2
+ i sign c τ uˇ− ε∂
2uˇ
∂σ2
+ δu , (4.7)
where, for u such that supp u˜ ⊂ (−s0, s0)× [0, ρ0),
‖δu‖2 ≤ C ε 32 ‖uˇ‖B4(Q) .
We now continue as in the previous section. The eigenvalue problem can be formu-
lated, for c > 0, as finding an approximate pair (uˇ, λ) such that
−(1 + εσ)uˇττ + iτ uˇ− εuˇσσ +O(ε 32 ) = λuˇ in Q ,
uˇ(σ, 0) = 0 for σ ∈ R+ ,
∂uˇ
∂σ
(0, τ) = 0 for τ ∈ R+ .
(4.8)
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Note that for c < 0 we obtain (4.8) once again by taking the complex conjugate of
the approximate problem.
Omitting the accent ·ˇ , we first assume
u = u0 + ε u1 ; λ = λ0 + ε λˇ1 ,
with u0 and u1 in S(Q).
The leading order balance is precisely (3.29), and hence, as before,
u0 = v1(τ)w
+
0 (σ) ; λ0 = −e−i2π/3ν1 , (4.9)
with w0 arbitrary in S(R+), as long as it satisfies, the Neumann condition at σ = 0.
The next order balance assumes the form
(L+ − λ0)u1 =
( ∂2
∂σ2
+ σ
∂2
∂τ 2
+ λˇ1
)
u0 ; u1(0, σ) = 0 ,
where L+ is defined by (3.17).
As
∂2u0
∂τ 2
= (iτ − λ0)u0 ,
we obtain that
(L+ − λ0)u1 = −
(
P+(τ)− λˇ1
)
u0 ; u1(0, σ) = 0 , (4.10)
where
P+(τ) = − ∂
2
∂σ2
− (iστ − λ0σ) . (4.11)
Taking the inner product of (3.22) with v¯1 in L
2(R+,C) we obtain that
−∂
2w+0
∂σ2
+ (θ0σ − λˇ1)w+0 = 0 , (w+0 )′(0) = 0 ,
where
θ0 = λ0 − eiπ/6τm , (4.12)
in which τm is given by (3.24). As
θ0 = −
∫
R+
(iτ − λ0)v21(τ) dτ =
∫
R+
(v′1(τ))
2 dτ = eiπ/3
∫
R+
(Ai ′(eiπ/6τ + ν ′1))
2 dτ ,
it easily follows that arg θ0 = π/6 .
As a Neumann realization of a complex Airy operator on R+, the spectrum of
the operator −∂2/∂σ2 + θ0σ is discrete and λ1 can explicitly be found as function
of the zeros of the derivative of the Airy function. Thus,
w+0 (σ) = C0Ai(θ
1/3
0 σ + ν
′
1) ; λˇ1 = −θ2/30 ν ′1 , (4.13)
where C0 is chosen so that ∫
R+
w+0 (σ)
2 dσ = 1 ,
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and ν ′1 is the first zero of A
′
i .
The problem for u1 then assumes the form
(L+ − λ0)u1 = −iσ(τ − e−iπ/3τm)u0 ; u1(σ, 0) = 0 .
As in the previous section it follows that there exists a unique solution to the above
problem in (I−Π1)L2(R+,C), which in addition is in S(Q) and satisfies the Dirichlet-
Neumann condition. We can now set
Λ2(ε) = λ0 + ελˇ1 ; Uˇ
2 = (u0 + εu1) ηε , (4.14)
where
ηε(σ, τ) =
{
1 for |σ2 + τ 2| ≤ ε−1/4 ,
0 for |σ2 + τ 2| > 2ε−1/4 ,
to obtain the approximate eigenpair (Uˇ2,Λ2). In a similar manner to the previous
section we define, for later reference
Λ2γ(ε) = λ0 + γ ε λˇ1 (4.15)
with λ0 and λˇ1 defined in (4.9) and (4.13).
The following proposition is an immediate consequence of the foregoing discus-
sion.
Proposition 4.1. Let x0 ∈ Sˆm. Let (Uˇ2,Λ2) be given by (4.14). Let for c(x0) > 0
U2h(x) = U˜
2
h(s, ρ) = Uˇ
2
([ 8αˆ3m
Jmh4
]1/9
s,
[Jm
h2
]1/3
ρ
)
,
and
Λˆ2(h, x0) = iV (x0) + (Jmh)
2
3Λ2(ε(h)) , ε(h) =
[
26αˆ6mJ
−8
m
]1/9
h
4
9 . (4.16)
For c(x0) < 0, set U
2
h = U˜
2
h and
Λˆ2(h, x0) = iV (x0) + (Jmh)
2
3Λ2(ε(h)) .
Then, we have
‖(Ah − Λˆ2(h, x0))U2h‖2 ≤ C h4/3 ‖U2h‖2 . (4.17)
Remark 3.1 still holds for x0 ∈ Sˆm.
5 V1 potentials: 1D operators
5.1 Motivation
To prove the existence of an eigenvalue of Ah in the vicinity of the approximated
value Λˆ1(h), one needs an estimate of ‖(Ah−λ)−1‖ for λ in an annulus whose interior
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circle encloses Λˆ1(h). The relevant eigenmode is expected to decay exponentially fast
away from a point x0 on S
m. We thus replace the type V1 potential by the leading
orders in its Taylor expansion around x0 as in (3.4) and renormalize the operator
by considering an approximation of Aˇh = (Jmh)− 23 (Ah − iV (x0)). The spectral
parameter λ is thus replaced by λˇ = (Jmh)
− 2
3 (λ− iV (x0)) and the parameter e ∼ h 23
given by (3.10) is introduced. In the next two sections we estimate the resolvent of
the ensuing approximate operator, after the dilation (3.8) centered at x0 is applied,
and the blowup coordinates (σ, τ) are being introduced. The estimation of the error
generated through the use of an approximate potential, instead of V , is left to the
last section.
A necessary first step towards the above mentioned resolvent estimate is to con-
sider a one-dimensional simplification of it. We recall from (3.14), where we state
the eigenvalue problem for the approximate operator after dilation, that the approx-
imate potential includes the term eβτ 2. Compared to the leading order term, τ , this
term is much smaller for all τ ≪ e−1. However, any attempt to drop this term com-
pletely from the expansion and to account for the error afterwards would fail, as by
(3.26) it has an O(e) effect on Λ1(e). Since we seek an estimate of ‖(Aˇh − λˇ)−1‖ on
a circle centered at Λ1(e) of radius much smaller than e, a complete neglect of this
term seems impossible. However, since we consider τ ∈ R+, it makes sense to avoid
problems resulting from the fact that for β < 0, τ+eβτ 2 changes sign for sufficiently
large |τ |. We thus multiply eβτ 2 by an appropriate cutoff function, so that the error
generated by it need not be accounted for in the last section, considering the fact
that the resolvent is multiplied there by a cutoff function as in Section 2.
5.2 Realization on the entire real line
Let, for e > 0, L2(e) be given by
L2(e) = − d
2
dτ 2
+ i(τ + eβχ(ebτ)τ 2) , (5.1)
where β ∈ R, 1/2 < b < 3/4, and χ ∈ C∞0 (R, [0, 1]) is chosen such that
χ(x) =
{
1 |x| < 1 ,
0 |x| > 2 , (5.2)
and so that
χˇ =
√
1− χ2 in R ,
is in C∞(R, [0, 1]). We shall frequently drop the reference to e in L2(e) and write
instead L2 when no ambiguity is expected.
Clearly, L2 is a closed operator whose domain is given by
D(L2) = {u ∈ H2(R) | τu ∈ L2(R)} .
We now need to establish that L and L2 share some properties in common. In
particular, from [3, 18] we know that L has a compact resolvent, empty spectrum
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and that, for all µ0 ∈ R, the resolvent norm is uniformly bounded in the half space
Reλ ≤ µ0 :
sup
Reλ≤µ0
‖(L − λ)−1‖ < +∞ . (5.3)
Moreover, we will make use of the following regularity property for L (cf. [6, Propo-
sition 5.4]),
‖τu‖ ≤ C (‖Lu‖+ ‖u‖), ∀u ∈ D(L) , (5.4)
which implies together with (5.3),
‖τu‖ ≤ Cµ0 ‖(L − µ)u‖, ∀u ∈ D(L) , ∀µ ∈ [−1, µ0] . (5.5)
It can also be easily verified, by integrating by parts Re 〈L − µ)u , u〉, that
|µ| ‖u‖2 ≤ C‖(L − µ)u‖, ∀u ∈ D(L) , ∀µ < −1 ,
which implies (5.5) for µ < −1 using again (5.4).
Similarly, we get the following properties for L2 :
Proposition 5.1. For any e > 0, L2 = L2(e) has a compact resolvent. Moreover,
for all µ0 ∈ R , there exists e0 > 0 and Cµ0 > 0 such that for all 0 < e ≤ e0 , the
spectrum of L2(e) lies outside {Reλ ≤ µ0} and
sup
Reλ≤µ0
‖(L2(e)− λ)−1‖ ≤ Cµ0 . (5.6)
Proof.
The first statement is an immediate consequence of the boundedness of L − L2.
To prove (5.6) we first show that
sup
{Reλ≤µ0}∩ρ(L2(e))
‖(L2(e)− λ)−1‖ ≤ Cµ0 , (5.7)
where ρ(L2) denotes the resolvent set of L2.
The spectrum of L2 being discrete, this uniform bound implies that σ(L2) lies out-
side {Reλ < µ0}, and hence, it also implies (5.6).
Consider first the case |Imλ| ≤ e−(1+2b)/3.
Let λ = µ+ iν ∈ ρ(L2), w ∈ D(L2) and g = (L2 − λ)w. It follows that
|ν| ≤ e−(1+2b)/3 . (5.8)
Let further
νe := ν + eβχ(e
bν)ν1(e) ,
and
ν1(e) =
ν2
1− 2βeνχ(ebν) ,
which is by (5.8) well defined when 4 e1−b|β| < 1 .
We assume in the sequel that
4 e1−b0 |β| ≤
1
2
, and 0 < e0 ≤ 1 . (5.9)
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Note that under these assumptions, we have
νe = ν (1 +O(e1−b)) . (5.10)
Applying the transformation
τ ′ = τ − νe ,
yields (dropping the superscript ′)
(L − µ)w = g − ieβ
(
(τ + νe)
2ϕe,ν(τ)− ν1(e)χ(ebν)
)
w ,
where we have introduced
ϕe,ν(τ) = χ(e
b(τ + νe)) .
By (5.3), (5.5) and (5.10), there exists, for any µ0 ∈ R, a constant Cµ0 such that,
for µ ≤ µ0 and e ∈ (0, e0],
‖w‖2+‖τw‖2 ≤ Cµ0
(
‖g‖2+e‖τ 2ϕe,νw‖2+e|ν|‖τϕe,νw‖2+e ‖
(
ν2e ϕe,ν − ν1(e)χ(ebν)
)
w‖
)
.
(5.11)
To estimate the second term of the right hand side, we first observe that, for some
constant C0 > 0,
|τϕe,ν(τ)| ≤ |νe|+ 2e−b ≤ C0(|ν|+ e−b) ,
and hence, using the assumptions on ν, b and e
e‖τ 2ϕe,νw‖2 ≤ C0e(|ν|+ e−b)‖τw‖2 ≤ 2C0e2(1−b)/3‖τw‖2 . (5.12)
For the third term, we simply observe that
e|ν|‖τϕe,νw‖2 ≤ e2(1−b)/3‖τw‖2 . (5.13)
It remains to obtain a bound for the last term on the right-hand-side of (5.11)
re := e‖
(
ν2e ϕe,ν − ν1(e)χ(ǫbν)
)
w‖ .
To this end we first observe that
re ≤ eν2e ‖(ϕe,ν − χ(ǫbν))w‖+ e|ν2e − ν1(e)|χ(ebν)‖w‖ . (5.14)
Using the fact that
|ϕe,ν(τ)− χ(ebν)| = |χ(ebτ + ebνǫ)− χ(ebν)| ≤ ǫb (sup |χ′|) (|τ |+ |νǫ − ν|) ,
Equation (5.10) and the assumptions on e, ν, b, yield for the first term on the right-
hand-side of (5.14)
eν2e ‖(ϕe,ν − χ(ǫbν))w‖ ≤ C e(1−b)/3
(‖τw‖2 + e(1−b)/3‖w‖2) . (5.15)
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For the second term on the right-hand-side of (5.14), we get from the identity
ν2 + 2βe
ν3χ(ebν)
1− 2βeνχ(ebν) =
ν2
1− 2βeνχ(ebν) = ν1(e) ,
the estimate
e|ν2e − ν1(e)| |χ(ebν)| ‖w‖ ≤ C e3ν4|χ(ebν)|‖w‖ ≤ C e3−4b‖w‖ . (5.16)
Using (5.11)-(5.16), we obtain
‖w‖2 + ‖τw‖2 ≤ Cˆµ0
(‖g‖2 + e(1−b)/3‖τw‖2 + (e3−4b + e 2(1−b)3 )‖w‖2) ,
and choosing sufficiently small e0 (which could depend on µ0) we finally obtain, for
b < 3
4
, the existence of Cµ0 such that, for any e ∈ (0, e0], any λ s.t. Reλ ≤ µ0, and
any w ∈ D(L),
‖w‖2 ≤ Cˆµ0‖g‖2 . (5.17)
Consequently,
sup
λ∈ρ(L2(e))
µ≤µ0
|ν|≤e−(1+2b)/3
‖(L2(e)− λ)−1‖ ≤ Cµ0 . (5.18)
Consider now λ such that Reλ ≤ µ0 and |Imλ| > e−(1+2b)/3.
As before let w ∈ D(L2) and g = (L2 − λ)w. Let χ2(τ) = χ(ebτ/2) and
χˇ2(τ) = χˇ(e
bτ/2). Hence we have χˇ22 + χ
2
2 = 1. Clearly,
Im 〈χ22w, (L2 − λ)w〉 = −ν‖χ2w‖22 + 〈τ(1 + eβτχ)χ22w,w〉+ 2 Im 〈χ′2w, (χ2w)′〉 .
Consequently,
e−(1+2b)/3‖χ2w‖22 ≤ C(e−b‖χ2w‖22 + eb‖w‖22 + eb‖(χ2w)′‖22 + eb‖g‖22 + e1−2b‖χ2w‖22) .
(5.19)
Furthermore, as
Re 〈χ22w, (L2 − λ)w〉 = ‖(χ2w)′‖22 − µ‖χ2w‖22 − ‖χ′2w‖22 ,
we obtain that
‖(χ2w)′‖22 ≤ Cµ0(‖χ2w‖22 + e2b‖w‖22 + ‖g‖22) .
Substituting the above into (5.19) yields for a new constant Cµ0
‖χ2w‖2 ≤ Cµ0 e(1+5b)/6(‖g‖2 + ‖w‖2) . (5.20)
We now write, observing that χˇ2(τ)χ(e
bτ) = 0 on R ,
(L2 − λ)(χˇ2w) = (L − λ)(χˇ2w) = χˇ2g + 2χˇ′2w′ + χˇ′′2w .
Hence, using (5.3),
‖χˇ2w‖2 ≤ Cµ0(‖g‖2 + eb‖w′‖2 + e2b‖w‖2) . (5.21)
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As
Re 〈w, (L2 − λ)w〉 = ‖w′‖22 − µ‖w‖22 ,
we easily obtain that
‖w′‖2 ≤ Cµ0(‖g‖2 + ‖w‖2) .
Substituting the above into (5.21) yields
‖χˇ2w‖2 ≤ Cµ0(‖g‖2 + eb‖w‖2) ,
which combined with (5.20) yields
sup
λ∈ρ(L2)
µ≤µ0
|ν|>e−(1+2b)/3
‖(L2 − λ)−1‖ ≤ Cµ0 . (5.22)
The above together with (5.18) yields (5.7).
5.3 Dirichlet realization in the half-line
Denote the Dirichlet realization of (5.1) in R+ by L+2 (e) (or L+2 for simplicity). Its
domain is given by D(L+) (see (3.17)). We recall that L+ has compact resolvent
and that its spectrum consists of eigenvalues with multiplicity 1. In the sequel we
denote these eigenvalues (ordered by non decreasing real part) by {ϑn}∞n=1 and their
associated eigenfunctions by {vn}∞n=1 (recall that ϑn = |νn|eiπ/3).
Proposition 5.2. Let µ0 < Reϑ2, δ0 > 0 and
Λ(e, δ, µ0)) = {λ ∈ C , −1 ≤ Reλ ≤ µ0 and |λ− ϑ1 − eβτm,2| ≥ δ} . (5.23)
There exist positive e0 and C such that (L+2 (e) − λ) is invertible whenever λ ∈
Λ(e, δ, µ0) , for all e ∈ (0, e0] and e2−b ≤ δ ≤ δ0. Moreover
sup
λ∈Λ(e,δ,µ0)
‖(L+2 (e)− λ)−1‖ ≤
C
δ
. (5.24)
Proof. Let λ ∈ ρ(L+2 ) ∩ Λ(e, δ, µ0). Let w ∈ D(L+2 ) , g = (L+2 − λ)w and τm,2 be
given by (3.24). Write
(L+ − λ− eβτm,2)w = g − eβ(iχeτ 2 − τm,2)w , (5.25)
with
χe(τ) = χ(e
bτ) .
Recall the definition of Πk from (3.28). Applying Π1 to (5.25), we obtain
(ϑ1 − λ− eβτm,2)Π1w = Π1g − eβΠ1
(
(χeiτ
2 − τm,2)w
)
. (5.26)
From the definition of τm,2 in (3.24) we have
Π1
(
(iτ 2 − τm,2)w
)
= Π1
(
(iτ 2 − τm,2)(I − Π1)w
)
. (5.27)
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Furthermore, from the definition of Π1 we have∥∥Π1((χeiτ 2 − τm,2)w)− Π1((iτ 2 − τm,2)w)∥∥2 ≤ C exp{−
√
2
3
|e|− 3b2
}
‖w‖2 . (5.28)
Here we have used the decay properties of the Airy function v1 as τ → +∞ . See
for example [1].
Consequently, we may write
∥∥Π1((χeiτ 2 − τm,2)w)∥∥2 ≤ C(‖(I − Π1)w‖2 + exp{−
√
2
3
|e|− 3b2
}
‖w‖2
)
.
By the above and (5.26) we then have
‖Π1w‖2 ≤ C|λ− ϑ1 − eβτm,2|
(
‖Π1g‖2 + e‖(I − Π1)w‖2 + exp
{
−
√
2
3
|e|− 3b2
}
‖w‖2
)
.
(5.29)
Since λ ∈ Λ(e, δ, µ0)), we obtain
‖Π1w‖2 ≤ C|λ− ϑ1 − eβτm,2|(‖g‖2 + e‖(I −Π1)w‖2). (5.30)
Next, we apply (I − Π1) to both sides of (5.25) to obtain
(L+ − λ+ eβτm,2)(I −Π1)w = (I − Π1)g − eβ(I − Π1)
(
(χeiτ
2 − τm,2)w
)
.
It has been established in [6] that
‖(L+ − λˆ)−1(I −Π1)‖ ≤ C for Re λˆ ≤ µ0 . (5.31)
Hence,
‖(I − Π1)w‖2 ≤ C(‖(I − Π1)g‖2 + e‖χeτ 2w‖2 + e‖w‖2) .
Having in mind the support of χe we obtain
e‖χeτ 2w‖2 ≤ 2e1−b‖τw‖2 , (5.32)
and hence the existence of C > 0 such that, for all w ∈ D(L+),
‖(I −Π1)w‖2 ≤ C (‖g‖2 + e1−b‖τw‖2 + e‖w‖2) . (5.33)
Since w ∈ D(L+), we can apply [6, Proposition 5.8] and (5.4) in the case of L to
(5.25) to obtain
‖τw‖2 ≤ C(‖g‖2 + |λ|‖w‖2 + e‖χeτ 2w‖2) .
From (5.32) we then get for e0 small enough and e ∈ (0, e0)
‖τw‖2 ≤ C(‖g‖2 + |λ|‖w‖2) . (5.34)
Combining (5.34) with (5.30) and (5.33) yields
‖w‖2 ≤ ‖Π1w‖2 + ‖(I − Π1)w‖2
≤ C
(
1
|λ−ϑ1−eβτm,2|
+ 1
) (‖g‖2 + e2−b[|λ|+ 1]‖w‖2]) ,
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which implies the existence of e0 and Cˆ > 0 such that, for e ∈ (0, e0] and
|Imλ| ≤ 1
Cˆ
eb−2,
‖w‖2 ≤ Cˆ
( 1
|λ− ϑ1 − eβτm,2| + 1
)
‖g‖2 . (5.35)
To complete the proof of (5.24) we need to consider the case |Imλ| > Cˆ−1eb−2. To
this end we need only observe that the proof of (5.22), where a bound on ‖(L2−λ)−1‖
is obtained, can be adapted without any changes for the Dirichlet realization L+2 ,
whenever |Imλ| ≥ e−(1+2b)/3. As eb−2 > e−(1+2b)/3 we may conclude that there exist
C > 0 and e0 such that for (δ, e) satisfying the assumption of the proposition we
have
sup
λ∈ρ(L+2 (e))
λ∈Λ(e,δ,µ0)
‖(L+2 (e)− λ)−1‖ ≤
C
δ
. (5.36)
By the discreteness of σ(L+2 (e)) it now follows that σ(L+2 (e)) ∩ Λ(e, δ, µ0) = ∅ .
This completes the proof of the proposition.
Using the quantitative version of the Gearhart-Pru¨ss Theorem (see [22] or [16]),
we immediately obtain
Corollary 5.3. Let b ∈ (1
2
, 3
4
). Let e−tL
+
2 (e) denote the semigroup associated with
−L+2 (e). There exist positive e0 and C > 0 such that, for e ∈ (0, e0] and e2−b ≤ δ ≤
Reϑ1 + 1, we have
‖e−tL+2 (e)‖ ≤ C
δ
e−t(Re ϑ1−δ) . (5.37)
Remark 5.4. Note that C and e0, in both (5.37) and (5.24) a priori depend on β.
Nevertheless, as the proof of (5.24) simply assumes that β is bounded, we may drop
this dependence by confining β to a bounded interval.
By [7, Example 4.1.2] L+2 (e) possesses a complete system of generalized eigen-
functions in L2(R+). Denote by {ϑ˜k}+∞k=1 the sequence of distinct eigenvalues or-
dered by non decreasing real part and the corresponding projection operators by
Π˜k. Whenever an emphasis of the dependence on e is necessary, we use the notation
ϑ˜k = ϑk,e and Π˜k = Πk,e .
We now attempt to obtain a bound for the variation of the eigenvalues and
eigenfunctions of L+2 (e) as function of e .
Proposition 5.5. For any β0 > 0, b ∈ (12 , 34) and µ0 < Reϑ2, there exists a
positive e1 such that, for all β ∈ [−β0, β0] and e ∈ (0, e1], L2(e) has in the half
plane {Reλ ≤ µ0} at most a single eigenvalue of multiplicity 1 denoted by ϑ1,e which
satisfies
|ϑ1,e − ϑ1 − eβτm,2| ≤ e2−b . (5.38)
Proof. By (5.24) there exists e1 > 0 such that for any e ∈ (0, e1], the set
σ(L+2 (e)) ∩ {Reλ ≤ µ0} is either empty or
σ(L+2 (e)) ∩ {Reλ ≤ µ0} ⊂ B(ϑ1 + eβτm,2, e2−b) . (5.39)
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Throughout the proof we use the notation L2(e, β) instead of L2(e) in order to
emphasize the dependence on β of L2. Let Π1(e, β) denote the projector associated
with the spectrum of L+2 (e, β) in the disk D(ϑ1+eτm,2, e2−b). For fixed e ∈ (0, e1], the
operator-valued function β 7→ (L̂+2 (e, β)−λ)−1 ∈ L(L2(R+)), in view of Remark 5.4,
is uniformly continuous for λ on ∂D(ϑ1 + eτm,2, e
2−b) and β ∈ [−β0, β0]. We indeed
observe that
(L+2 (e, β)− λ)−1 − (L+2 (e, β ′)− λ)−1
= ie(β − β ′)(L+2 (e, β)− λ)−1 ◦ (χ(ebτ)iτ 2 − τm,2) ◦ (L+2 (e, β ′)− λ)−1 , .
The projector Π1(e, β) (which can be expressed by a Cauchy integral of the resolvent
along ∂D(ϑ1 + eτm,2, e
2−b)) is Lipschitz continuous in β in [−β0, β0], and its rank is
therefore a continuous integer valued function of β. This rank is consequently con-
stant and, noting that for β = 0 we have Π1(e, 0) = Π1, must be equal to one. Hence
σ(L+2 (e, β)) ∩ D(ϑ1 + eβτm,2, e2−b) contains precisely one eigenvalue of multiplicity
one for all β ∈ [−β0, β0]. Moreover Π1(e, β) = Π˜1 = Π1,e .
Remark 5.6. Note that, expressing Π1,e by a Cauchy integral along a fixed circle
centered at ϑ1 and contained in the half space {Reλ < Reϑ2}, we obtain by (5.24)
that there exists a constant C > 0 such that, ∀e ∈ (0, e1],
1 ≤ ‖Π1,e‖ ≤ C . (5.40)
We can now obtain the following complement to Proposition 5.3:
Proposition 5.7. For every µ0 < Reϑ2 there exists Mµ0 > 0 and eµ0 > 0 such that,
∀e ∈ (0, eµ0],
‖e−tL+2 (e)(I − Π1,e)‖ ≤Mµ0 e−tµ0 . (5.41)
Proof. Let Reϑ1 < µ0 < Reϑ2. Recalling (5.24), we observe that
r(µ0) := sup
Reλ=µ0
‖(L+2 (e)− λ)−1‖ < +∞ .
By [17, Theorem 1.6] we have
‖e−tL+2 (e)(I − Π1,e)‖ ≤ e
−µ0t
r(µ0)
∫ t/2
0
‖e−sL+2 (e)‖−2e−2µ0s ds
‖ I −Π1,e‖ .
We may now use (5.24), (5.40) and (5.37) to prove that (5.41) holds uniformly for
t ∈ R+.
As
(L+2 (e)− λ)−1(I − Π1,e) =
∫ ∞
0
e−t(L
+
2 (e)−λ)(I − Π1,e) dt ,
we obtain from (5.41) the following corollary:
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Corollary 5.8. For every µ0 < Reϑ2 , there exists Mµ0 > 0 and eµ0 > 0 such that,
∀e ∈ (0, eµ0],
sup
Reλ≤µ0
‖(I − Π1,e)(L+2 (e)− λ)−1‖ ≤Mµ0 . (5.42)
We conclude by obtaining the dependence on e and the decay as τ → +∞ of the
eigenfunction v˜1 := v1,e.
Proposition 5.9. Under the assumptions of Proposition 5.5, the corresponding
eigenfunction v1,e can be normalized such that∫ +∞
0
v21,e(τ) dτ = 1 , (5.43)
and
‖v1,e − v1‖2 ≤ C1e . (5.44)
Moreover, for any Υ <
√
2/3 , there exists CΥ > 0 and e1 > 0 such that, for all
0 < e ≤ e1,
‖eΥτ3/2 v1,e‖2 ≤ Cα . (5.45)
Proof. We first observe, by [10], that we can normalize the eigenfunction v˜1 = v1,e
so that (5.43) holds. Once this normalization is applied, we may write
Π˜1 = Π1,e = 〈 · , v¯1,e〉 v1,e . (5.46)
Note that the above normalization determines v˜1 up to a multiplication by ±1. Since
Π1,e is a rank one projection, it follows by [10]
‖Π1,e‖ = ‖v1,e‖2 ,
which implies together with (5.40) that
1 ≤ ‖v1,e‖2 ≤ C . (5.47)
To prove (5.44) we first observe that
(L+2 (e)− ϑ1)v1 = −ieβτ 2χv1 .
By (5.42) we then have
‖(I − Π1,e)v1‖2 ≤M1 e . (5.48)
Hence, for some M1 > 0 and for any e ∈ (0, e1], there exist α1,e and a function
ψe ∈ (I −Π1,e)L2(R+) satisfying
‖ψe‖2 ≤M1e , |α1,e| ≤M1 , (5.49)
such that
v1 = α1,e v1,e + ψe . (5.50)
Taking the inner product with v¯1 and having in mind the normalization of v1 and
v˜1 yields
1 = α1,e
∫ +∞
0
v1,e(τ)v1(τ) dτ +
∫ +∞
0
ψe(τ)v1(τ) dτ .
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Taking the inner product with v¯1,e yields∫ +∞
0
v1,e(τ)v1(τ) dτ = α1,e .
Consequently,
1 = α21,e +
∫ +∞
0
ψe(τ)v1(τ) dτ .
By (5.49) we must therefore have
|α21,e − 1| ≤ C e .
Possibly changing v1,e into −v1,e we get (5.44).
To obtain the decay of v1,e we observe, following Agmon [2] that
0 = Re 〈e2Υτ3/2 v˜1, (L+2 − ϑ˜1)v˜1〉
= ‖(eΥτ3/2 v˜1)′‖22 − 9Υ
2
4
‖τ 1/2eΥτ3/2 v˜1‖22 − Re ϑ˜1‖eΥτ3/2 v˜1‖22 ,
and
0 = Im 〈e2Υτ3/2 v˜1, (L+2 − ϑ˜1)v˜1〉
= ‖τ 1/2eΥτ3/2 v˜1‖22 − Im ϑ˜1‖eΥτ3/2 v˜1‖22
+3Υ Im 〈τ 1/2eΥτ3/2 v˜1, (eΥτ3/2 v˜1)′〉+ βe‖χ1/2τeΥτ3/2 v˜1‖22 .
(5.51)
Combining the above identities yields[
1− 9Υ
2
2
− Ceb
]
‖τ 1/2eΥτ3/2 v˜1‖22 ≤ C‖eΥτ
3/2
v˜1‖22 .
Consequently, for 0 < Υ <
√
2/3 , there exists CˆΥ > 0 and e1 > 0 such that, for
e ∈ (0, e1],
‖eΥτ3/2 v˜1‖22 ≤ CˆΥ ‖1{τ≤CˆΥ} v˜1‖22 ≤ CˆΥ ‖v˜1‖ .
We can then conclude by using (5.40).
Remark 5.10. More generally, one can prove that, for every k ∈ N there exist
positive Ck and ek such that, for all e ∈ (0, ek] , ϑk,e is simple and satisfies
|ϑk,e − ϑk| ≤ Ck e .
We can normalize the corresponding eigenfunction vk,e by∫ +∞
0
v2k,e(τ) dτ = 1 ,
and with this normalization
‖vk,e − vk‖2 ≤ Ck e .
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Moreover for any Υ <
√
2/3 and any k ∈ N, there exist CΥk > 0 and ek > 0 such
that, for all e ∈ (0, ek],
‖eΥτ3/2 vk,e‖2 ≤ CkΥ .
The proof for k ≥ 2 can indeed be similarly obtained by considering
(L+2 (e)− λ)−1
(
I −
k−1∑
n=1
Π˜n
)
instead of (L+2 (e)− λ)−1(I − Π˜1).
5.4 Application to 2D separable operators
The above-derived one-dimensional estimates can now be used to derive similar
estimates for some operators that can be represented as a sum of L+2 and an operator
that depends on σ only (see the definition of (σ, τ) in (3.8)). We begin the estimation
with the following auxiliary lemma which will be used in the next section.
Lemma 5.11. Let g ∈ L2(R+), and τm be given by (3.24). Then,∥∥Π˜1((τ − e−iπ/3τm)g)− Π˜1((τ − e−iπ/3τm)(I − Π˜1)g)∥∥2 ≤ Ce ‖g‖2 . (5.52)
Proof. By (5.44) we have
‖Π1 − Π˜1‖ ≤ C e . (5.53)
From the definition of τm we have
Π1
(
(τ − e−iπ/3τm)Π1g
)
= 0 .
We may thus write
Π˜1
(
(τ−e−iπ/3τm)Π˜1g
)
= (Π˜1−Π1)
(
(τ−e−iπ/3τm)Π˜1g
)
+Π1
(
(τ−e−iπ/3τm)(Π˜1−Π1)g
)
.
By (5.53) and (5.45) we have
‖(Π˜1 − Π1)
(
(τ − e−iπ/3τm)Π˜1g
)‖2 ≤ Ce ‖(τ − e−iπ/3τm)Π˜1g‖2 ≤ Ce ‖g‖2 ,
and since
Π1
(
(τ − e−iπ/3τm)(Π˜1 −Π1)g
)
= 〈v¯1, (τ − e−iπ/3τm)(Π˜1 − Π1)g〉v1 ,
we obtain from (5.53) and the decay properties of the Airy function that
‖Π1
(
(τ − e−iπ/3τm)(Π˜1 − Π1)g
)‖2 ≤ C e ‖g‖2 .
The next proposition will also be needed in the next section.
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Proposition 5.12. Let, for e > 0, β ∈ R, 1/2 < b < 3/4, and I an open interval
in R (we may set I = R as well),
M(e, I, β, χ) = L+2 (e, β)− e∂2σ , (5.54a)
be defined on
D(M(e, I, β, χ)) = {u ∈ H2(SI) ∩H10 (SI) | τu ∈ L2(SI)} , (5.54b)
where SI = I × R+.
Then, there exist e0 > 0 and C > 0 such that, for any triple (e, δ, I) satisfying
δ ∈ [e2−b , Re ϑ˜1 + 1) and e ∈ (0, e0], the spectrum M(e, I, β) lies outside {Reλ ≤
Re ϑ˜1 − δ} and
sup
Reλ≤Re ϑ˜1−δ
‖(M(e, I, β, χ)− λ)−1‖ ≤ C
δ
. (5.55)
The proof can easily be obtained from (5.24) by using Fourier series in σ, or by
using a Fourier transform in the case I = R (see also in [6, Lemma 4.12]).
Finally we will also make use, in the next section, of the following proposition:
Proposition 5.13. Let τm and P be defined by (3.23) and (3.24). Let further
M2e = L+2 (e) + eP , (5.56)
be the closed operator on L2(R2+) with domain
D(M2e ) = {u ∈ H2(R2+) ∩H10 (R2+) | (σ2 + τ)u ∈ L2(R2+) } .
Then, there exist e0 and C > 0, such that, for all pairs (e, δ) for which
e2−b ≤ δ ≤ Reϑ1 + 1 and e ∈ (0, e0] , we have
‖e−tM2e‖ ≤ C
δ
e−t(Re ϑ1−δ+eµ
r
1) , (5.57a)
where µr1 = inf Re σ(P).
Furthermore, for each ̟ < Reϑ2, there exists M̟ > 0 such that
‖e−tM2e (I − Π˜1)‖ ≤M̟e−t̟ . (5.57b)
Proof. Note first that the potential
Vˆe(τ, σ) = τ + βeτ
2χ(ebτ) + e e−iπ/3σ2τm
has positive real and imaginary parts for e ∈ (0, e0] (with e0 small enough) and
satisfies for some C(e, β, b) > 0
|∇Vˆe| ≤ C
√
1 + Vˆ 2e in R
2
+ .
Hence we may use the technique in [7] to obtain that M2e : D(M2e ) → L2(R2+) has
a bounded inverse.
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Since M2e is separable, we have (cf. [6])
e−tM
2
e = e−tL
+
2 (e) ⊗ e−tP .
The proof of (5.57a) follows from (5.37) and the fact, proven in [12, Corollary 14.5.2],
‖e−tP‖ ≤ Ce−t µ1r . (5.58)
Remark 5.14. The validity of (5.57) remains intact, if we define an operator
M2e (L) as the Dirichlet realization of M2e in the semi-infinite strip SL = (−L, L)×
R+.
6 V1 potentials: 2D simplification
In this section we estimate the resolvent of the operator appearing on the left hand
side of (3.14), which is obtained from the Taylor expansion of V near some x0 ∈ Sm.
To remove the large τ effect of the term ieβτ 2, we attach to it a cutoff function
χ(ebτ) as in the previous section. Since the term ieσ2τ has a significant effect for
large values of |σ| we separately estimate the resolvent in the region |σ| ≫ 1. We
address the effect of the term 2eω∂τ in a later stage. Other error terms appearing
in (3.9)-(3.11) will be treated in Subsection 6.4.
6.1 The operator Be
Let
Be = L+2 (e, β) + eK (6.1)
where L+2 (e, β) is defined by (5.1), with domain given by (3.17b), and
K = −∂2σ + iσ2τ . (6.2)
We first give a characterization of the domain of the Dirichlet realization of Be in
R2+. We may assume that e0 > 0 is small enough so that
Ve(τ, σ) := τ(1 + eσ
2 + eβτχ(ebτ))
is non negative for e ∈ (0, e0].
The operator Be has the form −∆ + iVe. It can be verified that |∇Ve|2 + V 2e tends
to +∞ as σ2 + τ 2 tends to +∞ and that there exist C := C(e, β, b) > 0 such that
|D2Ve| ≤ C
√
1 + |∇Ve|2 + V 2e in R2+ .
Hence
D(Be) = {u ∈ H2(R2+) ∩H10 (R2+) | τ(1 + σ2)u ∈ L2(R2+)} , (6.3)
and the resolvent of Be is compact by [6, Corollary 5.10]. Note that while the
corollary in [6] refers separable operators, we may still apply it, given the Dirichlet
boundary conditions in (6.3). As a matter of fact, we can use all the estimates of
[6, Section 5.2], obtained in the absence of boundaries.
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6.2 Large |σ| simplification
In the following we estimate the resolvent of (6.1) for large |σ|, or more precisely,
in (e−a,+∞)× R+. It is convenient to shift Be to a fixed domain Q = R+ × R+ by
using the transformation σ → σ + e−a.
Proposition 6.1. Let a > 0 such that 1/6 < a < 1/4, and let
Ce = L+2 (e)− e∂2σ + ie((σ + e−a)2τ) , (6.4a)
be defined on
D(Ce) = {u ∈ H2(Q) ∩H10(Q) | τ(1 + σ2)u ∈ L2(Q)} , (6.4b)
where Q = R+ × R+. Then, for all γ0 > 0 there exist positive C(γ0) and e0 such
that for all e ∈ (0, e0], we have B(ϑ1, γ0e) ⊂ ρ(Ce) ,
sup
λ∈B(ϑ1,γ0e)
‖(Ce − λ)−1‖ ≤ C
e1−2a
, (6.5a)
and
sup
λ∈B(ϑ1,γ0e)
‖∂σ(Ce − λ)−1‖ ≤ C
e3/2−2a
. (6.5b)
Proof.
Partition of unity. We begin the proof by introducing an appropriate partition
of unity. Let {φk}+∞k=0 denote a sequence of cutoff function in C∞(R, [0, 1]) satisfying
φk(x) =
{
1 |x− k)| < 1/4
0 |x− k| > 3/4 , and |φ
′
k|+ |φ′′k| ≤ C , (6.6a)
and
+∞∑
k=0
φ2k = 1 in R+ . (6.6b)
For b satisfying 1/6 < b < a , we introduce
φek(σ) = φk(e
bσ) .
Let
Sk = ((k − 1)e−b, (k + 1)e−b)× R+ (6.7)
and Ce,k denote the Dirichlet realization in Sk of the differential operator given by
(6.4a). Its domain, for k ≥ 1, is given by
D(Ce,k) = {u ∈ H2(Sk) ∩H10(Sk) | τu ∈ L2(Sk)} . (6.8a)
For k = 0 the domain is given by
D(C0) = {u ∈ H2(S+0 ) ∩H10 (S+0 ) | τ 2u ∈ L2(S+0 )} , (6.8b)
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where S+0 = S0 ∩Q.
We attempt to estimate (Ce − λ)−1 by the following approximate resolvent
RappC =
+∞∑
k=0
φek(Ce,k − λ)−1φek . (6.9)
Clearly,
(Ce − λ)RappC = I + EC , (6.10a)
where
EC = −
+∞∑
k=0
e[∂2σ, φ
e
k](Ce,k − λ)−1φek . (6.10b)
Note that since Ce has a compact resolvent, boundedness of the right inverse of
(Ce − λ) immediately implies its surjectivity and injectivity, and hence an identity
between its right and the left inverses. To bound ‖(Ce − λ)−1‖ we have to establish
that ‖EC‖ → 0 as e→ 0. To this end we need to show the existence of e0 such that,
for any k and any e ∈ (0, e0], the disk B(ϑ1, γ0e) belongs to ρ(Ce,k) and to obtain an
estimate of ‖(Ce,k − λ)−1‖ in this disc.
Control of (Ce,k − λ)−1.
Let w ∈ D(Ce,k) and g ∈ L2(Sk) (or L2(S+0 ) when k = 0) such that
(Ce,k − λ)w = g . (6.11)
We rewrite (6.11) in the form(− ∂2τ + i(d(e, k)3 + eβχ(ebτ)τ)τ − e∂2σ − λ)w
= g − i{e[σ − ke−b]2 + 2[e1−a + ke1−b](σ − ke−b)}τw ,
where
d(e, k) := (1 + e[e−a + ke−b]2)1/3 .
Using the dilation
(σ, τ)→ d(e, k)(σ, τ) (6.12)
yields, in I(e, k, d(e, k))× R+, with
I(e, k, d) = d((k − 1)e−b, (k + 1)e−b) ,
β(e, k) = βd(e, k)−4 , χd(τ) = χ(ebd(e, k)−1τ) ,
and (
M(e, I(e, k, d(e, k)), β(e, k), χd(e,k))− λ
d(e, k)2
)
ŵ = d(e, k)−2ĥ . (6.13)
Here
h = g − i{e[σ − ke−b]2 + 2[e1−a + ke1−b](σ − ke−b)}τw ,
ŵ = w ◦ d(e, k)−1 , ĥ = h ◦ d(e, k)−1 , (6.14)
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and M(e, I, β, χ) is the Dirichlet realization in the interval I × R+ of
M(e, I, β, χ) := L+2 (e, β, χ)− e∂2σ .
Since d(e, k) ≥ 1, the new parameter β(e, k) = βd(e, k)−4 is bounded. More caution
should be used below while assessing the effect of (6.12) on χd(e,k). Nevertheless, it
is safe to apply (5.55) as long as d(e, k) remains in a bounded interval [1, d0].
We now assume that λ ∈ B(ϑ1, γ0e). Observe that
d(e, k)3 ≥ 1 + e1−2a .
We first assume k ≤ e−(1/2−b), so that
1 ≤ d(e, k) ≤ d0 := (3 + 2e1−2a0 )
1
3 .
We now attempt to apply (5.55), with δ = Reϑ1(1 − d−2)/2, β = β(e, k), and
I = I(e, k). Here we note that the constant C in (5.55) is independent of I and
that, for e small enough, we have
δ ≥ Reϑ1d−10 (d20 + d0 + 1)−1(d3 − 1) ≥ Reϑ1d−10 (d20 + d0 + 1)−1e1−2a .
Obviously, 1− 2a < 1 < 2− b, and hence we have, for e small enough,
e2−b ≤ δ .
In addition, for sufficiently small e,
d(e, k)−2Reλ ≤ (Reϑ1 + γ0e)d(e, k)−2 ≤ Reϑ1 − δ , ∀k .
Hence all the conditions, needed for the sake of applying (5.55), are met, and with
the aid of the identity
e1−a + ke1−b = [e(d3 − 1)]1/2 .
we obtain that
‖w‖2 ≤ C
d2 − 1
(‖g‖2 + e1/2−b(d3 − 1)1/2‖τw‖2) .
Clearly,
[(d3 − 1)]1/2
d2 − 1 =
1
[d− 1]1/2
[d2 + d+ 1]1/2
d+ 1
<
1
[d− 1]1/2 .
Substituting the above into (6.2) and taking account of the fact that, for
k ≤ e−(1/2−b),
d(e, k)2 − 1 ≥ e1−2a/(2(d0 + 1)) ,
we obtain
‖w‖2 ≤ C
e1−2a
(‖g‖2 + e1−b−a‖τw‖2) = Ce1−2a‖g‖2 + C ea−b‖τw‖2 . (6.15)
We now consider the case k > e−(1/2−b). We begin by observing that in this case
d3 ≥ 2 and Reλ
d(e, k)2
≤ (2− 23 + γ0e) Reϑ1 .
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Hence there exists γ1 < 1 and e0 such that for e ∈ (0, e0]
Reλ
d(e, k)2
≤ γ1Reϑ1 .
We then use resolvent estimates for M(e, I(e, k, d(e, k)), 0). Thus, writing(
M(e, I(e, k, d(e, k)), 0, 0)− λ
d(e, k)2
)
ŵ = (d(e, k))−2
(
hˆ− ie(d(e, k))−2βχd(τ)τ 2 ŵ
)
,
we may use (5.55) (with β = 0) and the fact that
(d(e, k))−4‖χd(τ)τ 2wˆ‖2 ≤ e−b(d(e, k))−3‖τwˆ‖2
to obtain
‖w‖2 ≤ C
(‖g‖2 + e1−b‖τw‖2) . (6.16)
Since
Im 〈w, (Ce,k − λ)w〉
= ‖τ 1/2w‖22 + eβ‖χ1/2(ebτ)τw‖22 + e
∥∥[|σ + e−a|2τ ]1/2w∥∥2
2
− Imλ‖w‖22 ,
we obtain, with the aid of the inequality
‖χ1/2(ebτ)τw‖22 ≤
√
2 e−b ‖τ 12w‖22 ,
and the fact that Imλ ≤ γ0e0 , the estimate
‖τ 1/2w‖2 ≤ C(‖g‖2 + ‖w‖2) . (6.17)
Furthermore, as
Re 〈w, (Ce,k − λ)w〉 = ‖∂τw‖22 + e‖∂σw‖22 − Reλ‖w‖22 ,
we readily deduce that
e1/2‖∂σw‖2 + ‖∂τw‖2 ≤ C(‖g‖2 + ‖w‖2) . (6.18)
Finally, as
Im 〈τw, (Ce,k − λ)w〉 = ‖τw‖22 + eβ‖χ1/2(ebτ)τ 3/2w‖22
+e
∥∥[|σ + e−a|τ ]w∥∥2
2−Im λ‖τ 1/2w‖22 + 2 Im 〈w,wτ〉 ,
we may use (6.17) and (6.18) to establish that
‖τw‖2 ≤ C(‖g‖2 + ‖w‖2) . (6.19)
Substituting the above into either (6.15) or (6.16) we get the existence of e0 > 0,
such that for any k, any e ∈ (0, e0], and λ ∈ B(ϑ1, γ0e) ∩ ρ(Ce,k),
‖(Ce,k − λ)−1‖ ≤ C
e1−2a
. (6.20)
Using the discreteness of the spectrum in B(ϑ1, γ0e) we indeed get from the above
uniform estimate that σ(Ce,k) ∩ B(ϑ1, γ0e) = ∅ . By the above and (6.18) we then
have
‖∂σ(Ce,k − λ)−1‖ ≤ C
e3/2−2a
. (6.21)
Hence we have established
‖(Ce,k − λ)−1‖+ e1/2‖∂σ(Ce,k − λ)−1‖ ≤ C
e1−2a
. (6.22)
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Estimation of ‖(Ce − λ)−1‖
From (6.22) it follows that there exists e0 > 0, such that for any k and any e ∈ (0, e0]
‖e(∂2σφek)(Ce,k − λ)−1φekg‖2 ≤ C e2b+2a ‖1Skg‖2 ,
whereas from (6.21) it follows that (for k = 0 we write S+0 instead of Sk)
‖e(∂σφek)∂σ(Ce,k − λ)−1φekg‖2 ≤ C eb+2a−1/2 ‖1Skg‖2 .
Since
〈e[∂2σ, φek](Ce,k − λ)−1φekg, e[∂2σ, φem](Ce,k − λ)−1φemg〉 = 0
whenever |k −m| ≥ 2, we may conclude that
‖∑∞k=0 e[∂2σ, φek](Ce,k − λ)−1φekg‖22 ≤ 4C e2(b+2a−1/2) (‖1S+0 g‖22 +∑∞k=1 ‖1Skg‖22)
≤ 4C e2(b+2a−1/2) ‖g‖22 .
Consequently, by (6.10c) we obtain that
lim
e→0
EC = 0 . (6.23)
To complete the proof we use the fact that by (6.23) the operator I + EC is
invertible for sufficiently small e to obtain
(Ce − λ)−1 = RappC (I + EC)−1 .
Hence, we can conclude from (6.22) the existence of e0 > 0 and C > 0 such that,
for e ∈ (0, e0],
‖(Ce − λ)−1‖ ≤ 2 ‖RappC ‖ ≤ 8 sup
k≥0
‖(Ce,k − λ)−1‖ ≤ C
e1−2a
.
This completes the proof of (6.5a). The proof of (6.5b) easily follows from the fact
that
Re 〈w, (Ce − λ)w〉 = ‖wτ‖22 + e‖wσ‖22 − Reλ‖w‖22 ,
for all w ∈ D(Ce).
6.3 Resolvent estimates for Be
Let
Λ1γ(e) = ϑ1 + γeλ1 for some γ ∈ [0, 1] ,
where λ1 is given by (3.26). Let further b, in the definition of Be (see (6.1)) satisfy
1
2
< b <
3
4
, (6.24)
and r(e) satisfy, for some q < 1/6 ,
lim
e→0
r(e) = 0 and lim
e→0
e−qr(e) = +∞ . (6.25)
In the following we prove the inclusion of ∂B(Λ1γ(e), r(e)e) in the resolvent set of Be
and obtain a bound on the resolvent norm there.
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Proposition 6.2. Under the previous conditions, there exist positive C and e0 such
that ∂B(Λ1γ , r(e)e) ⊂ ρ(Be) for all e ∈ (0, e0] and γ ∈ [0, 1]. Furthermore, the
inequality
‖(Be − λ)−1‖ ≤ C
(r(e) + 1− γ)e , (6.26)
holds true.
Proof.
Construction of the right approximate resolvent.
We introduce a C∞ partition of unity (ζ−, η, ζ+) of R such that
η(x) =
{
1 if |x| < 1 ,
0 if |x| > 2 , (6.27)
and
ζ+(x) = 0 if x < 1 , ζ−(x) = ζ+(−x) . (6.28)
Let further
ηe(σ) = η(e
aσ) and ζ±e (σ) = ζ±(e
aσ) (6.29)
for some a satisfying
1/6 < a < (1− q)/4 . (6.30)
Next, let SN = (−2e−a, 2e−a)×R+ and CN denote the Dirichlet realization in SN
associated with the differential operator given by (6.1) .
Let further S+D = (e
−a,+∞) × R+, S−D = (−∞,−e−a) × R+, and C±D denote the
Dirichlet realizations in S±D associated with the differential operator given by (6.1).
The corresponding domains are
D(C±D) = {u ∈ H2(S±D) ∩H10 (S±D) | σ2(1 + τ)u ∈ L2(S±D)} .
We can now formally introduce the approximate resolvent in the form
RappB = ηe(CN − λ)−1ηe + ζ+e (C+D − λ)−1ζ+e + ζ−e (C−D − λ)−1ζ−e . (6.31)
Estimation of ‖(C±D − λ)−1‖.
By (6.5), observing that B(Λ1γ, r(e)e) ⊂ B(ϑ1, γ0e) for some γ0 > γ and e0 small
enough, we have, for all e ∈ (0, e0],
‖(C±D − λ)−1‖+ e1/2‖∂σ(C±D − λ)−1‖ ≤
C
e1−2a
. (6.32)
Note that the estimates for C−D are deduced from the estimates for C+D by using the
intertwining relation C+D = R−1C−DR , where R represents the reflection σ → −σ .
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Estimation of ‖(CN − λ)−1‖.
It remains to obtain an estimate for ‖(CN − λ)−1‖. Let w ∈ D(CN ) and g ∈ L2(SN)
satisfy
(CN − λ)w = g . (6.33)
Let further
C˜N = L+2 (e) + e(P − βτm,2) = L+2 (e)− e∂2σ + eiπ/6eσ2τm ,
where τm is given by (3.24) and P is given by (3.23).
We can now write (6.33) in the following form
(C˜N − λ)w = g − ieσ2(τ − e−iπ/3τm)w .
Applying the projection Π˜1, given by (5.46) (which stands for Id ⊗̂ Π˜1 as in Section
3) , to the above balance yields
(C˜N − λ)Π˜1w = Π˜1g − ieσ2Π˜1
(
(τ − e−iπ/3τm)w
)
. (6.34)
From (5.52) it follows that
‖Π˜1
(
(τ − e−iπ/3τm)φ
)− Π˜1((τ − e−iπ/3τm)(I − Π˜1)φ)‖2 ≤ Ce‖φ‖2 , ∀φ ∈ L2(SN) .
Let φ(σ, τ) = σ2w(σ, τ). We can now conclude, as |σ| ≤ 2e−a in SN , that∥∥σ2Π˜1((τ − e−iπ/3τm)w)∥∥ ≤ C(‖Π˜1(τ − e−iπ/3τm)σ2(I − Π˜1)w‖2 + e‖σ2w‖2)
≤ C e−2a (‖(I − Π˜1)w‖2 + e‖w‖2) .
(6.35)
Since
(C˜N − λ)Π˜1 =
(
−e∂2σ + eiπ/6eσ2τm + (ϑ˜1 − λ)
)
Π˜1 , (6.36)
we obtain from (5.38), (6.34), (6.35), and the Riesz-Schauder theory, that for λ ∈
∂B(Λ1γ , r(e)e),
‖(C˜N − λ)−1Π˜1‖ ≤ C
(r(e) + 1− γ)e . (6.37)
By (5.57b) and Remark 5.14 we have,
‖(C˜N − λ)−1(I − Π˜1)‖ ≤ C . (6.38)
Applying (6.37) to (6.34) yields, with the aid of (6.35),
‖Π˜1w‖2 ≤ C
(r(e) + 1− γ)e(‖g‖2 + e
1−2a‖(I − Π˜1)w‖2 + e2−2a‖w‖2) . (6.39)
We now apply I − Π˜1 to (6.34) to obtain
(C˜N − λ)(I − Π˜1)w = (I − Π˜1)g − ieσ2(I − Π˜1)
(
(τ − e−iπ/3τm)w
)
. (6.40)
Since the norm of I − Π˜1 is uniformly bounded (see (5.40)), we have∥∥σ2(I−Π˜1)((τ−e−iπ/3τm)w)∥∥2 ≤ C ‖σ2(τ−e−iπ/3τm)w‖2 ≤ Ce−2a‖(τ−e−iπ/3τm)w‖2 .
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In the same manner we have obtained (6.19) we can now obtain
‖τw‖2 ≤ C (‖w‖2 + ‖g‖2) . (6.41)
Consequently,∥∥σ2(I − Π˜1)((τ − e−iπ/3τm)w)∥∥2 ≤ Ce−2a(‖w‖2 + ‖g‖2) . (6.42)
We now apply (6.38) to (6.40) to obtain, with the aid of (6.35) and the above
inequality,
‖(I − Π˜1)w‖2 ≤ C(‖g‖2 + e1−2a‖w‖2) . (6.43)
Substituting the above into (6.39) yields
‖Π˜1w‖2 ≤ C
(r(e) + 1− γ)e ‖g‖2 +
Ce1−4a
r(e) + 1− γ ‖w‖2 .
The above together with (6.43), (6.25), and (6.30) yield the existence of e0 > 0 and
C such that, for all e ∈ (0, e0], ∂B(Λ1γ , r(e)e) belongs to ρ(CN ) and
‖(CN − λ)−1‖ ≤ C
(r(e) + 1− γ)e , ∀λ ∈ ∂B(Λ
1
γ , r(e)e) . (6.44)
A bound on ∂σ(CN − λ)−1
As in the proof of Proposition 6.1 we need an estimate for ∂σ(CN − λ)−1. While
(6.18) still holds, it is unsatisfactory in the present context. Let (w, g) satisfy
(6.33). To achieve a better estimate of ‖wσ‖2, we separately estimate ‖Π˜1wσ‖2
and ‖(I − Π˜1)wσ‖2.
To facilitate the estimation of ‖Π˜1wσ‖2, we rewrite (6.34)-(6.36) in the following
manner
e
(
− ∂2σ + eiπ/6τmσ2 −
λ− ϑ˜1
e
)
Π˜1w = Π˜1g − ieσ2Π˜1
(
(τ − e−iπ/3τm)w
)
. (6.45)
Taking the inner product of (6.45) with Π˜1w we obtain from the real part and
(6.35)
e‖Π˜1wσ‖22 ≤ Ce‖Π˜1w‖22 + ‖Π˜1w‖2
(
‖Π˜1g‖2 + e1−2a‖(I − Π˜1)w‖2 + e2−2a‖w‖2
)
.
Hence,
‖Π˜1wσ‖2 ≤ Cˆ
(
‖Π˜1w‖2 + e−1‖Π˜1g‖2 + e−2a‖(I − Π˜1)w‖2 + e1−2a‖w‖2
)
.
Using (6.43) and (6.30) we then obtain
‖Π˜1wσ‖2 ≤ C
(
‖Π˜1w‖2 + e1−4a‖w‖2 + e−1‖g‖2
)
≤ C˜ (‖w‖2 + e−1‖g‖2)) ,
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from which we deduce, with the aid of (6.33) and (6.44),
‖Π˜1wσ‖2 ≤ C
(r(e) + 1− γ)e‖g‖2 . (6.46)
To estimate ‖(I−Π˜1)wσ‖2, we now take the inner product of (6.40) with (I−Π˜1)w
to obtain, with the aid of (6.41) ,
e‖(I − Π˜1)wσ‖22 ≤ C‖(I − Π˜1)w‖22 + C‖(I − Π˜1)w‖2(‖g‖2 + e1−2a‖w‖2) .
Making use of (6.43) then yields
‖(I − Π˜1)wσ‖2 ≤ C(e−1/2‖g‖2 + e1/2−2a‖w‖2) ≤ Cˇ(e−1‖g‖2 + ‖w‖2) ,
which as above leads to
‖(I − Π˜1)wσ‖2 ≤ C
(r(e) + 1− γ)e‖g‖2 . (6.47)
Then (6.46) and (6.47) give the existence of C and e0 such that, for all e ∈ (0, e0],
‖∂σ(CN − λ)−1‖ ≤ C
(r(e) + 1− γ)e . (6.48)
The approximate resolvent
The preceding paragraphs prove that the approximate resolvent RappB , introduced in
(6.31) is well defined. We now prove that it serves as a good approximation for the
resolvent. We note that
(Be − λ)RappB = I + EB , (6.49a)
where
EB = −e[∂2σ, ηe](CN−λ)−1ηe−e[∂2σ, ζ+e ](C+D−λ)−1ζ+e −e[∂2σ, ζ−e ](C−D−λ)−1ζ−e . (6.49b)
As
e[∂2σ, ζ
±
e ](C±D − λ)−1ζ±e =
(
e1+2a(ζ±,′′)e + 2e
1+a(ζ±,′)e∂σ
)
(C±D − λ)−1ζ±e ,
we obtain by (6.32) that
‖e[∂2σ, ζ±e ](C±D − λ)−1ζe‖ ≤ Ce3a−1/2 . (6.50)
Furthermore, since
e[∂2σ, ηe](CN − λ)−1ηe = (e1+2a(η′′)e + 2e1+a(η′)e ∂σ)(CN − λ)−1ηe ,
we obtain from (6.44) and (6.48)
‖e[∂2σ, ηe](CN − λ)−1ηe‖ ≤ C
ea
r(e) + 1− γ .
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The above, together with (6.50) and (6.49b), yields
‖EB‖ ≤ C
( ea
r(e) + 1− γ + e
3a−1/2
)
.
Hence, (6.25), and (6.30) imply that ‖EB‖ tends to 0 as e → 0. Consequently, for
sufficiently small e, I + EB is invertible and we may use (6.49a) to obtain the right
inverse to (Be − λ).
For λ ∈ ρ(Be)∩∂B(Λ1γ , r(e)e), this right inverse is identical with the left inverse and
we get
‖(Be − λ)−1‖ ≤ CRappB ≤
Ĉ
(r(e) + 1− γ)e .
The spectrum of Be being discrete, we may conclude from the above estimate that
σ(Be) ∩ ∂B(Λ1γ , r(e)e) = ∅ , which completes the proof of the proposition.
For later reference we separately estimate the σ-derivatives of (Be − λ)−1
Proposition 6.3. Under the conditions of Proposition 6.2, for any
a ∈ (1/6, (1 − q)/4), there exists e0 and Ca such that, for all λ ∈ ∂B(Λ1γ , er(e)),
we have
‖∂σ(Be − λ)−1‖ ≤ Ca
( 1
e3/2−2a
+
1
(r(e) + 1− γ)e
)
, (6.51a)
and
‖∂2σσ(Be − λ)−1‖ ≤ Ca
( 1
e2−2a
+
1
(r(e) + 1− γ)e3/2
)
. (6.51b)
Proof.
Estimation of ∂σ(Be − λ)−1
Let w ∈ D(Be) and g ∈ L2(R2+) satisfy (Be − λ)w = g . Clearly,
(Be − λ)(ηew) = ηeg − 2e1+a(η′)ewσ − e1+2a(η′′)ew ,
where (η′)e(σ) = η
′(eaσ) and (η′′)e(σ) = η
′′(eaσ).
By (6.48) we then have
‖(ηew)σ‖2 ≤ C
(r(e) + 1− γ)e [‖ηeg‖2 + e
1+a‖(η′)ewσ‖2 + e1+2a‖(η′′)ew‖2] . (6.52)
Similarly, as
(Be − λ)(ζ±e w) = ζ±e g − 2e1+a(ζ±,′)ewσ − e1+2a(ζ±,′′)ew ,
we may use (6.32) to obtain
‖(ζ±e w)σ‖2 ≤
C
e3/2−2a
[‖ζ±e g‖2 + e1+a‖(ζ±,′)ewσ‖2 + e1+2a‖(ζ±,′′)ew‖2] . (6.53)
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Combining (6.52) and (6.53) yields (recalling that a > 1/6 and q < 1
6
)
‖wσ‖2 ≤ C
( 1
e3/2−2a
+
1
(r(e) + 1− γ)e
)
[‖g‖2 + e1+2a‖w‖2] .
With the aid of (6.26) we then obtain, for any pair (w, g) satisfying (Be − λ)w = g ,
‖wσ‖2 ≤ C
( 1
e3/2−2a
+
1
(r(e) + 1− γ)e
)
‖g‖2 ,
from which (6.51a) easily follows.
Estimation of ∂2σσ(Be − λ)−1
For the same pair (w, g), an integration by parts yields
−Re 〈wσσ, (Be − λ)w〉 = ‖wτσ‖22 + e‖wσσ‖22 + 2eIm 〈wσ, στw〉 − Reλ‖wσ‖22 .
Note here that < wσσ, wττ >= ‖wστ‖2 for all w ∈ H2(R2+)∩H10 (R2+) and hence also
for all w ∈ D(Be).
Hence,
‖wσσ‖2 ≤ C
e1/2
(‖wσ‖2 + e‖στw‖2 + e−1/2‖g‖2) . (6.54)
As
Im 〈τw, (Be−λ)w〉 = Im 〈w,wτ〉+‖τw‖22+βe‖τ 3/2χ(ebτ)w‖22+e‖στw‖22−Imλ‖τ 1/2w‖22 ,
and since both (6.18) and (6.19) hold in this case as well, we easily obtain, in view
of the fact that τχ(ebτ) ≤ 2e−b, that
‖στw‖2 ≤ C
e1/2
(‖g‖2 + ‖w‖2) . (6.55)
Substituting (6.51a) and (6.55) into (6.54) then yields
‖wσσ‖2 ≤ C
( 1
e2−2a
+
1
(r(e) + 1− γ)e3/2
)
‖g‖2 ,
for any pair (w, g) which satisfies (Be − λ)w = g , which completes the proof of
(6.51b).
For later reference we also need the following additional estimate:
Proposition 6.4. Under the conditions preceding Proposition 6.2, for all a in
(1/6, (1− q)/4), there exists Ca > 0 and e0 > 0 such that, for any e ∈ (0, e0],
‖1|σ|≥2e−a(Be − λ)−1‖+ e1/2‖1|σ|≥2e−a∂σ(Be − λ)−1‖ ≤ Ca
e1−2a
. (6.56)
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Proof. Since for sufficiently small e we have
(Be − λ)−1 = RappB (I + EB)−1 ,
it follows by (6.31) that
1σ≥2e−a(Be − λ)−1 = 1σ≥2e−a(C+D − λ)−1ζ+e (I + EB)−1 .
By (6.32) we then have
‖1σ≥2e−a(Be − λ)−1‖ ≤ Ca
e1−2a
.
In a similar manner we write
1σ≥2e−a∂σ(Be − λ)−1 = 1σ≥2e−a∂σ(C+D − λ)−1ζ+e (I + EB)−1 .
Once again by (6.32) we obtain
e
1
2 ‖1σ≥2e−a∂σ(Be − λ)−1‖ ≤ Ca
e1−2a
.
6.4 Curvature effects
In the following, we estimate the effect of some of the error terms in (3.9) and (3.11).
Since the estimation of these terms is complex, it is preferable to consider them as
modifications of Be and not in the context of the original operator Ah, which is
addressed in Section 8.
6.4.1 Effect 1
The first effect is generated by the first error term in (3.11).
Proposition 6.5. Consider on D(Be) the operator
Bˆe = Be − θe2τχ(eb˜τ)∂2σ , (6.57)
where θ ∈ R, b˜ ∈ (0, 1/2− q) and χ ∈ C∞(R+, [0, 1]) is given by (5.2). Then, there
exist positive C and e0 such that, for every e ∈ (0, e0], ∂B(Λ1γ , r(e)e)∩σ(Bˆe) = ∅ and
sup
λ∈∂B(Λ1γ ,r(e)e)
‖(Bˆe − λ)−1‖ ≤ C
(r(e) + 1− γ)e , ∀λ ∈ ∂B(Λ
1
γ , r(e)e) . (6.58a)
Furthermore, we have, for all λ ∈ ∂B(Λ1γ , r(e)e),
‖∂τ (Bˆe − λ)−1‖+ e1/2‖∂σ(Bˆe − λ)−1‖ ≤ C
(r(e) + 1− γ)e , (6.58b)
and
‖∂ττ (Bˆe − λ)−1‖+ e‖∂σσ(Bˆe − λ)−1‖ ≤ C
(r(e) + 1− γ)e . (6.58c)
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Proof. For sake of brevity we use the notation χ˜(τ) = χ(eb˜τ) where χ is given
by (5.2). We keep the same notation as in the previous subsection for the cut-off
functions given by (6.27)-(6.30) .
Let u ∈ D(Be) and g ∈ L2(R2+) satisfy
(Bˆe − λ)u = g .
We rewrite the above balance in the following manner
(Be − λ)u = g + θe2τχ˜uσσ . (6.59)
Keeping in mind that |τχ˜(τ)| ≤ 2e−b˜ we use (6.51b) with a ∈ (1
4
− q
2
, 1
4
− q
4
) to obtain
‖uσσ‖2 ≤ C
(
e2a +
e1/2
(r(e) + 1− γ)
)
(e−2‖g‖2 + e−b˜‖uσσ‖2) .
Since b˜ ∈ (0, 1/2− q) we may conclude that
‖uσσ‖2 ≤ C
( 1
e2−2a
+
1
(r(e) + 1− γ)e3/2
)
‖g‖2 . (6.60)
Applying (6.26) to (6.59) yields
‖u‖2 ≤ C
(r(e)e+ 1− γ)(‖g‖2 + e
2−b˜‖uσσ‖2) .
We first establish (6.58a) for λ ∈ ρ(Bˆe) ∩ ∂B(Λ1γ , er(e)), by substituting (6.60) (ob-
serving that b˜ < 1
2
− q < 2a) into the above inequality. Since the spectrum of Bˆe is
discrete, we can deduce, as for Be, that σ(Bˆe) ∩ ∂B(Λ1γ , er(e)) = ∅, and hence, that
(6.58a) is satisfied without restriction.
The proof of (6.58b) follows immediately from (6.58a) and the identity
Re 〈u, (Bˆe − λ)u〉 = ‖uτ‖22 + e‖uσ‖22 + θe2‖[χ˜τ ]1/2uσ‖22 − Reλ‖u‖22 ,
which holds for every u ∈ D(Bˆe). To prove (6.58c) we use (6.60) and the following
identity, that holds for every u ∈ D(Bˆe),
−Re 〈uττ , (Bˆe − λ)u〉
= ‖uττ‖22 + e‖uτσ‖22 + θe2
(‖[χ˜τ ]1/2uστ‖22 − Re 〈[χ˜τ ]′uσ, uτσ〉)− Reλ‖u‖22 ,
together with (6.58a,b) and the fact that ‖[χ˜τ ]′‖∞ ≤ 1 + 2‖χ′‖∞.
We shall also need in the sequel the following estimate
Proposition 6.6. Under the conditions of Proposition 6.5, for any a in the interval
(1/6, (1 − q)/4) there exists Ca > 0 and e0 > 0 such that for any e ∈ (0, e0], and
λ ∈ ∂B(Λ1γ , r(e)e),
‖1|σ|≥2e−a(Bˆe − λ)−1‖+ e1/2‖1|σ|≥2e−a∂σ(Bˆe − λ)−1‖ ≤ Ca
e1−2a
. (6.61)
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Proof. Let, as in the previous proof, u ∈ D(Bˆe), λ ∈ C and g ∈ L2(R2+) such that
g = (Bˆe − λ)u. Since
(Be − λ)u = g − θe2τχ˜uσσ ,
we obtain from (6.56) that
‖1|σ|≥2e−au‖2 ≤ C
e1−2a
(‖g‖2 + e2−b˜‖uσσ‖) .
By (6.60) we then have, using the fact that b˜ < 1/2− q ,
‖1|σ|≥2e−au‖2 ≤ C
( 1
e1−2a
+
1
r(e)e1/2+b˜−2a
)
‖g‖2 ≤ C˜
e1−2a
‖g‖2 .
In a similar manner we show that
e1/2‖1|σ|≥2e−auσ‖2 ≤ Ca
e1−2a
‖g‖2 .
We finally establish an asymptotic estimate, which is needed in Section 8. It
is valid in a region where τ is large, but the the cutoff function χ is still 1 (i.e.
1≪ τ ≤ e−b).
Proposition 6.7. Let 0 < a < b. Then, there exist positive Ca and e0 such that for
all e ∈ (0, e0] and λ ∈ ∂B(Λ1γ , r(e)e),
‖1τ≥e−a(Bˆe − λ)−1‖+ ea/2‖1τ≥e−a∂τ (Bˆe − λ)−1‖+
e(a+1)/2‖1τ≥e−a∂σ(Bˆe − λ)−1‖ ≤ Caea , (6.62a)
and
‖1τ≥e−a∂2τ (Bˆe − λ)−1‖+ e‖1τ≥e−a∂2σ(Bˆe − λ)−1‖ ≤ Ca . (6.62b)
Proof. Let ζ+ be given by (6.28) and for some ξ > 0, ζξ(τ) = ζ+(2τ/ξ). Let
u ∈ D(Bˆe), λ ∈ ∂B(Λ1γ , r(e)e), and g ∈ L2(R2+) satisfy
(Bˆe − λ)u = g .
Proof of (6.62a) As the identity
Re 〈(Bˆe − λ)u , ζ2u〉+ Im 〈(Bˆe − λ)u〉 , ζ2u〉
= ‖∂τ (ζu)‖22 − (Im λ+ Reλ)‖ζu‖22 + e‖ζ∂σu‖22 + θe2‖τ 1/2ζχ˜1/2∂σu‖22
−‖ζ ′u‖22+2Im 〈ζ ′u, ∂τ (ζu)〉+‖τ 1/2ζu‖22+βe‖τζ(χ(ebτ))
1
2u‖22+e‖τ 1/2σζu‖22 ,
(6.63)
holds for any C∞ function ζ with support in R+, we get, for ζ = ζξ,
‖τ 1/2ζξu‖22 − (Imλ+ Reλ)‖ζξu‖22 ≤ 4‖ζ ′ξu‖22 + 4‖ζξu‖2‖ζξg‖2 .
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Observing that |ζ ′ξ| ≤ C0ξ , we deduce(
ξ
2
− (Imλ+ Reλ)
)
‖ζξu‖22 ≤
4C0
ξ2
‖1τ≥ξ/2u‖22 + 4‖ζξu‖2‖g‖2 .
Hence, for ξ ≥ 4(Imλ+ Reλ) ≥ Reϑ1 > 0 ,
‖1τ≥ξu‖2 ≤ C
ξ
(‖g‖2 + ξ− 12‖1τ≥ξ/2u‖2) ≤ Cˆ
ξ
(‖g‖2 + ‖1τ≥ξ/2u‖2) .
Applying the above inequality k times recursively yields, for any ξ satisfying
ξ ≥ 4k(Imλ+ Reλ) ,
‖1τ≥ξu‖2 ≤ Ck
ξ
(‖g‖2 + ξ−(k−1)‖1τ≥ξ/2ku‖2) . (6.64)
Choosing ξ = e−a, we obtain, for ea 4k(Imλ+ Reλ) ≤ 1,
‖1τ≥e−au‖2 ≤ Ckea (‖g‖2 + ea(k−1)‖u‖2) .
Choosing k ≥ 3
a
yields,
‖1τ≥e−au‖2 ≤ Ca(ea‖g‖2 .+ e3‖u‖2) ,
With the aid of (6.58), we may now conclude the existence, of e0 and C such that,
for any e ∈ (0, e0],
‖1τ≥e−au‖2 ≤ C ea‖g‖2 . (6.65)
An additional conclusion that can be drawn from (6.63) is
‖∂τ (ζξu)‖22 + e‖ζξ∂σu‖22 ≤ 8‖ζ ′ξu‖22 +
C
ξ
‖ζξg‖22 ≤
Cˆ
ξ
(‖g‖22 + ξ−1‖1τ≥ξ/2u‖22) ,
which leads to
‖1τ≥ξ∂τu‖2 + e1/2‖1τ≥ξ∂σu‖2 ≤ C
ξ1/2
(‖g‖2 + ξ− 12‖1τ≥ξ/2u‖2) .
Using (6.64) with ξ replaced by ξ/2, we obtain for any k the existence of positive
constants Ck and ξk such that for all ξ ≥ ξk
‖1τ≥ξ∂τu‖2 + e1/2‖1τ≥ξ∂σu‖2 ≤ Ck
ξ1/2
(‖g‖2 + ξ− 12−k‖u‖2) . (6.66)
Setting once again ξ = e−a, and k to be sufficiently large completes the proof of
(6.62a).
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Proof of (6.62b)
We first prove that
‖1τ≥e−a∂2τ (Bˆe − λ)−1‖ ≤ Ca . (6.67)
Let, for some C∞ function ζ supported in R+,
G :=−〈(Bˆe − λ)u, ζ2uττ〉=−〈(L+2 − λ)u, ζ2uττ〉+ e〈(1 + eθχ˜τ)uσσ − iσ2τu, ζ2uττ 〉 .
(6.68)
We estimate each term separately, repeatedly applying the following integration
by parts formula
〈τv, ζˆ2vττ 〉 = −‖τ 12 ζˆvτ‖2 − 〈v, ∂τ (τ ζˆ2)vτ 〉 ,
for various choices of v and ζˆ. We thus have
−〈L+2 (e)u, ζ2uττ〉 = ‖ζuττ‖2 − i〈τ(1 + βeτχ(ebτ))u, ζ2uττ〉 ,
−i〈τ(1 + βeτχ(ebτ))u, ζ2uττ〉
= i
(
‖τ 12 (1 + βeτχ(ebτ) 12 ζuτ‖2 + 〈u , ∂τ (τ(1 + βeτχ(ebτ))ζ2) uτ〉
)
,
〈λu, ζ2uττ 〉 = λ
(−‖∂τ (ζu)‖2 + ‖ζ ′u‖2 + 〈∂τ (ζu), ζ ′u〉 − 〈ζ ′u, ∂τ (ζu)〉) ,
−ie〈σ2τu, ζ2uττ〉 = ie
(
‖τ 12σζuτ‖2 + 〈σ2u, ∂τ (τζ2)uτ〉
)
,
and
〈(−(1 + eθχ˜τ)uσσ, ζ2uττ〉 = −〈((1 + eθχ˜τ)uσ, ζ2(uσ)ττ 〉
= ‖(1 + eθχ˜τ) 12 ζuστ‖2 + 〈uσ , ∂τ ((1 + eθχ˜τ)ζ2)uστ 〉 .
We now decompose G in the following manner
G = G1 + iG2 + G3 ,
where G1 and G2 are positive terms defined by
G1 = ‖ζuττ‖22 + Reλ‖ζ ′u‖2 + e‖(1 + eθχ˜τ)
1
2 ζuστ‖2 , (6.69a)
G2 = ‖τ 12 (1 + βeτχ(ebτ) 12 ζuτ‖2 + Imλ‖ζ ′u‖2 + e‖τ 12σζuτ‖2 , (6.69b)
and G3 is given by
G3 = i〈u , ∂τ (τ(1 + βeτχ(ebτ)ζ2)) uτ〉
+ λ
(−‖∂τ (ζu)‖2+ < 〈∂τ (ζu), ζ ′u〉− < 〈ζ ′u, ∂τ (ζu)〉)
+ ie〈σ2u, ∂τ (τζ2) uτ〉
+ e〈uσ , ∂τ ((1 + eθχ˜τ)ζ2) uστ 〉 . (6.69c)
For the first term on the right-hand side of (6.69c), we have
|〈u , ∂τ (τ(1 + βeτχ(ebτ))ζ2) uτ〉| ≤ C
(‖ζu‖22 + ‖ζuτ‖22 + ‖τζ ′uτ‖22) .
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It is readily verified that the second line is bounded by C(‖ζ ′u‖22 + ‖∂τ (ζu)‖22). Let
ǫ > 0. For the third line of (6.69c) we have
|〈στ 12 ζuτ , τ− 12 ζ σu〉+2〈ζστ 12uτ , ζ ′τ 12 σu〉| ≤ ǫ‖στ 1/2ζuτ‖22+
C
ǫ
(
‖ζ ′τ 12 σu‖22 + ‖τ−
1
2 ζσu‖22
)
.
Finally for the forth term, we have for some Cǫ > 0
e|〈uσ , ∂τ ((1 + eθχ˜τ)ζ2)uστ 〉| ≤ eǫ‖(1 + eθχ˜τ) 12 ζuστ‖22+ eCǫ‖∂τ (ζ [1 + eθτχ˜]1/2) uσ‖22 .
Combining the above yields that for every ǫ > 0 there exists Cǫ > 0 such that
|G3| ≤ ǫ (G1 + G2) + Cǫ G4 (6.70)
where
G4 = ‖1τ≥ξ/2u‖22 + e‖1τ≥ξ/2uσ‖22 + ‖ζuτ‖22 + e‖1τ≥ξ/2τ 1/2σu‖22 . (6.71)
To obtain (6.70) we have used the pointwise inequality
|ζξ|+ |ζ ′ξ|+ e|ζ(τχ˜)′| ≤ C1τ≥ξ/2 .
We now observe that, by (6.68),
‖ζuττ‖22 ≤ G1+G2 ≤
√
2|G1+iG2| ≤
√
2(|G|+|G3|) ≤ ǫ(G1+G2+‖ζuττ‖22)+Cǫ(G4+‖g‖22) ,
which implies
‖ζuττ‖22 ≤ C(‖g‖22 + G4) . (6.72)
A proper bound of G4 would thus complete the proof of (6.67). To this end, we
now show that there exists C and e0 such that we have, with ζ = ζξ, e ∈ (0, e0] and
ξ = e−a,
G4 ≤ C ‖g‖22 . (6.73)
The first term appearing on the right-hand-side of (6.71), may be estimated by
using (6.65) (which remains valid if 1τ≥e−a is replaced by 1τ≥e−a/2). To estimate
the second term and the third term on the right-hand-side of (6.71), we use (6.66)
(with ξ replaced by ξ/2). Finally, to estimate the last term on the right-hand-side
of (6.71), we may use (6.63) to obtain
e‖τ 12σ1τ≥ξu‖2 ≤ e‖τ 12σζu‖2 ≤ C (‖g‖2 + ‖ζu‖2 + ‖ζ ′u‖2) ≤ Cˆ ‖g‖2 .
Consequently, by (6.71) we have (6.73) which when substituted into (6.72) yields
(6.67).
Note, for future use, that the proof provides us, for sufficiently small e0,
‖τ 12 ζu‖2 ≤ 2G2 ≤ C ‖g‖2 . (6.74)
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Estimation of ‖1τ≥e−a∂2σ(Bˆe − λ)−1‖
To complete the proof of (6.62b), it remains necessary to show that
e‖1τ≥e−a∂2σ(Bˆe − λ)−1‖ ≤ Ca . (6.75)
To this end we write
Gˆ := −〈(Bˆe−λ)u, ζ2uσσ〉 = 〈(L+2 (e)−λ)uσ, ζ2uσ〉−e〈(−(1+eθχ˜τ)uσσ+iσ2τu), ζ2uσσ〉 .
We have
Gˆ =
(
e‖(1 + eθχ˜τ) 12 ζuσσ‖22 + ‖ζuτσ‖22
)
+i
(
e‖στ 12 ζuσ‖22 + ‖τ
1
2 (1 + βeτχ(ebτ))
1
2 ζuσ‖22
)
−λ‖ζuσ‖22 + 2ie〈τ
1
2σζu, ζτ
1
2uσ〉+ 2〈ζuτσ , ζ ′uσ〉
:= Gˆ1 + i Gˆ2 + Gˆ3 ,
from which we obtain as in the proof of (6.67) (recall that ‖eθτχ˜‖∞ ≤ Ce1−b˜ and
|βeτχ(ebτ)| ≤ Ce1−b)
e‖ζuσσ‖22 ≤ C
(
e−1‖g‖22 + ‖ζ ′uσ‖22 + ‖ζuσ‖22 + e2‖τ 1/2ζu‖22
)
. (6.76)
To bound the last term on the right-hand-side we use (6.74), whereas for first two
terms we obtain from (6.66) (with ξ replaced by ξ/2)
‖ζ ′uσ‖22 + ‖ζuσ‖22 ≤ C‖1τ≥ξ/2uσ‖22 ≤ Cˆe−1‖g‖22 .
Hence,
e‖1τ≥e−auσσ‖2 ≤ Ca‖g‖2 ,
which completes the proof of (6.75).
6.4.2 Effect 2
We now address an additional modification of Be, resulting from the third term on
the right-hand-side of (3.9).
Proposition 6.8. Let, for ω ∈ R,
B˜e = Bˆe − 2ωe∂τ , (6.77)
be defined on e−eωτD(Be). Let further, for some 0 < a < a′ < 1, Ie = (e−a, e−a′).
Then, there exist positive C and e0 such that, for every e ∈ (0, e0], the circle
∂B(Λ1γ , er(e)) is included in ρ(B˜e), and, for λ ∈ ∂B(Λ1γ , er(e)) ,
‖1τ≤e−a′(B˜e − λ)−11τ≤e−a′‖+ ‖1τ≤e−a′∂τ (B˜e − λ)−11τ≤e−a′‖
+ e1/2‖1τ≤e−a′∂σ(B˜e − λ)−11τ≤e−a′‖+ ‖1τ≤e−a′∂2τ (B˜e − λ)−11τ≤e−a′‖
+ e‖1τ≤e−a′∂2σ(B˜e − λ)−11τ≤e−a′‖ ≤
C
(r(e) + 1− γ)e , (6.78a)
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e−a‖1τ∈Ie(B˜e − λ)−11τ≤e−a′‖+ e−a/2‖1τ∈Ie∂τ (B˜e − λ)−11τ≤e−a′‖
+ e1/2‖1τ∈Ie∂σ(B˜e − λ)−11τ≤e−a′‖+ ‖1τ∈Ie∂2τ (B˜e − λ)−11τ≤e−a′‖
+ e‖1τ∈Ie∂2σ(B˜e − λ)−11τ≤e−a′‖ ≤ C , (6.78b)
and for every 1/6 < a < 1/4
‖1τ≤e−a′1|σ|≥2e−a(B˜e − λ)−11τ≤e−a′‖
+ e1/2‖1τ≤e−a′1|σ|≥2e−a∂σ(B˜e − λ)−11τ≤e−a′‖ ≤
C
e1−2a
. (6.78c)
Proof. It can be easily verified that
B˜e = e−eωτ (Bˆe − e2ω2)eeωτ .
For the first statement in (6.78a), we have
‖1τ≤e−a′(B˜e − λ)−11τ≤e−a′‖ = ‖e−eωτ1τ≤e−a′ (Bˆe − λ− e2ω2)−11τ≤e−a′eeωτ‖
≤ e2|ω|e1−a′‖(Bˆe − λ− e2ω2)−1‖ ,
and we can use (6.58) (note that (6.58) is valid in the ring
Ae = B(Λ
1
γ, 2er(e)) \B(Λ1γ,
1
2
er(e))
and that ∂B(Λ1γ + e
2ω2, er(e)) ⊂ Ae for e0 > 0 small enough) to obtain
‖1τ≤e−a′(B˜e − λ)−11τ≤e−a′‖ ≤
C
(r(e) + 1− γ)e .
The rest of the inequalities embedded in (6.78a) are similarly obtained by using
(6.58b) and (6.58c).
To bound the first term on the right-hand-side of (6.78b), we use (6.62) to obtain
‖1τ∈Ie(B˜e − λ)−11τ≤e−(1−a)‖ ≤ e2|ω|e
1−a′‖1e−a≤τ (Bˆe − λ− e2ω2)−1‖ ≤ Ca .
As
∂τ (B˜e − λ)−1 = ∂τeeωτ (Bˆe − λ− e2ω2)−1e−eωτ = eeωτ [∂τ + eω](Bˆe − λ− e2ω2)−1eeωτ ,
we may conclude, once again with the aid of (6.62), that
‖1τ∈Ie∂τ (B˜e − λ)−11τ≤e−(1−a)‖ ≤ Ca e
a
2 .
The rest of the inequalities in (6.78) can be proved in a similar manner.
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6.5 A linear potential estimate
We conclude this section by the following estimate, which is somewhat similar to [6,
Lemma 7.5]. Let
Bˇδ = −∂2τ + i(1 + δ)τ − ∂2σ ,
be defined on
D(Bˇδ) = {u ∈ H2(R2+) ∩H10 (R2+) | τu ∈ L2(R2+) }.
Proposition 6.9. For any a > 0, there exist δ0 > 0 and C > 0 such that for all
δ ∈ (0, δ0], p < 23Re ϑ1 , and Reλ ≤ Reϑ1 + pδ we have
‖1τ≥δ−a(Bˇδ − λ)−1‖+ ‖1τ≥δ−a∂τ (Bˇδ − λ)−1‖ ≤ C , (6.79a)
and
‖∂σ(Bˇδ − λ)−1‖ ≤ C
δ1/2
. (6.79b)
Proof. Since the proof is similar to the proof of [6, Lemma 7.5] we bring only its
outlines. We first apply the transformation (t, s) = (1+δ)1/3(τ, σ) and argue for λ′ =
(1 + δ)−2/3λ . The operator then assumes the form
Bˇ0 = −∂2t + it− ∂2s , and λ′ satisfies Reλ′ ≤ (Reϑ1 + pδ)(1 + δ)−
2
3 .
We next observe that
‖(Bˇ0 − λ′)−1(I − Π1)‖+ ‖∇t,s(Bˇ0 − λ′)−1(I −Π1)‖ ≤ C . (6.80)
Consequently, the proof of (6.79a) follows immediately from the decay of the Airy
function v1 and its derivative. To prove (6.79b) we begin by writing
(Bˇ0 − λ′)Π1 = (−∂2s + ϑ1 − λ′)Π1 .
Integration by parts then yields, using the fact that Reλ′ < Reϑ1 for sufficiently
small δ0,
‖∂s(Bˇ0 − λ′)−1Π1‖22 ≤ ‖(Bˇ0 − λ′)−1Π1‖ ‖Π1‖ ,
which together with (6.80) yields (6.79b) .
7 Simplified operators: V2 potentials
In this section we estimate the resolvent norm of the operator whose eigenvalues were
formally found in (4.8). For convenience, we use an even extension to (σ, τ) ∈ R×R+,
instead of considering it on R+×R+ with a Neumann boundary condition for σ = 0,
as in Section 4.
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7.1 Definition and preliminary estimates
We begin by defining for ε > 0
Uε = −[1 + ε|σ|]∂2τ − ε∂2σ + iτ . (7.1)
To define Uε and characterize its domain, we look at the typical case ε = 1. We
start from the bilinear form given by
a(u, v) = 〈uτ , (1 + |σ|)vτ〉+ 〈uσ, vσ〉+ i〈u, τv〉 ,
defined on V × V where
V = {u ∈ H10 (R2+) | |τ 1/2u ∈ L2(R2+) ; |σ|1/2uτ ∈ L2(R2+)} ,
is equipped with the norm
‖u‖2V = ‖uσ‖22 + ‖(1 + |σ|)1/2uτ‖22 + ‖(1 + τ 1/2)u‖22 .
It can be easily verified that
|a(u, v)| ≤ ‖u‖V‖v‖V ,
and that there exists c > 0 such that
|a(u, u)| ≥ c‖u‖2V , ∀u ∈ V .
It follows from the Lax-Milgram Theorem (cf. [16, 7]) that we can define U1 as a
closed semibounded operator on L2(R2+), whose domain is given by
D(U1) = {u ∈ V, s.tV ∋ v 7→ a(u, v) can be extended
as a continuous antilinear map on L2(R2+)} .
Since we consider a Dirichlet problem, we then have
D(U1) = {u ∈ V, s.t. U1u ∈ L2(R2+)} . (7.2)
Moreover (see the proof of Lemma 3.3 in [7]) the subspace V˜ of the functions in
C∞(R2+) ∩ H10 (R2+) compactly supported in R2+ is dense in V and in D(U1) for the
graph norm.
Lemma 7.1. U1 has compact resolvent.
Proof. The operator being semi-bounded it is enough to prove the compact injection
of V into L2(R2+). We observe that, for all u ∈ V˜,
‖u‖2V ≥
∫
R2+
(|σ| |uτ(σ, τ)|2 + τ |u(σ, τ)|2) dσdτ
≥ 1
2
∫
R+
(∫
R
(|σ| |uτ(σ, τ)|2 + τ |u(σ, τ)|2) dσ
)
dτ + 1
2
∫
R2+
τ |u(σ, τ)|2 dσdτ
≥ |ν1|
2
∫
R2+
|σ|1/3|u(σ, τ)|2dσ dτ + 1
2
∫
R2+
τ |u(σ, τ)|2 dσdτ ,
where we recall that |ν1| is the first eigenvalue of the Dirichlet realization of the Airy
operator D2τ + τ in R
+.
By density the inequality is true for u ∈ V and proves the continuous injection of
V into an L2 weighted space whose weight (|τ | + |σ| 13 ) tends to +∞ as (|σ| + |τ |)
tends to +∞. This injection combined with the fact that V ⊂ H1,loc(R2+) completes
the proof of the lemma.
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Lemma 7.2.
D(U1) = {u ∈ V , (1 + |σ|)uττ ∈ L2 and uσσ ∈ L2} . (7.3)
Proof. It is enough to establish an inequality for u ∈ V˜. We begin with the identity
‖U1u‖22 = ‖(1 + |σ|)uττ + uσσ‖22 + ‖τu‖22 − 2Im 〈uτ , (1 + |σ|)u〉 . (7.4)
Then, we deduce from
〈(1 + |σ|)1/3u,U1u〉 = ‖(1 + |σ|) 23uτ‖22 + ‖(1 + |σ|1/6)uσ‖22
+i‖(1 + |σ|)1/6τ 1/2u‖22
+1
3
〈sign σ(1 + |σ|)−2/3u, uσ〉 ,
that for any ǫ > 0 there exists Cǫ > 0 such that
‖(1 + |σ|) 23uτ‖22 + ‖(1 + |σ|1/6)uσ‖22 + ‖(1 + |σ|)1/6τ 1/2u‖22
≤ |1
3
〈sign σ(1 + |σ|)−2/3u, uσ〉 |+ Cǫ‖U1u‖2 + ǫ‖(1 + |σ|)1/3u‖2 ,
from which we conclude
‖(1 + |σ|) 23uτ‖22 + ‖(1 + |σ|1/6)uσ‖22 + ‖(1 + |σ|)1/6τ 1/2u‖22
≤ Cǫ(‖U1u‖2 + ‖u‖2) + ǫ‖(1 + |σ|)1/3u‖2 .
On the other hand, we have (see the proof of the previous lemma)
‖(1 + |σ|) 23uτ‖22 + ‖(1 + |σ|)1/6τ 1/2u‖22 ≥ |ν1| ‖(1 + |σ|)1/3u‖22 .
For sufficiently small ǫ > 0 the above two inequalities imply
‖(1 + |σ|)1/3u‖22 + ‖(1 + |σ|)
2
3uτ‖22 + ‖(1 + |σ|1/6)uσ‖22 ≤ C(‖U1u‖2 + ‖u‖22) . (7.5)
Returning to (7.4), we estimate the third term of the right hand side in the following
manner
2|〈uτ , (1 + |σ|)u〉| ≤ ‖(1 + |σ|) 23uτ‖22 + ‖(1 + |σ|)1/3u‖22 ≤ C(‖U1u‖22 + ‖u‖22) ,
to obtain
‖(1 + |σ|)uττ + uσσ‖22 + ‖τu‖22 ≤ C(‖U1u‖22 + ‖u‖22) . (7.6)
Finally, since
Re 〈(1 + |σ|)uττ , uσσ〉 = ‖[1 + |σ|]1/2uτσ‖22 + Re 〈uτσ, signσ uτ〉 ,
(where we have used the fact that uσ and uσσ vanish on ∂R
2
+ when u ∈ V˜) we may
conclude that
‖(1 + |σ|)uττ + uσσ‖22 ≥ ‖(1 + |σ|)uττ‖22 + ‖uσσ‖22 − ‖uτ‖22 .
By (7.5) and (7.6) we then obtain
‖(1 + |σ|)uττ‖22 + ‖uσσ‖22 ≤ C(‖U1u‖22 + ‖u‖22) , ∀u ∈ V˜ . (7.7)
By density (7.7) is extended to u ∈ D(U1) establishing, thereby, (7.3).
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7.2 Large |σ| simplification
In the similar fashion to (6.4a) we define in Q := R+ × R+ the operator
Tε = −[1 + ε(σ + ε−a)]∂2τ − ε∂2σ + iτ , (7.8)
associated with the bilinear form given by
a+(u, v) = 〈uτ , (1 + (σ + ε−a))vτ 〉+ ε〈uσ, vσ〉+ i〈u, τv〉 ,
defined on V+ × V+ where
V+ = {u ∈ H10 (Q) | τ 1/2u ∈ L2(Q) ; σ1/2uτ ∈ L2(Q)} ,
is equipped with its natural Hilbertian norm. In the same manner we have estab-
lished (7.5), we can prove that the domain of Tε is
D(Tε) = {u ∈ H2(Q) ∩H10 (Q) | τu ∈ L2(Q) ; σuττ ∈ L2(Q)} . (7.9)
We can also show as for Uε that Tε has compact resolvent.
Let
Λ2γ(ε) = λ0 + γελˇ1
be given by (4.15), (4.9) and (4.13), and let r(ε) satisfy (6.25). We can now state
and prove
Proposition 7.3. Let 1/4 < a < (1−q)/2. Then, there exist positive C and ε0 such
that for all ε ∈ (0, ε0], ∂B(Λ2γ , r(ε)ε) ⊂ ρ(Tε) and such that for λ ∈ ∂B(Λ2γ , r(ε)ε)
‖(Tε − λ)−1‖ ≤ C
ε1−a
, (7.10a)
‖∂τ (Tε − λ)−1‖ ≤ C
ε1−a
, (7.10b)
‖∂2τ (Tε − λ)−1‖ ≤
C
ε1−a
, (7.10c)
and
‖∂σ(Tε − λ)−1‖ ≤ C
ε3/2−a
. (7.10d)
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 6.1, and we therefore bring
only its outlines. We begin by defining the partition of unity (6.6), Sk as in (6.7)
and Tk as in (6.8) with e replaced by ε, where we recall that 16 < b < a. Then, we
set
RappT =
∞∑
k=0
φεk(Tk − λ)−1φεk , (7.11)
yielding
(Tε − λ)RappT = I + ET , (7.12a)
where
ET = −
∞∑
k=0
ε[∂2σ, φ
ε
k](Tk − λ)−1φεk . (7.12b)
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We now prove that ET → 0 as ε→ 0. To this end we set
(Tk − λ)w = g
for g ∈ L2(Sk) and w ∈ D(Tk). As in the derivation of (6.15) and (6.16) we write
(−[1 + ε(kε−b + ε−a)]∂2τ − ε∂2σ + iτ − λ)w = g + ε(σ − kε−b + ε−a)wττ .
This allows us to conclude by extending the proof of (5.55), using a dilation in the
τ variable with e replaced by ε and β = 0, to get, under our assumption that λ is
O(ε)-close to λ0,
‖w‖2 ≤ C
ε1−a + kε1−b
(‖g‖2 + ε1−b‖wττ‖2) . (7.13)
As
Re 〈(Tk − λ)w,w〉 = ‖[1 + ε(σ + ε−a)] 12wτ‖22 + ε‖wσ‖22 − Reλ‖w‖22 ,
we immediately obtain
‖[1 + ε(σ + ε−a)] 12wτ‖2 ≤ C(‖w‖2 + ‖g‖2) . (7.14)
Furthermore, as wσ|τ=0 ≡ 0, we have
−Re 〈(Tk − λ)w,wττ〉 = ‖[1 + ε(|σ|+ ε−a)] 12wττ‖22 + ε‖wτσ‖22
−Im 〈wτ , (1 + ε(σ + ε−a))w〉 − Reλ‖wτ‖22 .
(7.15)
Consequently, by (7.14) we obtain
‖wττ‖2 ≤ C
(
[1 + ε1−a + kε1−b]1/2‖w‖2 + ‖g‖2
)
,
which when substituted into (7.13) yields
‖(Tk − λ)−1‖ ≤ C
ε1−a + kε1−b
. (7.16)
Note, for future use, that we may conclude in addition
‖wττ‖2 ≤ C
(‖w‖2 + ‖g‖2) ,
and hence also that
‖∂2τ (Tk − λ)−1‖ ≤
C
ε1−a + kε1−b
. (7.17)
We now proceed as in the proof of Proposition 6.1 to show that ET → 0 as ε → 0.
Then, as
‖(Tε − λ)−1‖ ≤ C‖RappT ‖ ≤ C sup
k≥0
‖(Tk − λ)−1‖ ≤ C
ε1−2a
,
we have established (7.10a). The proofs of (7.10b) and (7.10c) are now respectively
deduced from (7.14) and (7.17), and the proof of (7.10d) follows from the identity
Re 〈(Tε − λ)w,w〉 = ‖(1 + ε|σ|)1/2wτ‖22 + ε‖wσ‖22 − Reλ‖w‖22 ,
which holds for every w ∈ D(Tε).
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7.3 Second simplified operator
Let Λ2γ be given by (4.15), and let r(ε) satisfy (6.25).
Proposition 7.4. There exist positive C and ε0 > 0 such that for all ε in (0, ε0],
∂B(Λ2γ , r(ε)ε) is included in ρ(Uε) and
‖(Uε − λ)−1‖ ≤ C
(r(ε) + 1− γ)ε , ∀λ ∈ ∂B(Λ
2
γ , r(ε)ε) . (7.18)
Proof. Let η and ζ± be defined by (6.27) and (6.28) respectively. Let 1/4 < a <
(1−q)/2. Next, let SN = (−2ε−a, 2ε−a)×R+ and TN denote the operator associated
with the differential operator given by (7.1) with domain
D(TN) = {u ∈ H2(SN) ∩H10 (SN) | τu ∈ L2(SN)} .
Let further S+D = (ε
−a,+∞) × R+, S−D = (−∞,−ε−a) × R+, and T ±D denote the
operator associated with the differential operator given by (6.1), whose domain can
be characterized as
D(T ±D ) = {u ∈ H2(S±D) ∩H10 (S±D) | τu and σuττ ∈ L2(S±D)} .
We can now define the approximate resolvent
RappT = ηε(TN − λ)−1ηε + ζ−ε (T +D − λ)−1ζ−ε + ζ+ε (T +D − λ)−1ζ+ε . (7.19)
By (6.5) we have
‖(T ±D − λ)−1‖+ ε1/2‖∂σ(T ±D − λ)−1‖ ≤
C
ε1−a
. (7.20)
We seek an estimate for ‖(TN − λ)−1‖. Let w ∈ D(TN ) and g ∈ L2(SN) satisfy
(TN − λ)w = g . (7.21)
Applying the projection Π1, given by (3.28), to the above balance yields
(L+ − ε∂2σ − λ)Π1w = Π1g + ε |σ|Π1∂2ττw
= Π1g + ε|σ|(iΠ1(τw)− λ0Π1w) . (7.22)
Let
T˜N = L+ ε(−∂2σ + θ0|σ|) ,
where θ0 is given by (4.12). We now rewrite (7.22) in the form
(T˜N − λ)Π1w = Π1g − iε|σ|Π1((τ − e−iπ/3τm)w) . (7.23)
From the definition of τm in (3.24) it follows that
Π1
(
(τ − e−iπ/3τm)w
)
= Π1
(
(τ − e−iπ/3τm)(I −Π1)w
)
.
We can thus conclude that∥∥σΠ1((τ − e−iπ/3τm)w)∥∥ ≤ Cε−a‖(I −Π1)w‖2 . (7.24)
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In the same manner as it is established in [6, Lemma 7.1] or in Proposition 5.13 we
have
‖(T˜N − λ)−1Π1‖ ≤ C
(r(ε) + 1− γ)ε ; ‖(T˜N − λ)
−1(I −Π1)‖ ≤ C . (7.25a,b)
Applying (7.25a) to (7.23) yields, with the aid of (7.24),
‖Π1w‖2 ≤ C
(r(ε) + 1− γ)ε(‖g‖2 + ε
1−a‖(I − Π1)w‖2) . (7.26)
We now apply I − Π1 to (7.21) to obtain
(L+ − ε∂2σ − λ)(I −Π1)w = (I −Π1)g + ε|σ|(I − Π1)wττ . (7.27)
Since I − Π1 is bounded, we have
‖σ(I − Π1)wττ‖2 ≤ Cε−a‖wττ‖2 .
We can now obtain, using (7.15), (7.17), and the fact that |σ| ≤ 2ε−2a in SN , that
‖wττ‖2 ≤ C(‖w‖2 + ‖g‖2) . (7.28)
Consequently,
‖σ(I − Π1)wττ‖2 ≤ Cε−a(‖w‖2 + ‖g‖2) . (7.29)
We now apply [6, Eq. (7.16)] to (7.27) to obtain, with the aid of the above inequality,
‖(I − Π1)w‖2 ≤ C(‖g‖2 + ε1−a‖w‖2) . (7.30)
Substituting the above into (7.26) yields
‖Π1w‖2 ≤ C
(r(ε) + 1− γ)ε‖g‖2 +
Cε1−2a
r(ε) + 1− γ ‖w‖2 .
Together with (6.43) (recall that a < (1− q)/2, and r satisfies (6.25)), this yields
‖(TN − λ)−1‖ ≤ C
(r(ε) + 1− γ)ε . (7.31)
Note, for future use, that together with (7.28) the above inequality implies
‖∂2τ (TN − λ)−1‖ ≤
C
(r(ε) + 1− γ)ε . (7.32)
We also need an estimate for ∂σ(TN − λ)−1. To this end we rewrite (7.23) in the
following manner
ε
(
− ∂2σ + iθ0|σ| −
λ− λ0
ε
)
Π1w = Π1g − iε|σ|Π1
(
(τ − e−iπ/3τm)w
)
.
Taking the inner product with Π1w then yields for the real part
ε‖Π1wσ‖22 ≤ C
(
ε‖Π1w‖22 + ‖Π1w‖2(‖Π1g‖2 + ε1−a‖(I − Π1)w‖2
)
.
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Using (7.30) we then obtain
‖Π1wσ‖2 ≤ C(‖Π1w‖2 + ε 32−2a‖w‖2 + ε−1‖g‖2) ,
from which we deduce, using (7.31) and the fact that a < (1− q)/2,
‖Π1wσ‖2 ≤ C
(r(ε) + 1− γ)ε‖g‖2 . (7.33)
We now take the real part of the inner product of (7.27) with (I −Π1)w, to obtain
with the aid of (7.29) and (7.30),
‖((I −Π1)w)τ‖22 + ε‖(I − Π1)wσ‖22
≤ C (ε‖(I − Π1)w‖22 + ‖(I − Π1)w‖2 (‖g‖2 + ε1−a‖w‖2))
≤ Cˆ (‖g‖2 + ε1−a‖w‖2)2 .
Hence we have obtained
‖(I − Π1)wσ‖2 ≤ C(ε−1/2‖g‖2 + ε1/2−a‖w‖2) ,
which combined with (7.31) and (7.33) yields
‖∂σ(TN − λ)−1‖ ≤ C
(r(ε) + 1− γ)ε . (7.34)
We may now proceed to obtain (7.18) in precisely the same manner as in the proof
of Proposition 6.2.
We now return to the problem appearing in Section 4. The operator is defined
on the quarter plane Q = R+×R+ with a Dirichlet-Neumann condition. Hence, we
consider Qε to be defined by (7.1) (via a Lax-Milgram theorem) and whose domain
can be characterized as
D(Qε) = {u ∈ H2(Q) | u(0, σ) = 0 ; ∂σu(0, τ) = 0 ; τu and σuττ ∈ L2(Q)} . (7.35)
We can now make the following statement
Proposition 7.5. There exist positive C and ε0 such that for every ε ∈ (0, ε0],
∂B(Λ2γ , rε) belongs to ρ(Qε) and
‖(Qε − λ)−1‖ ≤ C
(r(ε) + 1− γ)ε , ∀λ ∈ ∂B(Λ
2
γ , r(ε)ε) . (7.36)
The proof follows immediately from Proposition 7.4 and the fact that Uε is an
even extension of Qε.
We shall continue to obtain results for Uε. All of them, by the same token, are valid
for Qε as well.
Another consequence Proposition 7.4 is the following:
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Proposition 7.6. Under the conditions of Proposition 7.4, for every 1/4 < a <
(1− q)/2 there exists Ca > 0 and ε0 > 0 such that, for any ε ∈ (0, ε0] ,
‖1|σ|≥2ε−a(Uε − λ)−1‖+ ε1/2‖1|σ|≥2ε−a∂σ(Uε − λ)−1‖ ≤ Ca
ε1−a
. (7.37)
Proof. The proof is identical with the proof of Proposition 6.4 and is therefore omit-
ted.
We continue by proving another estimate:
Proposition 7.7. Under the conditions of Proposition 7.4 we have
‖∂2τ (Uε − λ)−1‖+ ‖∂τ (Uε − λ)−1‖ ≤
C
r(ε)ε
, (7.38a)
and
‖∂2σ(Uε − λ)−1‖ ≤
C
ε2−a
. (7.38b)
Proof. The proof of (7.38a) follows from (7.10b), (7.10c), and (7.32). To obtain
(7.38b) we use the identity
−Re 〈wσσ, (Uε − λ)w〉 = ‖wτσ‖22 + ε ‖wσσ‖22 + ε Im 〈wσ, wττ signσ〉 − Reλ‖wσ‖22 .
Hence,
ε ‖wσσ‖22 ≤ C
(‖wσ‖22 + ε2‖wττ‖22 + ε−1‖g‖22) ,
which together with (7.38a) and (7.10d) leads to
‖wσσ‖2 ≤ C
ε1/2
(εa−
3
2 +
1
r(ε)
+ ε−1/2) ‖g‖2) .
As in the previous section we also need the following estimate:
Proposition 7.8. Let 0 < a. Then, there exist positive Ca and ε0 such that for all
ε ∈ (0, ε0], ∂B(Λ2γ , r(ε)ε) belongs to ρ(Uε) and for all λ ∈ ∂B(Λ2γ , r(ε)ε) ,
‖1τ≥ε−a(Uε−λ)−1‖+εa/2‖1τ≥ε−a∂τ (Uε−λ)−1‖+εa/2+1/2‖1τ≥ε−a∂σ(Uε−λ)−1‖ ≤ Caεa ,
(7.39a)
and
‖1τ≥ε−a∂2τ (Uε − λ)−1‖+ ε‖1τ≥ε−a∂2σ(Uε − λ)−1‖ ≤ Ca . (7.39b)
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 6.7, let ζ+ be given by (6.27). Let further
ζξ(τ) = ζ+(2τ/ξ). Let w ∈ D(Uε) and g ∈ L2(R2+) satisfy
(Uε − λ)w = g .
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As, with ζ = ζξ,
Re 〈(Uε − λ)w, ζ2w〉+ Im 〈(Uε − λ)w, ζ2w〉
= ‖[1 + ε|σ|]1/2∂τ (ζw)‖2
−(Imλ+ Reλ)‖ζw‖2 + ε‖ζ∂σw‖2 − ‖wζ ′‖2
+2Im 〈wζ ′, ∂τ (ζw)〉+ ‖τ 1/2ζw‖2 ,
(7.40)
we get first
‖τ 1/2ζξw‖22 − (Imλ+ Reλ)‖ζξw‖22 ≤ 2‖ζ ′ξw‖22 + 2‖ζξw‖2‖ζξg‖2 .
The proof then continues along the same lines of the proof of Proposition 6.7 and is
therefore omitted.
8 Upper bound
8.1 Goals and notation
Let x0 ∈ Sm (resp. x0 ∈ Sˆm), where Sm (resp. Sˆm) is defined by (1.10) –(1.12)
(resp.(1.15)–(1.16)), for type V1 (resp. V2) potentials. We have proven in Proposi-
tion 3.4 (resp. Proposition 4.1) the existence of an approximate eigenvalue Λˆ1(h, x0)
(resp. Λˆ2(h, x0)) with a corresponding approximate eigenstate localized (as h→ 0)
near x0. In this section, we prove the existence of an eigenvalue inside the disk
B(Λˆi(h, x0), rˆi(h)h
ki) where i = 1 (resp. i = 2) corresponds to potentials of type
V1 (resp. V2), k1 = 4/3 and k2 = 10/9, Λˆ1(h, x0) (resp. Λˆ
2(h, x0)) is defined, for
c(x0) > 0, in (3.31) (resp. in (4.16)) by:
Λˆ1(h, x0) = iV (x0) + (c(x0)h)
2/3(λ0 + e(h)λ1) ,
Λˆ2(h, x0) = iV (x0) + (c(x0)h)
2/3(λ0 + ε(h)λˇ1) ,
and for c(x0) < 0 by
Λˆ1(h, x0) = iV (x0) + (−c(x0)h)2/3(λ0 + e(h)λ1) ,
Λˆ2(h, x0) = iV (x0) + (−c(x0)h)2/3(λ0 + ε(h)λˇ1) .
We also recall from (3.10) and (4.6) that
e(h) = (2−1/2 α1/2m J
− 5
6
m ) h
2/3 and ε(h) = [26αˆ6mJ
−8
m ]
1/9 h4/9 ,
and keep in mind Remark 3.1 and that |c(x0)| = Jm.
The functions rˆi(h) (i = 1, 2) are determined from r1(e) and r2(ε), respectively
appearing in Sections 6 and 7, via the relations
J
− 2
3
m h
k1−2/3rˆ1(h) = e(h)r1(e(h)) and J
− 2
3
m h
k2−2/3rˆ2(h) = ε(h)r2(ε(h)) . (8.1)
We now choose
rˆ1(h) = h
qˆ1 and rˆ2(h) = h
qˆ2 , (8.2)
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where,
qˆ1 =
2
3
q and qˆ2 =
4
9
q . (8.3)
With this choice and from (3.10) and (4.6), we get
r1(e) =
(
2
1+q
2 J
(1+5q)
6
m α
− 1+q
2
m
)
eq , r2(ε) =
(
J
2+8q
9
m 2
− 2(1+q)
3 αˆ
−
2(1+q)
3
m
)
εq . (8.4)
Recall that q < 1/6 (in both Sections 6 and 7) and hence
qˆ1 < 1/9 and qˆ2 < 2/27 . (8.5a,b)
Using the preliminary estimates established in the previous sections, we obtain
in this section a bound on the resolvent norm of Ah given by (1.1) on a suitable circle
centered at Λˆi(h). The method is similar to the one used in [18, 6], i.e., we obtain
localized approximations of the resolvent (Ah− λ)−1, that facilitate the application
of the various estimates obtained in Sections 6 and 7. The combination of these
estimates with the construction of quasi-modes leads to the proof of existence of an
eigenvalue.
8.2 Refined partition of unity
We start from the partition of unity of size h̺ constructed in paragraph 2.3.1 (which
we denote in this section by (χ¯j,h, ζ¯k,h) to avoid the confusion with a future notation),
with j ∈ Ji, k ∈ J∂. Note that χ¯j,h and ζ¯k,h are respectively supported in B(aj , h̺)
or B(bk, h
̺). Recall also the decomposition of J∂ in Section 2 into three disjoint
subsets J c∂ , J D∂ and J N∂ , so that all corners are included in J c∂ . To simplify our
resolvent construction, we impose in addition the condition
S ⊂
⋃
k∈J∂
{bk} . (8.6)
When the potential is of type V1, we split further J D∂ by setting
J s∂ = {k ∈ J D∂ | bk ∈ S} and J r∂ = J D∂ \ J s∂ .
When the potential is of type V2, we set
J s∂ = {k ∈ J c∂ | bk ∈ S} and J r∂ = J D∂ .
We further set
J s,0∂ = {k ∈ J s∂ | V (bk) 6= V (x0)} .
As in [6] (Subsection 7.3) we need to use two different scales (or disk sizes), i.e. as
before h̺ for k ∈ (J∂ \ J s∂ ) ∪ J s,0∂ or j ∈ Ji but now h̺⊥ for k ∈ J s∂ \ J s,0∂ where
2
3
> ̺ >
1
3
> ̺⊥ > 0 . (8.7)
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We now proceed in two steps.
We first construct a finite (independent of h) partition of unity of size h̺⊥ , ξˇh, ζˇk,h
with k ∈ J s∂ such that
ξˇ2h +
∑
k∈J s∂ \J
s,0
∂
ζˇ2k,h = 1 in Ω , (8.8a)
with
ζˇk,h ≡ 1 in B(bk, h̺⊥/2) , ζˇk,h ≡ 0 in Ω \B(bk, h̺⊥) ,
|∇ζˇk,h|+ h̺⊥ |D2ζˇk,h| ≤ C h−̺⊥ , ∀k ∈ J s∂ \ J s,0∂ . (8.8b)
and
|∇ξˇh|+ h̺⊥ |D2ξˇh| ≤ C h−̺⊥ . (8.8c)
Then, we set for k ∈ J∂
ζ˜k,h = ζ¯k,h ξˇh χ˜j,h = χ¯j,h ξˇh .
To satisfy the Neumann boundary condition on ∂ΩN , and for later reference, we
introduce an additional condition
∂ξˇh
∂ν
∣∣
∂Ω
= 0 ;
∂ζ¯k,h
∂ν
∣∣
∂Ω
= 0 . (8.9)
As ̺ > ̺⊥, we have for sufficiently small h0 > 0, ζ˜k,h ≡ 0 for k ∈ J s and h ∈ (0, h0].
Note however that we may have for sufficiently small h, j ∈ Ji, and k ∈ J s∂ \ J s,0∂
the inclusion B(aj , h
̺) ⊂ B(bk, h̺⊥/2) and hence χ˜j,h ≡ 0 . A similar observation
can be made for k ∈ (J∂ \ J s∂ ) ∪ J s,0∂ . We thus define
J˜i = {j ∈ Ji | χ˜j,h 6≡ 0} , J˜ N∂ = {k ∈ J N∂ | ζ˜k,h 6≡ 0} ,
J˜ D∂ = {k ∈ J D∂ |ζ˜k,h 6≡ 0} , J˜ r∂ = {k ∈ J r∂ | ζ˜k,h 6≡ 0} .
Clearly, we have∑
k∈J s∂ \J
s,0
∂
ζˇ2k,h +
∑
k∈(J˜ c∂ \J
s
∂ )∪J
s,0
∂
ζ˜2k,h +
∑
k∈J˜N∂ ∪J˜
r
∂
ζ˜2k,h +
∑
j∈J˜i
χ˜2j,h = 1 in Ω .
Note that for type V1 potentials, J c∂ \J s∂ = J c∂ , whereas for type V2, J D∂ \J s∂ = J D∂ .
For simplicity of notation we drop the tilde and check accents in the sequel and use
(χj,h, ζk,h) instead of (χ˜j,h, ζ˜k,h) and (Ji,J D∂ ,J N∂ ,J r∂ ) instead of (J˜i, J˜ D∂ , J˜ N∂ , J˜ r∂ ).
Note further that by the previous construction we have that{
|∇χj,h|+ h̺⊥ |D2χj,h| ≤ C h−̺⊥ in B(aj , h̺/2)
|∇χj,h|+ h̺|D2χj,h| ≤ C h−̺ in B(aj , h̺)
, ∀j ∈ Ji . (8.10a)
At the boundary, we have{
|∇ζk,h|+ h̺⊥ |D2ζk,h| ≤ Ch−̺⊥ in B(bk, h̺/2)
|∇ζk,h|+ h̺|D2ζk,h| ≤ Ch−̺ in B(bk, h̺)
. (8.10b)
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As in Section 2, each point of Ω belongs to at most N0 disks with N0 independent
of h, and∑
j
|∂γˆχj,h(x)|2 +
∑
k
|∂γˆζk,h(x)|2 ≤ Cγˆ h−2|γˆ|̺ , ∀γˆ ∈ N2 s.t. |γˆ| ≤ 2 . (8.10c)
As in Section 2 once again, we introduce ηk,h = 1Ω ζk,h .
Note that, as a result of (8.9), we have
∂ζk,h
∂ν
∣∣
∂Ω
= 0 , ∀k ∈ J N∂ . (8.11)
To be compatible with future constraints we impose from now on the following
restrictions for potentials of type V1
13
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< ̺⊥ <
2
9
and
̺⊥
2
+
1
3
< ̺ <
2
3
− ̺⊥ , (8.12a)
and for potentials of type V2
7
27
< ̺⊥ <
1
3
and
̺⊥
2
+
1
3
< ̺ <
2
3
− ̺⊥
2
. (8.12b)
These new conditions are, clearly, more restrictive than the ones previously given in
(8.7).
As in Section 2 (see (2.20)) the approximate resolvent has the form
R(h, λ) =
∑
j∈Ji(h)
χj,h(Aj,h − λ)−1χj,h +
∑
k∈J∂(h)
ηk,hRk,h(λ)ηk,h , (8.13)
but this time we need to estimate the localized resolvents (some of them account
now for higher order terms in the Taylor expansion of V near bk) Rk,h(λ), and the
remainder
E(h, λ) = (Ah − λ)R(h, λ)− I , (8.14)
for λ ∈ ∂B(Λˆi(h), hki rˆi(h)).
8.3 Localized resolvent estimates
8.3.1 Approximation associated with j ∈ Ji and k ∈ J N∂
In this case we can directly apply the estimates (2.14) and (2.17) given in Section 2,
as ∂B(Λˆi(h), hki rˆi(h))) is included in {Reλ ≤ ω h 23} for any ω > J
2
3
m
|ν1|
2
.
8.3.2 Decomposition of J s∂
Having in mind the definition of J s,0∂ we further split J s∂ \ J s,0∂ in the following
manner:
1. J s,1∂ = {k ∈ J s∂ | V (bk) = V (x0) ; |α(bk)| > αm },
2. J s,2∂ = {k ∈ J s∂ | V (bk) = V (x0) ; |α(bk)| = αm },
where α(x) is given by (1.9) for potentials of type V1 (resp. by (1.14) for potentials
of type V2, where in this case α is replaced by αˆ and αm by αˆm).
Note that by Remark 3.1, when V (bk) = V (x0), we have c(bk)c(x0) > 0 as x0 and
bk belong to the same connected component of ∂ΩD.
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8.3.3 Localization associated with k ∈ J s,0∂
For potentials of type V 1, we have for any k ∈ J s,0∂ , bk ∈ ∂ΩD and we can therefore
use the approximate operator A˜k,h introduced in (2.18). Upon dilation we then use
Lemma 2.7 (with ν = [(V (bk)− Im λ)] (Jmh)− 23 and µ = Reλ (Jmh)− 23 ) to obtain
that ∂B(Λˆ1(h), hk1 rˆ1(h)) ⊂ ρ(A˜k,h) and
max
k∈J s,0∂
sup
λ∈∂B(Λˆ1(h), hk1 rˆ1(h))
‖(A˜k,h − λ)−1‖ ≤ C
h2/3
. (8.15)
For potentials of type V 2, we have for any k ∈ J s,0∂ , bk ∈ J c∂ and we may
therefore use the approximate operator A˜k,h introduced in (2.27). After dilation we
may apply Lemma 2.9 to obtain that ∂B(Λˆ2(h), hk2 rˆ2(h)) ⊂ ρ(A˜k,h) and
max
k∈J s,0∂
sup
λ∈∂B(Λˆ2(h), rˆ2(h)hk2 )
‖(A˜k,h − λ)−1‖ ≤ C
h2/3
. (8.16)
8.3.4 k ∈ J s∂ \ J s,0∂
For k ∈ J s∂ \J s,0∂ , we need the approximation of Ah, to be more refined than (2.18)
or (2.27). We thus introduce, for potentials of type V1, (see (3.1)){
A˜k,h = −h2∆s,ρ + h2κ(bk)∂ρ − 2h2κ(bk)ρχ(h−2(1−b˜)/3ρ)∂2s + iV (2)bk ,
D(A˜k,h) = {u ∈ H2(R2+) ∩H10 (R2+) | ρ(1 + s2)u ∈ L2(R2+)} ,
(8.17)
where
V
(2)
bk
= V (x0)± Jmρ+ 1
2
α(bk)s
2ρ+
1
2
βˆkχ(h
−2(1−b)/3ρ)ρ2 . (8.18)
The curvilinear coordinates (s, ρ), defined in Section 3.1, are centered at bk (see
Remark 3.2). The curvature κ is approximated in (8.17) by its value at bk and
βˆk = βˆ(bk) is given by (3.5).
The cutoff function χ is the restriction to R+ of (5.2), the positive parameters b and
b˜ satisfy the limitations set in Sections 5 and 6, i.e.,
1
2
< b <
3
4
; 0 < b˜ <
1
2
− q . (8.19)
Further restrictions for b and b˜ will be imposed at a later stage.
For potentials of type V2 we use the coordinates introduced in Paragraph 2.3.4,
centered at the corner bk, and consider the approximate operator{
A˜k,h = −h2[(1 + α˜bks)∂2ρ + ∂2s ] + i
(
V (bk)± Jmρ
)
,
D(A˜k,h) = {u ∈ H2(Q) | u∂Q‖ = 0 ; ∂νu∂Q⊥ = 0 ; ρ u and s ∂2ρu ∈ L2(Q)} ,
(8.20)
where the coordinates (s, ρ) are given by (2.22), and αˆbk is the same as in (2.25)
with c = bk .
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For potentials of type V 1 (with Remark 3.2 in mind once again) we apply to
(8.17) the dilation
s =
[ Jmh4
8|α(bk)|3
]1/12
σ ; ρ =
[ h2
Jm
]1/3
τ , (8.21)
to obtain the unitary equivalent operator (for c(x0) > 0 which is equivalent to
c(bk) > 0)
iV (x0) + [hJm]
2
3 B˜ek . (8.22)
In the above, B˜e is defined in (6.1)-(6.57)-(6.77), and (see also (3.15))
βk =
βˆk
[8|α(bk)|Jm]1/2 , ω = κ(bk)
[
2 Jm
α(bk)
]1/2
,
θ = 2
3
2
J
1/2
m κ(bk)
|α(bk)|1/2 , ek(h) = J
−5/6
m 2−
1
2 |α(bk)|1/2 h2/3 .
When c(x0) < 0 (and hence c(bk) < 0) we obtain B˜e instead of B˜e in (8.22). Note
that since S is finite, there exists C > 1 such that, ∀k ∈ J s∂ \ J s,0∂ ,
1 ≤ ek(h)/e(h) = α−
1
2
m |α(bk)| 12 ≤ C . (8.23)
Note further, that since λ ∈ ∂B(Λˆ1(h), rˆ1(h)hk1) we obtain, in view of (8.22),
λˇ := [hJm]
− 2
3 (λ− iV (x0)) ∈ ∂B(Λ1γk(ek(h)), r1(ek(h); bk)ek(h))
where, for k ∈ J s,2∂ ,
r1(e; bk) = r1(e; x0) = r1(e) , γk = 1 , ek(h) = e(h) ,
and for k ∈ J s,1∂ ,
r1(e; bk) =
(
2
1
2
(1+q)J
1+5q
6
m |α(bk)|− 1+q2
)
eq , γk = [αm/|α(bk)|]1/2 .
Note that by (8.4) there exists c > 0 such that, ∀k ∈ J s∂ \ J s,0∂ ,
c ≤ r1(e; bk)/r1(e) = γ1+qk ≤ 1 .
By (6.78a) we then have that ∂B(Λˆ1(h), hk1 rˆ1(h)) ⊂ ρ(A˜k,h) and
supk∈J s,1∂ ∪J
s,2
∂
supλ∈∂B(Λˆ1(h),rˆ1(h)hk1 ) ‖1B(bk ,h̺⊥)(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˜k,h‖ ≤ Chk1+qˆ1 , (8.24)
where the cutoff function η˜k,h is given by the boundary operator defined in para-
graph 2.3.5 (see also [6, 18])
η˜k,h = TFbk (ηk,h) .
To show that (6.78a) can be applied we first observe that, for all x = (s, ρ) ∈
B(bk, h
̺⊥) we have, by (8.21) and (3.10), that
τ ≤ J
1
3
mh
̺⊥− 2
3 = J1/3m (J
5/6
m 2
1
2 |α(bk)|− 12 )3̺⊥/2−1 ek(h)3̺⊥/2−1 ≤ C ek(h)3̺⊥/2−1 ,
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where C is independent of k. Hence, for 1 − 3̺⊥/2 < a′ < 1, there exists h0 > 0,
such that for all h ∈ (0, h0] and k ∈ J s∂ \J s,0∂ we have τ ≤ ek(h)−a
′
, which is precisely
what we need to apply (6.78a).
Similarly, for potentials of type V2 we apply (with Remark 3.2 and (4.5) in mind)
the transformation
ρ =
[ h2
Jm
]1/3
τ ; s =
[ Jmh4
2|αˆ(bk)|3
]1/9
σ , (8.25)
and set (see (4.6)),
γk = [αˆm/|αˆ(bk)|]2/3 and εk(h) = γ−1k ε(h) .
As in the case of potentials of type V1, we have
r2(ε; bk) = (2
−
2(1+q)
3 |αˆ(bk)|−
2(1+q)
3 J
2(q+4)
9
m ) ε
q = γ1+qk r2(ε) .
We then obtain via (7.18) that there exists h0 > 0 such that, for h ∈ (0, h0],
∂B(Λˆ2(h), rˆ2(h)h
k2) ⊂ ρ(A˜k,h) and
sup
k∈J s∂ \J
s,0
∂
sup
λ∈∂B(Λˆ2(h),rˆ2(h)hk2 )
‖(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˜k,h‖ ≤ C
hk2+qˆ2
. (8.26)
8.3.5 k ∈ J c∂ \ J s∂ .
In this case we use as our approximate operator{
A˜k,h = −h2∆s,ρ + i
(
V (bk)± jkρ
)
D(A˜k,h) = {u ∈ H2(Q) | u|∂Q⊥ = 0 , ∂νu∂Q‖ = 0 ; ρu ∈ L2(Q)} .
(8.27)
Applying the dilation
(ρ, s) = h2/3(x1, x2) , (8.28)
A˜k,h is transformed into (2.3). By (2.4), inverse dilation, and the fact that |jk| > Jm
we have
sup
λ∈∂B(Λˆi(h), hki rˆi(h))
‖(A˜k,h − λ)−1‖ ≤ C
h2/3
, (8.29)
where i = 1 for potentials of type V1 and i = 2 for potentials of type V2.
8.3.6 k ∈ J r∂ .
In this case, we use (2.18) as the approximate resolvent. Let
δk(h) = jk − Jm = |∇V (bk(h))| − Jm .
Upon the dilation (8.28) we use Lemma 2.6 to obtain that, for i = 1, 2,
∂B(Λˆi(h), rˆi(h)h
ki) ⊂ ρ(A˜k,h) , and that for some C > 0
sup
λ∈∂B(Λˆi, hki rˆi(h)
‖(A˜k,h − λ)−1‖ ≤ C
δk(h) h2/3
. (8.30)
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Note that, in contrast with [6], cardJ r∂ (h) is not bounded as h→ 0. Consequently,
δk(h) depends on h through the distance between bk(h) and S. Depending on the
potential type there exist positive constants h0, c, and C such that
δk(h) ≥ C d(bk(h), S)pi ≥ c hpi̺⊥ , ∀h ∈ (0, h0], ∀k ∈ J r∂ (h) , (8.31)
where p1 = 2 for potentials of type V 1 and p2 = 1 for potentials of type V 2.
8.3.7 Approximate resolvent norm
We have shown that there exists h0 > 0 such that the approximate resolvent (8.13)
is well defined when λ ∈ ∂B(Λˆi(h), hki rˆi(h)) for all h ∈ (0, h0]. To summarize, we
state the following
Lemma 8.1. For i = 1, 2, there exists C and h0 such that, for any h ∈ (0, h0] and
any λ ∈ ∂B(Λˆi(h), hki+qˆi), the approximate resolvent satisfies
‖R(h, λ)‖ ≤ C h−ki−qˆi . (8.32)
The proof follows immediately from (2.14), (2.17), (8.15), (8.16), (8.24), (8.26),
(8.29), and (8.30).
8.4 Approximate resolvent error
In this subsection, we show that R(h, λ) is a good approximation of (Ah − λ)−1.
We proceed as in Paragraph 2.3.6, albeit with the refined partition of unity defined
in Section 8.2 . From (2.35)) we recall that
E(h, λ) =
∑
j∈Ji(h)
Bj(h, λ)χj,h +
∑
k∈J∂(h)
Bk(h, λ) ηk,h ,
and keep the same definition for Bj(h, λ) and Bk(h, λ) as in (2.36).
For the present partition of unity, we set, as in Section 2,
• Supp χ̂j,h ⊂ B(aj(h), 2h̺) for j ∈ Ji(h) ,
• Supp η̂k,h ⊂ B(bk(h), 2h̺⊥) for k ∈ J ⊥∂ ,
• Supp η̂k,h ⊂ B(bk(h), 2h̺) for k ∈ J N∂ ,
• χ̂j,hχj,h = χj,h and η̂k,hηk,h = ηk,h ,
and
Âk,h = TFbkAhT−1Fbk .
In the sequel we prove the following generalization of [6, Lemma 7.6] (see also
paragraph 2.3.6).
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Proposition 8.2. Let qˆi be defined by (8.3) with 0 < q <
1
6
, and (̺⊥ , ̺) satisfy
(8.12). Let further b˜ and b respectively satisfy (8.19) and
1− 3̺⊥
2
< b < 3/4 . (8.33)
Then, under the assumptions of either Theorem 1.1 (V1 potentials) or Theorem 1.3
(V2 potentials),we have
lim
h→0
sup
λ∈∂B(Λˆi(h),hki+qˆi )
‖E(h, λ)‖ = 0 . (8.34)
Note that by (8.12), we have ̺⊥ >
1
6
which implies that the interval (1− 3̺⊥
2
, 3/4)
is not empty, though (8.33) is certainly more restrictive than (8.19).
Keeping (2.39) in mind, (8.34) follows, under the assumptions of Proposition 8.2,
from the following lemma
Lemma 8.3. Under the assumptions of Proposition 8.2, there exist C > 0, h0 > 0
and d0 > 0 such that, for all h ∈ (0, h0] and λ ∈ ∂B(Λˆi(h), hki+qˆi), we have
sup
j∈Ji(h)
‖Bj(h, λ)‖+ sup
k∈J∂(h)
‖‖Bk(h, λ)‖ ≤ Chd0 . (8.35)
Proof.
We split the proof into several steps, estimating the ‖Bj(h, λ)‖ or ‖Bk(h, λ)‖ in the
various cases listed in Subsection 8.3. An explicit formula of d0 is provided at the
end of the proof. Throughout the proof of the lemma, all the constants C and
h0 appearing at each step can be chosen independently of h ∈ (0, h0], j ∈ Ji(h),
k ∈ J∂(h) and λ ∈ ∂B(Λˆi(h), hki+qˆi).
Step 1: Estimate ‖Bj‖ for j ∈ Ji and ‖Bk‖ for k ∈ J s,0∂ ∪ (J c∂ \ J s∂ ).
We refer the reader to [6, (7.50) -(7.51)] where it is shown that there exist C > 0
and h0 > 0, such that, for all h ∈ (0, h0], j ∈ Ji(h), k ∈ J N∂ (h) ∪ J s,0∂ , and
λ ∈ ∂B(Λˆi(h), hki+qˆi),
‖Bj(h, λ)‖+ ‖Bk(h, λ)‖ ≤ C (h2/3−̺ + h2(̺−1/3)) . (8.36)
For k ∈ J c∂ \ J s∂ we use (2.33) (which remains valid under the assumptions set
above on λ) to obtain
‖Bk(h, λ)‖ ≤ C (h2/3−̺ + h̺) . (8.37)
Hence (8.35) is satisfied for k ∈ J c∂ \ J s∂ if d0 satisfies
0 < d0 ≤ d1 := inf(̺ , 2/3− ̺ , 2(̺− 1/3)) . (8.38)
Note that by (8.12) d1 is positive.
Step 2: Estimate
∥∥ηk,hT−1Fbk (Âk,h−A˜k,h)(A˜k,h−λ)−1TFbk ηˆk,h∥∥ for k ∈ J s∂ \J s,0∂
and V 1 potentials.
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Note that the above term is the first one on the right-hand-side of (2.36b), and
we must provide an effective bound for it in order to obtain a proper estimate of
‖Bk(h, λ)‖. We recall that Âk,h has been introduced in (2.26) and that, for type V1
potentials, A˜k,h is introduced in (8.17). Let (a0, b˜) satisfy
0 < a0 < 2b˜/3 . (8.39)
Decomposing (Âk,h − A˜k,h), we write (cf. also [6, (7.52)-(7.55)])∥∥ηk,hT−1Fbk (Âk,h − A˜k,h)(A˜k,h − λ)−1TFbk ηˆk,h∥∥
≤ C
(
‖η˜k,hδ11ρ≤h2/3−a0h2∂2s (A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖
+‖η˜k,hδ11ρ>h2/3−a0h2∂2s (A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖
+‖η˜k,hδ2h2∂ρ(A˜k,h − λ(h))−1η˘k,h‖
+‖η˜k,hδ3h2∂s(A˜k,h − λ(h))−1η˘k,h‖
+‖1ρ≤h2/3−a0 (V ◦ Fbk − V (2)bk )η˜k,h(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖
+‖1ρ>h2/3−a0 (V ◦ Fbk − V (2)bk )η˜k,h(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖
)
,
(8.40)
where
δ1 = g˜
−2 − 1− 2κ(bk)ρχ(h−2(1−b˜)/3ρ) , δ2 = κ(s)g˜−1 − κ(bk) , δ3 = ρκ′(s)g˜−3 ,
η˘k,h = TFbk ηˆk,h , η˜k,h = TFbkηk ,
and where V
(2)
bk
is introduced in (8.18),
For the first term on the right-hand-side of (8.40), observing that
δ1 = O(ρ2) +O(ρs) +O(ρ)(1− χ(h−2(1−b˜)/3ρ)) ,
we obtain with the aid of (8.39),
‖δ1η˜k,h1ρ≤h2/3−a0‖∞ ≤ C h2/3+̺⊥−a0 .
Using the dilation (8.21) together with (6.78a) (with 3a0/2 < a
′ < 1) we obtain
h2‖η˜k,hδ11ρ≤h2/3−a0∂2s (A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖ ≤ C h̺⊥−a0−qˆ1 . (8.41)
To confirm the effectiveness of the above bound we need to restrict a0 further by
imposing
0 < a0 < ̺⊥ − qˆ1 ,
which is possible by (8.5) and (8.12a).
As
‖δ1η˜k,h‖∞ ≤ h̺⊥ ,
the second term can be estimated using the above dilation together with (6.78b)
for a ≤ 3
2
a0 and a
′ ≥ 1 − 3
2
̺⊥, (thus satisfying 0 < a < a
′ < 1 as is required in
Proposition 6.8) to obtain
h2‖η˜k,hδ11ρ>h2/3−a0∂2s (A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖ ≤ Ch̺⊥ . (8.42)
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Since
‖η˜k,hδ2‖∞ + ‖η˜k,hδ3‖∞ ≤ Ch̺⊥ ,
the third term and the fourth terms on the right-hand-side of (8.40), can be bounded
via the same dilation and (6.78a) (with a′ ≥ 1− 3
2
̺⊥), yielding
h2[‖η˜k,hδ2∂ρ(A˜k,h−λ(h))−1η˘k,h‖+‖η˜k,hδ3∂s(A˜k,h−λ(h))−1η˘k,h‖] ≤ Ch̺⊥−qˆ1 . (8.43)
Note that ̺⊥ − qˆ1 > 0 by (8.12a) and (8.3). To control the fifth term on the
right-hand-side of (8.40) we use (3.6) (with x0 replaced by bk) to obtain
‖1ρ≤h2/3−a0 (V ◦ Fbk − V (2)bk ) η˜k,h‖∞ ≤ Ch4/3+̺⊥−2a0 ,
and, with the aid of the same dilation and (6.78a),
‖1ρ≤h2/3−a0 (V ◦ Fbk − V (2)bk )η˜k,h(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖ ≤ Ch̺⊥−qˆ1−2a0 . (8.44)
For (8.44) to be an effective bound we must further restrict a0 so that
0 < a0 < (̺⊥ − qˆ1)/2 .
Finally, to bound the last term on the right-hand-side of (8.40) we have, by (6.78b)
and the same dilation
‖1ρ>h2/3−a0 (V ◦ Fbk − V (2)bk )η˜k,h(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖ ≤ Ch3̺⊥−2/3+a0 , (8.45)
which leads to a further restriction on a0
3̺⊥ − 2/3 + a0 > 0 .
Altogether a0 should satisfy:
− 3
(
̺⊥ − 2
9
)
< a0 <
̺⊥ − qˆ1
2
. (8.46)
Such a0 exists if and only if
−3
(
̺⊥ − 2
9
)
<
̺⊥ − qˆ1
2
,
or, equivalently, when
4
3
+ qˆ1 < 7̺⊥ .
Note that the above condition is satisfied by the upper bound of qˆ1 in (8.5) and the
lower bound of ̺⊥ in (8.12a).
In view of (8.46) we set
a0 =
1
3
− 5̺⊥
4
− qˆ1
4
>
1
36
, (8.47)
(wherein the lower bound follows from (8.12a) and (8.5)).
By (8.39), b˜ ∈ (0, 1
2
− q) must satisfy
1
2
− 15̺⊥
8
− 3qˆ1
8
< b˜ <
1
2
− 3
2
qˆ1 .
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For the above inequality to make any sense we must have qˆ1 <
5
3
̺⊥ , which clearly
holds by (8.5) and (8.12a).
By (8.41)-(8.47), there exists C > 0 such that for sfficiently small h∥∥ηk,hT−1Fbk (Âk,h − A˜k,h)(A˜k,h − λ)−1TFbk ηˆk,h∥∥ ≤ Chd0 ,
for any
0 < d0 ≤ d2 := inf(̺⊥ − qˆ1 − 2a0, 3̺⊥ − 2/3 + a0) = 7̺⊥/4− 1/3− qˆ1/4 . (8.48)
Note that the positivity of d2 has been verified above.
Step 3: Estimate
∥∥ηk,hT−1Fbk (Âk,h−A˜k,h)(A˜k,h−λ)−1TFbk ηˆk,h∥∥ for k ∈ J s∂ \J s,0∂
and V 2 potentials.
For potentials of type V2, we recall that A˜k,h is introduced in (8.20) and write∥∥ηk,hT−1Fbk (Âk,h − A˜k,h)(A˜k,h − λ)−1TFbk ηˆk,h∥∥
≤ Ch2(‖1ρ>h2/3−a0 η˜k,h(g˜c − 1)∂2s (A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖
+‖1ρ>h2/3−a0 η˜k,h(g˜c − 1− αs)∂2ρ(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖
+‖1ρ≤h2/3−a0 η˜k,h(g˜c − 1)∂2s (A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖
+‖1ρ≤h2/3−a0 η˜k,h(g˜c − 1− αs)∂2ρ(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖
)
.
(8.49)
For the first two terms we use the dilation (8.25) together with (7.39b) (for a = 9
4
a0)
to obtain
h2
(‖1ρ>h2/3−a0 η˜k,h(g˜c − 1)∂2s (A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖
+ ‖1ρ>h2/3−a0 η˜k,h(g˜c − 1− αs)∂2ρ(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖
) ≤ Ch̺⊥ . (8.50)
For the third term we use the same dilation and (7.38b) to obtain for a satisfying
1/4 < a = 5/12 < (1− q)/2 that
h2‖1ρ≤h2/3−a0 η˜k,h(g˜c − 1)∂2s (A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖ ≤ Ch̺⊥−7/27 . (8.51)
Recall that ̺⊥ >
7
27
by (8.12b).
Finally, for the last term on the right-hand-side of (8.49) we use the fact that
‖1ρ≤h2/3−a0 η˜k,h(g˜c − 1− αs)‖∞ ≤ C(h2̺⊥ + h2/3−a0) ,
to obtain by the same dilation and (7.38a)
h2‖1ρ≤h2/3−a0 η˜k,h(g˜c − 1− αs)∂2ρ(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖ ≤ C (h2/9−a0−qˆ2 + h2̺⊥−4/9−qˆ2) .
(8.52)
As 2̺⊥ − 4/9− qˆ2 > 0 by (8.5) and (8.12b) we need to select a0 < 29 − qˆ2 (yielding
a0 <
4
27
). Setting
a0 = 2(1/3− ̺⊥) , (8.53)
yields by (8.49)-(8.52) that (8.35) is satisfied in the present context if
0 < d0 ≤ d3 := 2̺⊥ − 4/9− qˆ2 , (8.54)
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where the positivity of d3 follows from (8.5) and (8.12b).
Step 4: Estimate ‖[Ah, ηk,h]Rk,hηˇk,h‖ for k ∈ J s∂ \ J s,0∂ and V1 potentials.
Note that the above term is the second term on the right-hand side of (2.36b),
and an effective bound for it in is necessary order to obtain a proper estimate of
‖Bk(h, λ)‖. . Having in mind (2.32), we decompose [Ah, ηk,h] in the form
[Ah, ηk,h] = −h2(∆ηk,h)− 2h21ρ>h2/3−a0∇ηk,h · ∇ − 2h21ρ<h2/3−a0∇ηk,h · ∇ , (8.55)
where a0 is given by (8.47). Note by (8.8b) that (∆ηk,h) and ∇ηk,h are supported
in B(bk, h
̺⊥) \ B(bk, h̺⊥/2). Hence, whenever ρ < h2/3−a0 we have, for sufficiently
small h,
|s| ≥ 1
2
h̺⊥ − h2/3−a0 > 1
3
hρ⊥ ,
since by (8.47) we have ̺⊥ <
2
3
− a0 .
Consequently, we may represent (8.55) in the form
[Ah, ηk,h] = −h2(∆ηk,h)− 2h21ρ>h2/3−a0∇ηk,h · ∇ − 2h21ρ<h2/3−a01|s|>hρ⊥
3
∇ηk,h · ∇ .
Recall from (8.8b) that for all k ∈ J s∂ \ J s,0∂ ,
|∇ηk,h|+ h̺⊥ |D2ηk,h| ≤ C h−̺⊥ .
We finally note that by (8.9) and (8.11), we have, for ρ < h2/3−a0 , that
|∂η˜k,h/∂ρ| ≤ C h2/3−a0−2̺⊥ .
With these remarks in mind we obtain the existence of C and h0 such that for
h ∈ (0, h0] and λ ∈ ρ(A˜k,h)∥∥[Ah, ηk,h]Rk,hηˇk,h∥∥
≤ C h2(1−̺⊥)‖η˘k,h(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖
+C h2−̺⊥‖η˘k,h1ρ>h2/3−a0∂ρ(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖
+C h2−̺⊥‖η˘k,h1ρ>h2/3−a0∂s(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖
+C h2−̺⊥ ‖η˘k,h1s>hρ⊥
3
∂s(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖
+C h8/3−a0−2̺⊥‖η˘k,h∂ρ(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖ ,
(8.56)
where A˜k,h is given by (8.17).
We now estimate term by term the right hand side of (8.56) using the dilation (8.21).
To this end we use (6.78) below with a = 3
2
a0 and a
′ ≥ 1− 3
2
̺⊥.
For the first term, we get from (6.78a)
h2(1−̺⊥)‖η˘k,h(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖ ≤ Ch 23−2̺⊥−qˆ1 .
We note that by (8.5) and (8.12a) it follows that 2
3
− 2̺⊥ − qˆ1 > 0.
For the second term, we use (6.78b) to obtain
h2−̺⊥‖η˘k,h1ρ>h2/3−a0∂ρ(A˜k,h − λ)−1‖ ≤ Ch
2
3
−̺⊥+
a0
2 .
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For the third term, using (6.78b) yields
h2−̺⊥‖η˘k,h1ρ>h2/3−a0∂s(A˜k,h − λ)−1‖ ≤ Ch
2
3
−̺⊥ .
For the forth term, we use (6.78c) whose assumptions hold when a′ ≥ 1 − 3
2
̺⊥ and
a satisfies
1
6
< a <
1
4
and
3
2
̺⊥ − 1
2
+ a < 0 . (8.57)
Such a choice for a is possible since ̺⊥ <
2
9
is satisfied by (8.12a). We obtain
‖η˘k,h1s>hρ⊥
3
∂s(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖ ≤ Ch 43a−̺⊥ .
Note by (8.12a) that
4a/3− ̺⊥ > 2/9− ̺⊥ > 0 .
Finally, for the fifth term, we get from (6.78a)
h8/3−a0−2̺⊥‖η˘k,h∂ρ(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖ ≤ C h 23−a0−2̺⊥−qˆ1 .
Using (8.47) together with (8.5) and (8.12a) then yields
2
3
− a0 − 2̺⊥ − qˆ1 = 1
3
− 3
4
(qˆ1 + ̺⊥) > 0 .
In conclusion, we have established, for potentials of type V1 that [Ah, ηk,h]Rk,hηˇk,h
satisfies (8.35) when d0 satisfies
0 < d0 ≤ d14 := min
{2
3
− 2̺⊥ − qˆ1 , 4
3
a− ̺⊥ , 1
3
− 3
4
(qˆ1 + ̺⊥)
}
, (8.58)
for a satisfying (8.57).
The positivity of d14 is established by the foregoing discussion.
Step 5: Estimate ‖[Ah, ηk,h]Rk,hηˇk,h‖ for k ∈ J s∂ \ J s,0∂ for V2 potentials.
We begin the estimate, as in the V1 case, starting from (8.56) but with A˜k,h intro-
duced in (8.20), a0 given by (8.53). We use here the dilation (8.25). For the first
term on the right-hand-side of (8.56), we use (7.36) to obtain
h2(1−̺⊥)‖η˘k,h(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖ ≤ Ch8/9−2̺⊥−qˆ2 .
Note that by (8.12b) and (8.5) we have 8/9− 2̺⊥ − qˆ2 > 4/27.
Upon dilation we use (7.39a) with a = 9a0/4 , for the second and third terms on
the right-hand-side of (8.56) to obtain
h2−̺⊥
(‖η˘k,h1ρ>h2/3−a0∂ρ(A˜k,h−λ)−1η˘k,h‖+‖η˘k,h1ρ>h2/3−a0∂s(A˜k,h−λ)−1η˘k,h‖) ≤ h2/3−̺⊥+a0/2 .
The fourth term on the right-hand-side of (8.56) can be estimated, upon dilation,
with the aid of (7.37), where 1/4 < a < (1− q)/2. We get
h2−̺⊥ ‖η˘k,h1s>hρ⊥
3
∂s(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖ ≤ h2/9−̺⊥+ 49 a .
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To have s > hρ⊥/3⇒ σ > ε−a we further require
9
4
̺⊥ − 1 + a < 0 , (8.59)
which can be satisfied since ̺⊥ <
1
3
by (8.12b) that implies, in addition,
2/9− ̺⊥ + 4
9
a > 0 .
Finally, by (7.38a), applied upon (8.25), we have for the last term on the right-hand-
side of (8.56),
h8/3−a0−2̺⊥‖η˘k,h∂ρ(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖ ≤ C h8/9−2̺⊥−a0−qˆ2 ,
By (8.12b) and (8.53) we have
8
9
− 2̺⊥ − a0 − qˆ2 > 2
9
− 2
27
> 0 .
In conclusion, we have obtained for potentials of type V2 that [Ah, ηk,h]Rk,hηˇk,h
satisfies (8.35) for
0 < d0 ≤ d24 := inf{
8
9
− 2̺⊥ − a0 − qˆ2, 2/3− ̺⊥ + a0/2, 8
9
− ̺⊥ + 4
9
a} , (8.60)
with a ∈ (1/6, (1− q)/2) satisfying (8.59).
The positivity of d24 has already been established in the foregoing discussion.
Step 6: Estimate of ‖ηk,hT−1Fbk (Âk,h − A˜k,h)(A˜k,h − λ)
−1η˘k,h
∥∥ for k ∈ J r∂ .
We recall that A˜k,h is introduced in (2.18) and we first observe that
‖(V ◦ Fbk − V (1)bk )η˘k,h‖∞ ≤ C h2̺
(∥∥∥∂2V∂s2 ∥∥∥
L∞(B(bk ,h̺))
+
∥∥∥ ∂2V∂s∂ρ∥∥∥
L∞(B(bk ,h̺))
+
∥∥∥∂2V∂ρ2 ∥∥∥
L∞(B(bk ,h̺))
)
≤ C˜ h2̺ ,
(8.61)
where
V
(1)
bk
(ρ, s) := V (bk)± jkρ
as in (2.18).
V1 Potentials For potentials of type V1 we now observe that∥∥∥ ∂2V
∂s∂ρ
∥∥∥
L∞(B(bk ,h̺))
≤ C (d(bk, S) + h̺) ,
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and that bk 6∈
⋃
n∈J s∂ \J
s,0
∂
B(bn, h
̺⊥) for all k ∈ J r∂ we have
d(bk, S) ≥ h̺⊥ . (8.62)
Clearly, ∥∥∥ ∂2V
∂s∂ρ
∥∥∥
L∞(B(bk ,h̺))
≤ C d(bk, S) .
Furthermore, since Vss(0, s) = 0, we have∥∥∥∂2V
∂s2
∥∥∥
L∞(B(bk ,h̺))
≤ Chρ ,
and, for any a1 > 0, ∥∥∥1ρ≤h2/3−a1 ∂2V∂s2 ∥∥∥L∞(B(bk ,h̺)) ≤ Ch2/3−a1 .
Consequently, using a Taylor expansion of order 2, we obtain from the preceding
inequalities
‖1ρ≤h2/3−a1 (V ◦ Fbk − V (1)bk )η˘k,h‖∞ ≤ C
(
h2̺d(bk,S) + h 23−a1+2̺ + h 43−2a1
)
.
Set a1 = 1/3 − ̺/2. As ̺ > 29 and ̺ + ̺⊥ < 2/3 by (8.12a) The above inequality
together with (8.62), lead to
‖1ρ≤h2/3−a1 (V ◦ Fbk − V (1)bk )η˘k,h‖∞ ≤ C h2̺d(bk,S) . (8.63)
We now write∥∥ηk,hT−1Fbk (Âk,h − A˜k,h)(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h∥∥
≤ C h̺‖h2∆(s,ρ)(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖
+C‖h2∇(s,ρ)(A˜k,h − λ(h))−1η˘k,h‖
+Ch2̺‖1ρ≥h2/3−a1 η˘k,h(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖
+Ch2̺d(bk,S)‖1ρ≤h2/3−a1 η˘k,h(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖ .
(8.64)
By (8.30) and Lemma 2.6 we have
h̺‖h2∆(s,ρ)(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖ ≤ C h̺−2̺⊥ . (8.65)
Note that by (8.12a)
̺− 2̺⊥ > 1
3
− 3
2
̺⊥ > 0 .
Similarly,
‖h2∇(s,ρ)(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖ ≤ C h2/3−2̺⊥ . (8.66)
Upon the dilation (8.28) we may use (6.79) with a = a1
3̺⊥
to obtain for the third
term
h2̺‖1ρ≥h2/3−a1 η˘k,h(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖ ≤ Ch2(̺−1/3) . (8.67)
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Note that the cutoff ρ > h2/3−a1 leads after dilation to τ > h−a1 which should
be compared with τ ≥ δ−a for the application of (6.79). Hence, we must have
h−a1 >> δ−a which leads, in view of (8.62), to 2a̺⊥ − a1 < 0. For the application
of (6.79) we must have in addition d(bk,S) < δ1 for some δ1 > 0. If d(bk,S) ≥ δ1
(8.67) follows immediately from Lemma 2.6.
For the last term, we use (8.30) to obtain
h2̺d(bk,S)‖1ρ≤h2/3−a1 η˘k,h(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖ ≤ Cd(bk,S)−1h2̺−
2
3 ≤ C˜ h2̺−̺⊥−2/3 .
(8.68)
Note that by (8.12a) 2̺− ̺⊥ − 2/3 > 0.
Substituting the above into (8.64) yields, that ηk,hT
−1
Fbk
(Âk,h− A˜k,h)(A˜k,h− λ)−1η˘k,h
satisfies (8.35) with
0 < d0 ≤ d15 := inf{2̺− ̺⊥ − 2/3, ̺− 2̺⊥, 2(̺− 1/3), 2/3− 2̺⊥} , (8.69)
where positivity of d15 has been established above.
Type V2 potentials For potentials of type V2, we write, using (8.61) directly,∥∥ηk,hT−1Fbk (Âk,h − A˜k,h)(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h∥∥
≤ C
(
h̺‖h2∆(s,ρ)(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖
+‖h2∇(s,ρ)(A˜k,h − λ(h))−1η˘k,h‖
+h2̺‖η˜k,h(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖
)
.
(8.70)
Proceeding as in the V1 case, we obtain, similarly to the proof of (8.65) and (8.66)
but with (8.31) in mind,
h̺‖h2∆(s,ρ)(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖ ≤ Ch̺−̺⊥
and
‖h2∇(s,ρ)(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖ ≤ Ch 23−̺⊥ .
For the third term, we may now use (8.30) and (8.31), with p2 = 1, to obtain that
h2̺‖η˜k,h(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖ ≤ C h2̺−̺⊥−2/3 .
Hence, we obtain that ηk,hT
−1
Fbk
(Âk,h − A˜k,h)(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h satisfies (8.35) with
0 < d0 ≤ d25 := inf{2̺− ̺⊥ − 2/3, ̺− ̺⊥} , (8.71)
where positivity of d26 follows from (8.12b).
Step 7: Estimate of [Ah, ηk,h]Rk,hηˇk,h for k ∈ J r∂ .
We now estimate the rest of the contribution of J r∂ , as in Steps 4 and 5, by writing
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(dropping the cut-off in the s variable)∥∥∥[Ah, ηk,h]Rk,hηˇk,h∥∥∥
≤ C
(
h2(1−̺)‖η˘k,h(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖
+h2−̺‖η˘k,h1ρ>h2/3−a1∂ρ(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖
+h2−̺‖η˘k,h∂s(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖
+h8/3−a1−2̺‖η˘k,h∂ρ(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖
)
.
(8.72)
V1 potentials For potentials of type V1, we use Lemma 2.6 upon the dilation
(8.28) to obtain for the first term
h2(1−̺)‖η˘k,h(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖ ≤ Ch 43−2̺−2̺⊥ , (8.73)
and observe that 4
3
− 2̺− 2̺⊥ is positive by (8.12a).
Upon dilation we then use (6.79a), with a = a1
3̺⊥
, to obtain for the second term
h2−̺‖η˘k,h1ρ>h2/3−a1∂ρ(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖ ≤ Ch2/3−̺ . (8.74)
Then we write, using (6.79b) upon dilation, with δ satisfying (8.31),
h2−̺‖η˘k,h∂s(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖ ≤ Ch2/3−̺−̺⊥ . (8.75)
Finally, we obtain with the aid of (8.30) and Lemma 2.6, setting a1 = 2/3−̺−̺⊥,
h8/3−a1−2̺‖η˘k,h∂ρ(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖ ≤ Ch2/3−̺−̺⊥ .
Hence (8.35) holds for η˘k,h[Ah, ηk,h]Rk,hηˇk,h if d0 satisfies
0 < d0 ≤ d16 :=
2
3
− ̺− ̺⊥ , (8.76)
where the positivity of d16 follows from (8.12a).
V2 potentials In a similar manner to the V1 case, we begin by employing Lemma 2.6
upon dilation to obtain
h2(1−̺)‖η˘k,h(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖ ≤ C h 43−2̺−̺⊥ .
Then by (6.79a), with a := a1
2̺⊥
, we have
h2−̺ ‖η˘k,h1ρ>h2/3−a1∂ρ(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖ ≤ C h2/3−̺ ,
and by (6.79b),
h2−̺ ‖η˘k,h∂s(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖ ≤ C h2/3−̺−̺⊥/2 .
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Finally, with the aid of (8.30) and Lemma 2.6, we obtain by setting first a1 =
2/3− ̺− 1
2
̺⊥,
h8/3−a1−2̺‖η˘k,h∂ρ(A˜k,h − λ)−1η˘k,h‖ ≤ Ch2/3−̺−̺⊥/2 .
Hence (8.35) holds in the V2 case for the term [Ah, ηk,h]Rk,hηˇk,h if d0 satisfies
0 < d0 ≤ d26 :=
2
3
− ̺− ̺⊥
2
, (8.77)
where the positivity of d26 results of (8.12b).
Conclusion: Computation of d0.
Combining (8.38), (8.48), (8.54), (8.58), (8.60), (8.69), (8.71), (8.76), and (8.77), we
have established (8.35) with
d0 = inf{d1, d2, d3, d14, d24, d15, d25, d16, d26} .
This completes the proof of the lemma.
8.5 Eigenvalue existence
From (8.34) it follows that (I + E(h, λ))−1 is uniformly bounded as h → 0. Since
by Lemma 8.1 we have ‖R(h, λ)‖ ≤ C h−(ki+qˆi), we get the existence of positive h0
and C , such that for h ∈ (0, h0] the circle ∂B(Λˆi(h), hki+qˆi) is in ρ(Ah) and the
resolvent, which is given by
(Ah − λ)−1 = R(h, λ)(I + E(h, λ))−1 ,
consequently satisfies there
‖(Ah − λ)−1‖ ≤ C h−(ki+qˆi) .
Hence, we obtain the following result:
Proposition 8.4. Let q ∈ (0, 1
6
) and for i = 1, 2 , qˆi = (
2
3
)iq , ki =
2
3
+ (2
3
)i. Under
the assumptions of Theorem 1.1, for potentials of type V1 (where i = 1) and the
assumptions of Theorem 1.3, for potentials of type V2 (where i = 2) there exist
positive constants C and h0 such that, for all h ∈ (0, h0],
sup
λ∈∂B(Λˆi(h),hki+qˆi )
‖(Ah − λ)−1‖ ≤ C h−(ki+qˆi) . (8.78)
We can now prove the upper bound for the spectrum.
Proposition 8.5. Let i ∈ {1, 2} and suppose that V is of type V i. There exist
h0 > 0 and, for h ∈ (0, h0] an eigenvalue λ ∈ σ(Ah) satisfying
λ− Λˆi(h) = o(hki) as h→ 0 . (8.79)
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Proof. Let U1 be given by (3.29) and U2 by (4.14) and let fi = (Ah − Λˆi(h))U i.
Clearly,
(Ah − λ)U i = fi + (Λˆi(h)− λ)U i .
Hence, for λ ∈ ∂B(Λˆi(h), hki+qˆi), we can write
〈U i, (Ah − λ)−1U i〉 = − 1
λ− Λˆi(h) [〈U
i, U i〉 − 〈U i, (Ah − λ)−1fi〉] .
By (8.78) and either (3.32) for i = 1 or (4.17) for i = 2, we then obtain
‖(Ah − λ)−1fi‖2 ≤ C
hki+qˆi
‖fi‖2 ≤ C hmi−qˆi‖U i‖ ,
where m1 = 1/3 and m2 = 2/9 .
Consequently, observing that qˆi < mi (i = 1, 2),∣∣∣ 1
2πi
∮
∂B(Λi(h),hki+qˆi)
〈U i, (Ah − λ)−1fi〉 dλ+ ‖U i‖2
∣∣∣ ≤ C hmi−qˆi ‖U i‖2 .
Hence there exists h0 > 0 such that, for h ∈ (0, h0], (Ah − λ)−1 is not holomorphic
in B(Λi(h), hki+qˆi) and the proposition follows.
The existence of an eigenvalue satisfying (8.79) provides an effective upper bound
for inf Re σ(Ah). Together with the lower bound (2.1), this completes the proof of
Theorems 1.1 and 1.3.
A Examples of potentials satisfying (1.4)
We now derive some simple examples of potentials satisfying (1.4), demonstrating
that both types of potentials may exist. The basic idea is again that the problem
introduced in (1.4) exhibits some invariance to conformal mapping (see [20]). Hence
starting form a problem defined on the square  , where the solution of (1.4) is a
linear function, we can get from family of conformal maps a corresponding family of
potentials satisfying (1.4) in various domains, together with (1.5), (1.2), and (1.3).
Let  = (0, 1) × (0, 1) ⊂ C and Ω = f() where, for w = u + iv, f is the
conformal map
f(w) = w + δ
(1
2
w2 +
γ
3
w3
)
,
in which δ > 0 and γ ∈ R. Let further f(w) = z = x + iy ∈ Ω, and set g = f−1 :
Ω→  , which clearly exists for sufficiently small δ. We may now set
∂Ω1D = {f(u) , u ∈ (0, 1)} ; ∂Ω2D = {f(u+ i) , u ∈ (0, 1)} ,
and
∂Ω1N = {f(iv) , v ∈ (0, 1)} ; ∂Ω2N = {f(1 + iv) , v ∈ (0, 1)} .
Let g = U + iV (or U = Re g and V = Im g). Clearly, V ≡ 0 on ∂Ω1D and
V ≡ 1 on ∂Ω2D. Furthermore, V is harmonic and since f is conformal, we must have
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∂V/∂ϑ = 0 on ∂ΩN . It follows that V is a solution of (1.4) with C1 = 0 and C1 = 1.
Since V is constant on each connected component of ∂ΩD we have there, using the
Cauchy-Riemann equations satisfied by g,
|∂V/∂ϑ| = |∇V | = |g′| . (A.1)
The same argument shows that for fixed γ ∈ R, and for δ small enough, Assump-
tion 1.5 is also satisfied in Ω. Consequently, we need to identify the location of
inf
z∈∂ΩD
|g′(z)| = inf
0<u<1
min
( 1
|f ′(u)| ,
1
|f ′(u+ i)|
)
.
It can be easily verified that whenever −2 < γ < 0 we have
sup
0<u<1
|f ′(u)| =
∣∣∣f ′(− 1
2γ
)∣∣∣ = 1 + δ
4γ
,
and for sufficiently small δ we have
sup
0<u<1
|f ′(u+ i)| =
∣∣∣f ′(− 1
2γ
+ i
)∣∣∣ +O(δ2) = 1− δ
4γ
− δγ +O(δ2) .
It follows that whenever γ < −1/2 the minimum of |∂V/∂ϑ| over ∂ΩD is obtained,
for sufficiently small δ at an interior point (close to i− 1
2γ
), whereas for 0 > γ > −1/2
the minimum is attained, for sufficiently small δ at one of the corners.
Note that
f (3)(z) = δγ ,
and hence, for γ < −1/2, the maximum of |f ′| (or the minimum of |g′|) is non-
degenerate.
Hence, depending on the value of γ, we can either find δ and a pair (V,Ω) for which
(V1) is satisfied or find δ and a pair (V,Ω) for which (V2) is satisfied.
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